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VoL. XXVII—No. 3 Mfarcu, 1915 

Early spring work is cut down by half if a wheel-hoe is used. Harr@wing is made easy—after plowing with the wheel-hoe plow the clods are broken up 

by attaching the cultivator tool 

_Sub6ur6an Garoen 
STAKING OUT A CLAIM IN A YOUNG FOREST DREAMS AND DISILLUSIONMENTS—THE TOOLS FOR QUICK 

WORK—THE MYSTERIES OF THE WATER TABLE—SUCCESS IN A WHEEL-HOE GARDEN 

fF“ IM the beginning of things I believe I have been a born 

WARREN H. MILLER 

Part I—Taming the Wilderness 

that terrace in return for general gardening of the place and care 

farmer, which is a very different thing from being born a of our stock. My particular job was the chicken and pigeon 

farmer ; for I was raised in a fine, old Colonial town where every- establishment, also all our hunting dogs, besides doing part of the 

body owned a big place, ten to fifteen acres; gardened, lawned weeding and planting of the vegetable garden, and | look back 

and hedged, every foot of it under 

cultivation—a very different thing 

from the average farm. Land was 

cheap in those days, and living was 

cheap, so that people of moderate 

means could easily own a big place 
and raise enough on it to keep a man 
who did the gardening, looked after 

the horses and carriages, etc., in re- 
turn for his rent of the cottage and 

one-third the product of orchard and 
vegetable garden. Ours was one of 

the smallest of these places—four 
acres—yet, even we kept an old dar- 
key, who lived in the cottage at the 

foot of the third terrace, and was 
given his rent and the cultivation of 

In the original garden nothing but potatoes would grow, because 
it had been neither limed nor drained 

151 

in wonder to-day at the efficient way 
in which those trusts were adminis- 
tered, for a boy of twelve; to say 

nothing of the numerous side-lines of 

my own—rabbits, guinea pigs, an 

aquarium, a reptile den—Lord knows 
what all—white rats and mice, too, if 

memory serves me correctly! 

Then, as I grew to manhood, came 

five years in Europe and fifteen years’ 

pioneer construction work as an elec- 

trical engineer, living in rented houses 

on small plots of ground, so that one 

hardly had: time to accumulate so 

much as a dog before new construc- 

tion work necessitated moving again. 

But the yearning for a place of my 



When preparing the raw soil for planting in a small garden, the first operation is to lay a main 

drain beneath where the pall 
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If the water table is right, it will be permanent 

4.'0* ae. 
a 

Note the sub-surface water level. 
avoid sogginess 

besides, which immediately makes the country place an 

CXPC»nsl ve 

| rOTesSAaAW 

self, and 

: luxury, instead of a self-sustaining property. 

that | would have to do all the gardening my 

that, too, in the scant spare time permitted to 

a busy commuter: so | estimated that about an acre 

was all I could manage properly. And, as this acre 
was wild forest, which had to be cleared and tamed, | 

started on but one-third of it, leaving the rest in park 

ror tuture vear&rs. 

It's a heartrending business, this cutting down beauti 

ful forest trees, but it has to be done if you are going 

to find re 

The diag 

garden ; 

forest tre 

site—as | 

yom and sunlight for a garden and fruit trees. 

ram shows the original layout of house, barn, 
ind shrubbery. We left about twenty-five 
‘es on the place—four of them on the garden 

did not believe at the time of planning that 
the sun has a very different declination in winter than 
in summer, and | had read somewhere that the sun's 

declination was 20 degrees, so I concluded that the 

shadows 

on the fe 

of these trees would fall back of the garden 

rest. This theory the sun seemed to amply 
uphold—in February—for, even at mid-day, it seemed 

lo determine the water table height, the bottom of the drain should start a foot below told 
This seepage should be run off to 

hardly over the southern hori- 

zon. As a matter of fact, in 

midsummer the shadows of 

these trees fell directly below 

them at high noon, robbing 

the plants beneath of their 
sunlight, and I took all of 

them out the next year. 
[ did not realize that much 

of my bovhood success came 

from excellently prepared 
soil, well drained, well mel- 

lowed and well fertilized. 

This had all been done by my 
elders, leaving me nothing but 

planting and fighting weeds to 

insure success. In reality, my 
forest soil, even after stump- 

ing, clearing of roots and 

adding a thin top-dressing of 
field soil, was as sour as un- 

centuries of shade and 

forest leaf-fall could make it. 
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lo me it looked rich and black, needing only drainage 

to produce a fine yield. 
Che first big February thaw, with its multitudinous 

puddles, showed me where the low spots were, and | 
filled most of them with furnace ashes and field soil. 

The garden was 35 x 75 feet, capable of feeding five 
people all summer with green vegetables and fruits if 
managed rightly. I first trenched and drained it, using 

about 100 feet of terra-cotta inverted U tile laid on 
boards in the bottom of the trench, with straw over the 

joints. The reason for this straw is to catch and hold 

the silt, which is carried along by the muddy water to 
the drain and dropped along the plank, thus blocking it. 

\ great deal of it washes through the cracks in the tile 

joints and catches in the straw. If you put these in- 
verted L tiles directly on the bottom of the trench with- 

out the boards underneath, your drain will soon be filled 

up with silt, and in a year or so you will have to dig it 

up again The best material for the bottom board is 

pitch pine, because of its durability. 

his drain carried off all surface water very effi- 

ciently, but still the garden was soggy and wet. My ~ 

water table was not low enough. Now, 

| had read, vaguely, of water tables in 

agriculture papers, but | never thought 
of one as a hostile factor in my own 
garden Che water table may be de 

fined as the prevailing height of water 

in the soil all over a given section of 

land. If too high, put your drains 

lower. | could not put my drain any 
lower, tor its outlet was already at 

the lowest available exit from the 
garden, vet the water table was only 

about four inches below the surface 
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capillary action of soil 

will draw water up at 
least four inches above 

the water table, so my 
soil was always wet, 

even in bright sunlight. 
The only way out was 
to raise this water 

table by putting on 
more fill. This seemed 

| an expensive propesi- 
tion, so | decided to 

The original !ayout of house, barn, garden and leave the soil as it was, 

shrubbery. About twenty-five forest trees were 
left on the place, four of them on the garden 
site making too much shade, as was later dis- 

in the hopes that sum- 
mer would bring drier 

covered conditions. 

Liming the soil to cure acidity. 
were spread over the garden in March, following as nearly as possible the future 
lines of planting 

The first thing out of the ground: rhubarb in April. It wants the richest kind of soil and a low 
wire screen to keep out dogs and children. Sixteen roots planted at each end of the hot frame 
sufficed for a family of six 

Meanwhile [| had 

ordered a large box 

of privet, apple trees, 

pears, peaches, cher 

ries, berries and 

grapes, and they now 

arrived from the nut 

sery. | chose standard 
apples on the corners, 
with dwarf Lartlett 

pears in between, two 

peaches flanking the 

garden gate, and two 

cherries along the 

back as fillers be- 

tween the apples. 

These latter should 

go on 35 foot centers 

if standard, whereas 

dwarf trees require 
Five hundred pounds of bone meal and land plaster but 1< feet of room: 

but a standard tree, 

while it takes longer 

to get to bearing, will give bushels of apples to your dwarf’s 

dozens. The same is true of pears; the dwarf will begin to bear 

in two years (one pear!) ; the third year it may have three pears 

on it, and the fourth, a dozen. The standard will not bear at all 

until the fifth year after planting, starting with a two-year, 8-foot 
nursery tree, but then it will give a dozen for a starter, and from 

Standard 

pears should set on at least 20-foot centers, but in a garden like 

that time on will beat the dwarf five to one in yield. 

this they will do well enough as fillers between the apples. 
For selection of varieties | had no literature available, and 

there were no orchards near me, but in general, for light, sandy 

soil, Baldwin (red, winter), Early Harvest (yellow, summer), 

and Stayman’s Winesap (red, striped, fall) are good garden selec 

tions. 

\ll peaches do well in light soils, so your choice will be mainly 

for a succession of ripenings throughout the peach season 

Early and Late Crawford, Elberta, Ray, etc.—and in this garden 
| have had very good success with Governor Wood and Black 

Tartarian cherries. \ll these were two-year, 7- and 8-foot trees, 

(Continued on page 199) 



Distinction in Dining- 
Rooms 

CAN BE MIXED—GENERAL 

LES FOR MAKING THE ROOM A CHEERY PLACE 

AND A NOTE ON BREAKFAST- 

ROOMS 

are three points 

gy and impressing one’s 

various unrelated 

ot a certain co ordi 

still lack dis 

ingland home, 

al period room, 

It hampers my 

not understand what the periods 

In summer the dining room can be made an adjunct to the porch if there are French windows. 

hangings and furniture 

running through the periods, and hence they cannot be mingled 

uccessfully. You cannot put American Colonial with 
furniture of Louis XIII, because one is light in scale and domestic 

in spirit; the other heavy in scale and majestically ponderous in 
pirit. It is not a matter of dates, this incongruity. 

sistent use of a period style, formality and restfulness, plus 

cheeriness, create the desirable dining-room. 

By the con- 

lo many of us, and particularly to men, dining is the high spot 
of the waking hours. A good dinner works the daily miracle of 

a man’s existence. Let the dining-room have restful spaces, com- 

fortable chairs, adequate table-room and the elimination of 

over-loaded sideboard and ostentatious china 

walls be light in tone. Let there be enough light to eat by. 
Women are apt to light a table insufficiently—a soft, becoming 
glow from shaded candles. Men, with little or no concern for 

their wrinkles and graying hair, have a less impelling esthetic 
sense. So, if possible, have side wall fixtures, which, with the 

candles, will give sufficient light. If side fixtures are not feasible, 

TITTTTRT 

; ites 

154 

As here, the spirit of Colonial days should be carried out in mantel, 
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use a center drop light with a flaring Empire shade 
of soft-tened silk bound with heavy fringe, toned 

with the color of the walls, making it as unobtrusive 

as possible. Have the light hung high enough so 

that the diner can see his vis-a-vis, but deep enough 

to prevent the electric bulbs from glaring into his 
eves. If a central gas fixture has to be considered, 
use flaring white porcelain shades, and over these 

silk shirred shades of a warm tan or old rose. These 
throw the light down upon the table and give to the 

room a soft, pleasant glow. If preferred, candle- 
sticks of silver or copper wath shades or shields may 
be used on the serving-table or sideboard. In 

country houses there is often neither gas nor elec- 
tricity, and in such a case small twin oil lamps with 

old-fashioned glass shades, or sconces for candles, 

are attractive and serviceable. The main thing to 

avoid is a large oil lamp in the center of the table or 

an electric hanging fixture with glaring green or 

red-glass shade. This unpleasant feature spoils 
more dining-rooms in the modern apartment than 

any other, | believe. It is almost always out of 
proportion and usually dwarfs the room. Why 
should it be tolerated when at a slight expense it can be 

removed and a tasteful substitute made? This matter of 
good lighting fixtures I have spoken of at length because 

it has to do so much with restfulness. 
It is best to have no more furniture in the dining-room 

than is necessary. The table, enough chairs for family and 
guests, and a serving table. An open fire is pleasant, and 

the English habit of having a little coal fire to greet one in 

the morning is particularly conducive to starting the day 

aright. If there is a fireplace in the room, have the fire 
laid before the meal. In so many rooms boasting this dis- 
tinctly sociable feature the fireplace is left bare an gaping, 

a hole of black dejection, whereas a few logs and cones on 

the firedogs, or a neatly filled and highly polished grate 
would add much cheer and distinction to the room, 

It is rather a pity that the habit of a ‘“‘dining-room 
suite” of furniture has become so impressed upon most ot 
us. Much more interest and originality can be created by 
mixing two styles of consistent design. Choose, for ex- 

ample, mahogany Hepplewhite chairs, a sideboard of 
Sheraton design, inlaid with satin wood, and a serving- 

table of enamel or walnut of French Louis XVI. This 
combination, or one equally good, does not make 

the dining-room “mixy;” to the contrary, it is a 

pleasing and restful variation. 
\nother practice that helps give restfulness to a 

room is the use of things in pairs: well-balanced 
panels; a pair of lighting fixtures, two candles on 

the serving table or mantel; a pair of old decanters 
on the sideboard; two consoles or serving tables. 

The most inharmonious thing in a dining-room is 

usually the sideboard, covered with plate and china. 
Its appearance is usually no worse, however, than 

the average china closet. There is something that 
smacks a little of the vulgar in such display. Those 
who champion the china closet maintain that glass 

and china should be kept in the dining-room so that 
the mistress can keep her eve on the breakables, 
take account of stock each day, and thereby keep 
the housemaid under discipline. Wouldn't it be as 
easy for the mistress to investigate her pantry each 

morning 

\ll the furniture in the dining-room_ should 

WS 

sti 

An example of a downstairs bedroom in a farmhouse converted into an attractive breakfast-room by 

consistent treatment 

Classical scenic papers are effective in a Colonial room. No pictures are needed. For 

furniture, Sheraton chairs. The treatment of the china closet door is interesting 

hen not in use the porch-breakfast-room can dily b m 
. W - - readi : - 

occupy no more space than is absolutely necessary. H | ; ”~ ; y be converted into an enclosed living-room. 
. - ere plenty of sunlight is assured whilst the casement cloth curtains will provide the needed privacy 
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Walls may be treated in any number of ways, but must be kept 

lighter in tone than the floor Paneled walls of oak or cypress 

re beautiful, but in using these woods one 1s limited in one's 

hoice of furniture. One successful treatment is to panel the 

wall in large spaces 

in creamy white or 

soft gray. Should 

wood paneling prove 
too expensive, strips 

of moulding fastened 

on the plaster and the 

: ) whole covered with 

several coats of paint 
et make a distinguished 

and at the same time 

an- expensive wall. 

, pre Either buff striped 

T ‘ ' ttere paper or plain elton 

one ’ et bury paper in a warm 

th ( ett to tan makes an excel 

lecorati in lent background for 

T mahogany furniture. 

r The ceiling must be 

r " toned in with the side 

( wall, but never a dead 

out () white. Beamed ceil 

ings are almost al 

the firenpla f { \ Jacobean room consistent throughout. This shows, in addition, the proper arrangement of furniture Ways too heavy and 

en the ' assuring a sense of light and space in the room out of proportion in 

, ‘ ( a small dining-room 

ee use ¢ erst Phi f the basement dining lt takes a very large dining-room to carry off a beamed ceiling 

root et lo those of us not brought up in and have it achieve any distinction. Delicate plaster designing 
y York the wie ert e i st unlit leasant WMpression nav be used with success on the ceiling of a rather pretentious 

te first experience idal walnut suites of our mothers’ dining-room, but a simple, classic cornice is much better than a 
clay et thi toned basement dining-room, must heavy, ove! elaborated type. \ll these things are simply a mMat- 

have ule eati ’ rrol but in many city homes the — ter ot proportion. 

dining-room ji rile eit it is above stairs. In this case a “To break bread” presumes a certain intimacy, and it is as her 

light, gay-tlower aap prove charming, adding the life  dining-room is cheery or cheerless, as her meals are carefully 

ind) bright that is | ing In the country, light, paneled hosen and served, meagre or overponderous, that we judge a 

lis or pla ire best hostess. She stands or falls with her dining-room 

The floor of the The Colonial 

cdining-ro i dining-room is a 

either be stained gracious style, 

vd ed ot and for many 

paint Irn the homes this has 

cent , proved the most 

borcde Of} bout 

three feet, spread 

an (C?rienta oO} 

plam ! r (ornen 

tal rug ire the 

most mCcOMmmMo 

datine things im 

the world the, 

tone in with 

every sort ot tut 

niture, decoration 

im! hanging 
* 
Vevet ‘ it pat 

terres irpect i! 

n clini Tow) 

; | , 
cspes \ i) ‘ 

wit! l scattered 

pattern 1 te 

tloot hould 

} ' kept unobtrusive 
Even Japanese style of decorations can be adapted, as here; although the furnishings, decorations and hangings 

successful, espe 

cially as we are 
rather rich in 

heritage of old 

mahogany. Sim 

plicity must be 
the key - note: 
white, paneled 
walls, with per- 
haps an old fam 

ily portrait over 

the fireplace; and 
simple side fix 

tures of Sheffield 

plate silver, make 
a good beginning. 

A wonderfully 

decorative and 

(Continued on 

should carry the Japanese spirit to the last degree without making the room look stilted and exotic page [G3 ) 
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HERE is no reason why any gardener 
should not get results with gladioli, just 

as there is no reason why any garden 

For the glad 

iolus booms at that time when the gar 

den 

should be without them. 

needs brightening up—in_ those 
dusty, hot, midsummer weeks that come 

on the heels of spring freshness and 
prodigality and before the autumn re- 

vivification has set in, days when the 

perennial border is apt to look a bit 
to be 

rang 

seedy. Moreover, since they are 

had ina great variety of colors 

ing from scarlet and purple to white, 
-the 

need have no fear of their clashing with 

the permanent plants. And they 
an added advantage in the fact that 

when cut they will keep over a week in 
water, a possibility appreciated by all lovers of flowers in the 
house. 

rose and pure yellow gardener 

offet 

lor those who have never grown gladioli, a word of explana 

tion: they are increased in three ways—by natural division from 

the parent corm or bulb, by seed, or by the small corms growing at 

In the first instance all one does is to 
separate the corms from the original, either in the fall or when 
planting in the spring. 

the base of the new corm. 

between the seed and the bloom is a stretch of three years. Seed 

should be planted thickly very early in drills in the open ground, 
rich, sandy soil being preferable. They should be shaded until 
the tiny plants appear, and not allowed to suffer in the least for 
lack of moisture. Carefully cultivated, these should produce a 
crop of corms each about the size of peas. 
second first should 

bloom the third, affording a great variety and possibly some new 

Plant the corms the 

season. Some will flower the season: all 

kinds. (Growing from seed has one disadvantage apart from the 
trouble; however, desirable varieties are not invariably perpet 

u; ‘ed, whereas they are when grown from corms. 

Cetting Results with G ladieli 
' 

\ 

\ wi 

~ : 

| 

| 
j 

THE PLAIN FACTS OF GLADIOLI CULTURE—THEIR THREE METHODS OF INCREASE—SUCCESSION PLANT- 
-THE TIME TO CUT BLOSSOMS—WINTER CARE OF CORMS 

EDSALL 

The most feasible method, then, is to buy your corms, which 

are cheap enough except in the finest varieties. Buy from a 

reputable seed house and your probability of loss and consequent 
disappointment will be reduced to a minimum if you follow dire 
tions. The first direction is to choose the right soil. \void a 

They light sandy 

which is retentative of moisture, the ideal being a sod fall spaded 

or plowed, and then thoroughly worked over in the spring. Also 

heavy, clay soil. thrive in a loam or soil 

avoid strong, fresh stable manure. If the soil lacks plant food, 

any commercial fertilizer thoroughly worked through will answer 

the purpose. Moreover, gladioli should have a new place ever, 
Plant as early in the 

spring as the soil can be fitted, for late spring frosts do not pene 
vear, and always an open, sunny situation. 

harm the 

If a heavy 

trate deep enough to 

early planted corms. 
frost happens along, a light coy 

ering will forestall damage. 

With the first planting, do not 
use the largest bulbs; keep them 

for the second or third planting, 
as the larger bulbs withstand the 

dry heat of summer better than 
the smaller This 

with a 

ones, succes 

sion of planting, two 
weeks’ interval between, may be 

continued profitably as late as in 

the middle of June, or even as 
late as July 4th, but the months of 

\ugust and September, being 
notably hot and dry, the later 

plantings are more likely to be 

less luxuriant, unless moisture is 
plentifully these 
later plantings it is not difficult to 
find places, as 

supplied. For 

some early vege Although the more common way of 

winter storing is to strip the bulbs 
of their tops, some gardeners pre- 

fer to 

table has been used by this time, 
leaving vacant spaces in the gar hang them up is this 

(Continued on page 190) fashion 



\ valley plumb full of hush to the brim—a valley of wonders, of secrets, of sudden surprises; and rank on rank the serried hills ‘ 

al ng the } oriz n. Who 

Mrs. John > 

bk CIPY WOMAN WHO SET OUT TO UPLIFT THE COUNTRY FOLK AND FOUND THE TABLES TURNED 

\ HOUSE THAT HELD HANDS WITH A WOODSHED—RECOVERING A LOST FIREPLACE—LIFE 

ANTHONY 

NCY starti to live build a hen-yard—or rather, let the “Chicken Lady” build it! 

1 thre t! the before we were married | had seen the house, but because of 

( England hill lohn I wore rose-colored glasses. His practical pen had dis ‘ 

unt in March! coursed so eloquently about the stability of the underpinning of 
Wi e on the huge slabs of Vermont granite, the fine way his tiresome apples 

n e fro kept in the cellar, the ever-running spring water and the two 

t eate vell old fireplaces that I, too, was sure nothing else mattered. : 

ointe cit Then, too, | had been accumulating a lot of what the country ' 
e to a bleak, folk discredit as “book knowledge,” and | saw myself transform ; 

esolate looking, ing not only the house interior, but “uplifting” the manners, 

ivery hillside orals and house interiors of all my neighbors. Why not? Had 

My indfather | not had superior home training at the hands of that efficient 

could abide city streets when such a view awaits! 

on Orcharding 

you housewife—my mother? I forgot when | contemplated all this 

‘ood = that at home we always had a servant and always the possibility 

Christian a n of extra help across the way. Again, why not, since I had not 
For forty-six years the charm of this fireplace had , , . - : i ’ . ae 

’ ’ \ st bv lo cing only taken two domestic science courses, but had taught several 
een lost . of . . - 

at his woodpile, so branches of housewifely arts for nearly a decade in two of the 
vent out to look at o oh tood sponsor for it | best-known household arts schools ? d 

never could have read his title clear to the skvey mansions, but, Metropolitan friends who looked a little pityingly on living in 

| recalled that he ordered forty cords. That was the country, even with John, said: “How much you can do for 
the first blov Next e he They ranged freely be the country woman!” | disclaimed modestly, but secretly thought 

the theory is that eC best for both orchard and | could. However, it wasn't long before I found the country- 
ite o osition, the hens thought the folk were uplifting me! When there is only one woman to 

orc! ited the front porch and on what ought to lo every bit of work, it doesn’t matter that she knows how to 

be thry< \ i | ‘ e to “words” ovet wok a delicious variety of food cietetically correct. (ne comes to 

them, but later, when he found how they devastated our garden understand why plain boiled potatoes supersede mashed and 

nd had no respect for | n and his wagons, he decided to French-fried ; why pie is the daily piece-de-résistance—delectable, 

. 
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“filling,” quickly and easily made and fairly inexpensive. So it 
goes. I haven't yet come to white oil cloth or a red tablecloth, 

but I am no longer horrified 

by those who do! 

Like most of these _hill- 

country houses, ours is a story- 

and-a-half house, holding 

hands with the woodshed and 

the barn. When we came, 

the front of the house was 

painted gray, with white on 
the east end. On the barns 

and woodshed, the sides vis- 

ible from the road displayed 
a coat of red, but the backs 

of all the buildings were guilt- 

less of paint. 
| have not yet ceased to 

wonder where the former 

owner put his family of eight, 
to say nothing of his “lairs 
and peanuts.” We find that 
our present family of four 

fills the house comfortably, 
and our Lares and lPenates 

clamor for larger quarters. 

However, we feel distinctly 

netropolitan because we must 
hoist our upper-story furni- 

ture through the window. The 

room now our living-room had 

been used as kitchen, dining- 

room and living-room. The 

floor was worn hollow, splintered, and most of the yellow ocher 

paint had worn off. This color had been used on the baseboards, 

and a cold, dingy, drab paint was on the rest of the wood. An 

Soon I, too, began to watch the growth of the young trees and examine each sus- 

picious curl of a leaf 

D 

ugly, flowered paper, with a dominant note of pink, was on the 

walls; the ceiling was black with smoke. The cook-stove, which 
continually leaked ashes be 

cause of a broken casting, 

stood in front of the fire 

place. For forty-six years the 
charm of this fireplace had 
been lost. It was boarded up 

and over the boards a green 

paper hung in tatters. The 

shades at the window were 

old and dingy, perforated like 

a strainer. 

We called in some painters 

and paperers who had been 

imported for a wealthy neigh 

bor’s work. Their estimate 

on one room made it impos 

sible for us to consider em 

ploying them, so we rolled up 

our sleeves and started in It 

took about four weeks of in 

termittent evening work to 

get that doleful, drab paint 

covered—but, such a_ trans 

formation! We hid the paper 
with successive coat Or tan 

Muresco—eventually we plan 

to seal it with our own wood: 

new hades were orders d 

from a hitherto despised mail 

order cataloguc We mad 

mahogany sectional book 

cases by applying a mahogany stain to apple boxes. <A _ few bits 
of real mahogany lent an air of verity, and we feel irritated when 

(Continued on page 186) 

aa = ‘ 

At the end of the orchard is our “dream tree.” where John and I dazzle our minds with plans for the future and feast our eyes on the view of the surrounding hills 
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All er from wi rn" t 

Be 

VIAKING OUT 

FROM SEED 

© 

THE SEED ORDER 

WHERE TO PLACE 

HANDLE THE SEEDS 

Though it has a tendency to 

bl culture and profuse bloom 

THE 

THEM 

BEFORE 

ause of the long season of bloom and ease of culture, nothing is better for edging than Sweet Alyssum 

FLOWERS TO START NOW 

THE GARDEN IN 

weedishness 

and garish colors, the petumia is of easy 

A garden lingerer, the cos- 
mos is unequalled among 
the tall annuals for late 
summer 

too, 

average, 

annuals, 

are, the 

much more dwarf in 

The 
on 

growth and lend 

themselves readily for 
and _ fore- 

ground planting 
front of taller things. 

A combination border 

with 

nials 

edging 

in 

hardy 

the 

ground and with bed 

peren- 

in back- 

ding plants and an- 

the 

ground makes a con- 

nuals in fore- 

venient and effective 

way of arranging the 

garden, particularly) 
the small 

where it is advis 

to the 

“chopped-up” appear- 

on place, 

able avoid 

ance resulting from 

making too many 

flower beds, crowded, 

for want of room, too 

close together. 

There are several 

starting 

the plants, depending 

methods of 

HOW ~ upon the use to which 
to 

and also upon the va 
riety. Some of them, 

PLANTING they are to be put 

being introductions 
from warmer cli- 

take 
long season to mature that they must be started 
indoors early in the season. Others which do 
not take kindly to transplanting and come into 
flower quickly are better sown where they are 
wanted to Still others which would 
bloom if sown outdoors and may be handled in 

that way, give much quicker results if started 
that a good part of their growth is 

made by the time they are set into the flower 

bed or border in which it is intended to have 

mates, such a 

bloom. 

early SO 

them mature. These methods may be described 

briefly as “Sowing in Heat,” “Sowing in the 
seed Border,” and “Sowing Where They \re 

to Bloom.” 

lhe first method, of course. involves more 
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work than the others. 

sults. 

It gives the earliest and most certain re- 
\nd, with a number of plants, such as cosmos, and with 

most of the biennials and perennials that may be grown to flower 

the first season, it must be used. In all cases, except where a 
dense edging or a tangled mass of bloom is wanted, one can get 

more satisfactory results by having plants to set out than by 
sowing seed. 

Often it is not possible to start all one’s flower seeds, and the 

next best method is to make up a little border of finely prepared 
soil raised somewhat from the level of the ground and in a 

sheltered position, where it can be readily tended and watered. 
In a coldframe, or against the south wall of the house or garage 

(where water from the eaves will not drip on it) will make a 

good place. It is much better to start all the seedlings in one 
place than to plant them all around the garden, a few here and a 

few there, with the idea of transplanting them later. They all 
much the the earl) 

stages of growth, and it not only saves a 

time, but it 
etter results to have them all in one place 

need same care in 

great deal of secures much 

where the various operations of thinning 
out, watering, trimming back, and so forth, 

may be more expeditiously carried out. 

Then, with most of your flowers started 

in one of these ways, things like poppies 

and nasturtiums, which are usually sown 
where they are to bloom, can be planted 
under the right conditions: just after a 

good, soaking rain, wher there is a 

prospect of several days of warm weather, 

or at the beginning of a warm, rainy 

“spell.” 

By all means, make up your order for 

Take a little 
stroll around the place and see what needs 
to be planted, rather than look through 
the catalogue to see what there is you 

would like to plant. Jot down, as you 
look about, the conditions you will have to 

meet. 

flower seeds in the garden. 

borders 

You can go over your place from side 
to side and from 

front to back. With 

your garden prob- 
lems all before you 

on a sheet of 

per, can go 

over the list of 

flowers to 

started from 

—some of 

pa- 

you 

be 

seed 

which 

are given at the 

end of this article 

—and 

things will 

best your 

own particular pur- 
Get for the 

back fence, for in- 

select those 

which 

answer 

poses. 

stance, a packet of 
the red sunflowers, 

which, not 

pure red, are dis- 

tinctly different 

from of the 

being 

while 

Stocks grow ten weeks from seed, hence the name; 
successive sowings produce an all-summer bloom. 
Old folks call it the “gillyflower” 

any 
older sort, 

A rather stiff formal plant, the zinnia, when used intelli- 
gently, can be made of greal decorative value along 

striped, shaded and zoned with red the flower being borne freely 

on tall, branching stalks. Start 

~ which 

will grow to a height of 8 or 10 feet; the hens will take care ot 

that. Nothing is better a long row of edging than Sweet 
Alyssum—Lilac Queen is a new variety which is equally as good 

as the white sort for a border. 

\s for the neighboring hen-yard 
some Ricinus, one of the taller-growing sorts, if necessary 

for 

If the lawn mower must be used 

close to the bed something more upright will be preferable, and 
then one of the candytufts can be used. Or for a still more 
upright border the dwarf zinniaus, either in mixed colors or in 

scarlet. Where a tall background plant is wanted, the new annual 
hollyhock, which will bloom freely the first year if sown early, 

would prove ideal. 

things which would answer this purpose 

There are, of course, a number of other 

such as the taller snap- 
dragons, or amaranthus or closia. For a partly shaded bed, where 
beautiful flowers the many 

begonias would do well 

are wanted, one of fine bedding 

although for a 

situation of this kind nothing surpasses 

the tuberous begonias. Where a low bed 

of bright colors may be wanted in the 

full sunlight the favorite old portulacas 
Paran 

na, a new sort, has flowers a great deal 

larger than any of the older kind. 
lower seeds vary greatly in size, in 

are sure to give pleasing results. 

shape, in hardness, in the amount of heat 
required to get them to germinate, and 
in the they should be 

handled after they are up and as they 
grow. but there are a 

ways. which 

few rules in re 
gard to starting them which apply to all. 
Heat and moisture 
whether they are 

must be supplied, 

started inside or out, 
which will meet their individual require 
ments. Indoors both these things may be 

regulated. Outside, of one 

‘to take a chance on the temperature; but 
it is one’s own fault if he plants tender 
things in April and fails to obtain suc 
cessful results. But, both ‘inside and 

out, the amount of moisture can be regu 

course, has 

lated, and, as 

lect in this 

undoubtedly 
failures 

neg- 

respect 

causes 
with 

than 

the 

gardener, and espe- 

cially the beginner, 
should make a 
strong resolution 

not to let his plant- 
ings of seeds dry- 

more 

flower seeds 

anything else, 

rot. 

Almost any soil is 

rich enough to main- 

tain little seedlings 

until they are ready 
to transplant, but 
not will 

do to start them in. 

We cannot take too 

great pains in pro 

curing or in mixing 

up a that will 
(Cont. on page 208) 

every soil 

The African Daisy, a beautiful annual, should be 
soil given plenty of room on account of its rather 

sprawling manner of growth 



was as it had always been—the front door shadowed with the clematis vines There it 

and the white snakeroot in blossom 

lhe Ole 
Dallare Place 

\ND THE GARDEN TO WHICH A WOMAN RETURNED 

WHERE ONCE SHE USED TO PLAY—ON BOILER WORKS 

\ND BIRDS—WHAT THE GERMAN GARDENER WANTED 

rO DO—OF HIM WHO LOVES A GARDEN 

FANNY SAGI STON! 

I graphs by R. L. Warner 

I. als hurried by the place, especially after dark, fear at any time fling open the big door and glare out at me. 
W ing that some dreadful thing would spring out at us from The place looked like the people within the house, and I can 

behi thi eat ’ remember when a child, 
tres Oo , _pucemnec wondering if houses al- 

ls coul ive beet " Jf i ways looked like the peo- 
ore gloo orbid ‘ee | te opie“ who lived in them. 
i L high picket fence of acy Ps 23: ee 9 \ straight, brick walk, 

painted brown and | | a Wi ee ee Gar almost overgrown with 
ec is im tront of the ’ a <a a oe hr BG > Po D. ae grass, led up to the front 

ouse. The te w i} . 4 5 “hE oy 4 door of the austere, white 

lv the only fascinatit dj . : ee eee oe “Rey house with high, front 

thing bout the whok :  ~ ests , a? ob , steps and with many 

place. It was kept shut | Os 4 . °.* ae col F green blinds that were al- 

in that ‘ ways closed. Shades were 
th te to drawn to most of the 

post it windows. too, so little, if 

heavy 1 any, sun ever  peeped 
hair ule a endi into the cold, uninviting 

ving for a litth rooms. The brick walk 
1 the few « led one around the house 

vhen | \y tured to ‘ to a side porch. There 

ird the temptation t were a few peonies, a 
top fo ist a t honeysuckle bush, a sy- 
ind try the swing would ringa and some blush 

vercon til =| roses along its edge. A 

thought of tl te Near the side porch was the same syringa bush now grown ‘way above the second story windows, forlorn old horse grazed 
Te eople \ whit a shower of white blossoms in June in the vard and kept the 
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grass trom entirely overrunning the place. My big brothers used 

to tell us that this horse was fed on barrel hoops, as we might 
plainly see when we looked at his sides, and we, in our youthful 
simpli itv, believed it. 

| remember going up the side steps of this house when I was a 

little girl and knocking timidly at the door when I was sent there 
on an errand, and the greeting that I met was like everything 

cold and formal. The glimpse of the interior, 

showing plain, white walls, unpapered throughout; no pictures 

anywhere ; 

about the place 

no draperies ; no little home touches, made me long to 

hurry away much faster than I had come. So the place held for 

its crawly arms over the eaves and onto the very roof itself 

| went often to admire this spot during my stay in Oldham. | 

was irresistibly drawn to it, not only and 

restfulness, but because of the fact that I was interested in seeing i 

because of its beauty 

how much had been done to transform an ugly, uninteresting spot 

into a lovely one. It was so impressed upon me that | was con 
stantly in a state of wonderment and surprise. Then, too, it was 

interesting and delightful to meet the ones who had transformed 

it and to go away with a sweet, happy memory of the place that 
long ago gave me an almost uncanny feeling. 

Only half a block away from a noisy, dusty business street one 

| | 
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It was in the backyard that the clothes drier used to be, its long arms always ready for a swing. Now a bird bath stands there, and orioles and blue birds banter where the 

children would swing. 

many vears for us alla memory full of mystery, dread and fear. 
Imagine my surprise when, on going back to the little town of 

Oldham last summer, | found this place a most attractive one 
and the house full of charm. The youngest son of the family 
had married, and, full of the right kind of sentiment, had bought 

the old home and made it so inviting and comfortable that I found 

it hard to believe it the place of long ago. Yet there was the 

same little brick wall, not overgrown as it used to be, but well 

kept in every way. There, too, was the syringa bush near the 
side porch, now grown ‘way above the second-story windows, and 

a mass of white blossoms when I saw it in June. The white 

lilac bush near the front steps was a real lilac tree, and a beautiful 
trumpet vine partly covered the south side of the house and ran 

There's a matrimony over the back door, too 

found this fresh, attractive yard, and it was all the more at 

\ yard 76 by 

120 feet; houses very near, and shops not far away, and yet the 
tractive because of the great contrast, perhaps. 

spot was full of blooming shrubs and plants; birds were singing 

all the day, building their nests and rearing their young in safety 
There were bird houses provided, two birds’ baths and many 
fruit-bearing trees and shrubs and the different members of the 

family were on the lookout constantly for enemies of the birds. 

Cats and English sparrows were not cordially received. 
an air gun was often called into action. 

[ am going to tell you in detail about the making over of this 

yard, to show any incredulous city person who feels that it cannot 
be done, that it is a possibility and a very successful one. 

In fact, 



The wide beds in front of the hedges are a mass of color all through the season. 

the Canterbury bells and the foxgloves. 
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oie rett 

( r ) ing the 

er \ ked « { 

‘ ‘ ere ‘ 

la i¢ t bh 

t tl thie vhole 

( ] ! here ere 

igl ) ( anbet 

é lden Inga, sun 

te and pink), an 

( | blo SOmMmS oT 

fall was especially attractive to the 

lhe cedar waxings would come 

the Lartarian honeysuckles, and 

t a red berry would be left to 

yrown thrasher would 

the berries of the elder, 

ithout calling back a little “thank 

ed a gracetul, irregular line along 

rves was a border of sedum—and, 

ttier in such a place than this plant 

green color and its especially 

e fall. Behind this sedum grew 

ot that had been brought trom the 

( in the space completely between 

k of tt, and tts white flowers 

sjlossomed neat ( lose to the hedge, 

rt] idden by overhanging branches of cranberry and dogwood, 

at trunk of an oak tree, over which ran blossoming nas 

rti vines. -On this stump was the basin for the birds’ bath, 

through the summer the birds came in numbers to drink 

| bathe, and no spot in the yard was more attractive. 

| remember many delightful afternoons spent in this garden, 

et one stands out in my memory more distinctly than any other, 

it is because of the joy I had that day in watching the birds 
ome to this bath. When I tell you of it, please remember how 

many people are saying things like this nowadays— No wonder 
ve never see birds now as we did long ago. They used to come 

» our yards, but they do not like the citv.” Then, too, please 

remember that this vard is less than a block from one of the 

First came the Oriental poppies, then the iris and peonies; later, the crowning beauty of 

When these had gone, hollyhocks and snapdragons and gladioli showed their colors 

noisiest shops ever created by man—a boiler shop with up-to-date 

air hammers and compression drills. I sat alone with my book 
one May day, not more than fifteen feet away from this bird 
basin, when I saw a flash of wonderful orange, and the Baltimore 

oriole was taking a bath! I watched him quietly as he dipped and 
spattered and dipped again and again. Up he flew to the nearest 
tree to complete his toilet, and before I had looked back to my 

book the blue bird came, with his beautiful blue dress. He 

wanted to get into the water, but was not exactly sure of my 

friendship, and contented himself with a drink. Then off he flew, 

just in time to give place to three scarlet tanagers that settled 

themselves not only for a drink, but for baths as well. Think of 
this, and make your yards attractive for birds, whether you live in 

noisy city or quiet town. Birds will come if you invite them 

and protect them. There is one objection to having a birds’ bath 

Continued on page 102) 
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ove 
bright eyes sparkling 
with keen merriment, 

his tail gaily erect. He 

is ever on the alert, 

and he never misses a 

trick in the game. He 
may. blarney, but lie 
never begs; and _ he 

HE Irish terrier is a 
true Irishman. I do 

not mean a low comedian with 

a red wig and a stub of a clay 
pipe, nor a sweetly, sad, ro- 
mantic tenor with nicely 
rouged cheeks and pumps 

with great silver buckles. The 
objection of a certain tre- 

mendously clever gentleman 
from Dublin that there is no 
typical Irishman is_ half 
truth, for the “typical Irish- 
man” is usually a poor, lop- 

fears no man or beast. 

Come fair weather or 

foul, good luck or bad, 

he is always the same 

cheerful little chap, 
ever ready to share any 
lot with his beloved 

master. 

This master of his is 

his god. Though he 

sided creature. If drawn by a 

comic artist, his external 
features are exaggerated out 

of proportion. <A lady nov- 

elist, on the other hand, will 
turn him inside out, an equal- 
ly unfaithful portrait. 

The terrier from Ireland is 
remarkably like his original 
master. As one of his oldest 

can never be accused of 
snobbishness, still his deep 
affection for his own family 
is a very different thing 

from his frank camaraderie 
with the world at large. 

His love is strong and sure and faith- 

ful to the very end of his life. Only 

the voice of his master, raised in displeasure 

and best friends once said to é. 

me: “Shure, he’s a rale bit 
o the Ould Sod.” Irish ter- 

rier and Irish gentleman both or in discipline, can stop the gay wagging of 

hide their deeper feelings and his tail, but he is very sensitive to rebuke 
from those he loves. Through his heart he is 
tractable to training that could never be 

beaten into his tough little hide. 
\ll the terriers are blessed with the happy knack 

of making themselves at home in any clime and 
under any circumstance, but in this the Irish ter- 

rier is trebly blessed. Lox him up in a crate and 

ship him off—it makes not a bit of difference 

whether your destination be a ranch in Arizona 
or an apartment in New York—when you open up 
his box he will hop out, greet you with a joyous 

bark, make a hurried inspection of the new prem- 
two words “Real The John L. Sullivan of dogs; he never “starts things” out of pure deviliry, ises, and come back with wagging tail to tell you: 

finer sensibilities under an 
apparently care-free exterior. 
The better one knows 

these two, the strong- 

er their likenesses in 
disposition and char- 

acter appear. So, af- 
ter a deal of casting 

about, I can find no 

more fitting title for 

this, the story of the 
Irish terrier, than the 

Irish.” But one must but he can stand up for himself when occasion arises. His scrappiness is hic cuits me! Now. what’s next on the pro- 
mostly an exuberance of spirit and a desire to mix in a9 

remember what real gram? 

Irish is. A FAITHFUL PORTRAIT OF THE IRISH TER- Over and above his perfect adaptability to any 

The little, four- prrpR THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS FIGHTING surroundings, the Irish terrier can with impunity 
footed Irishman iS PROPENSITIES WAS HE ORIGINALLY AN be cosmopolitan in his associations. He can hob- 

the most lovable of ORANGEMAN ? nob with the grooms in the stables without losing 
dogs. Always happy eee those qualities that make him so delightful a com- 
and lively, with a panion for his mistress. He is one of those rare 

: ; Witttams Haynes 
devil-may-care air, he chaps equally at home and equally popular in the 

—* oo ae ae : harness room and in the parlor. Moreover, he is 
Author of “Scottish and Irish Terriers,” “Practical Dog . iS ‘ 

Breeding.” etc. well able to lead a varied life. He is a bully good 
pal for man or boy in the country. He is a fitting 

and almost as big, and he is always ready to meet anyone half and proper escort for milady in town. He will hunt moles or 

way. He races through life, his head cocked on one side, his rats or woodchucks with furious gusto from morn till night, and 

is a bit too cock-sure 

at times, but his heart 

is light as a balloon 
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ble wilt after the model of a thor ught red race His coat the redder the better—must be like pinwire, 

hye ree, lithe and springy 

( i¢ vr | e on the nursery floor, mauled 

ind pulled about by the children. He will run his legs off afte 

tol | rel bie vill fearlessly tackle any tramp of burglar; but 

no ¢ ever eve thought of him a nappish or bad tempered 

he ie 1 roverbiall i versatile dog, but the Irishman is 

Lhe mai litference l one oft pounds he 

ot big enough to hunt grizzlies in the Rockies ot 

liot ’ \1 Lhe -\ire ile 1s too big to be comfortable in the 

erit the cit 

« » | elligerent Belfast, which was the hearthstone 

ott bree ome, the nick e of Daredevil was bestowed 

on the iri terri tle is trul i reckless dog, who carries a 

hin elicatel mlanced on tn long, sloping shoulder His 

rm é this the basis of many a jealou lut “The 

rreater the truth, the greater the libel.” but the Irishman, de 

pit | his liking for ar isional mixup, is not a bad dog 

rue, he is a very touchy dog, quick as hghtning to resent any 

fanuiharit or interterence tro othe dogs lo be sure, one 

ot hy L Ister friend ones int to me, Hes a daredevil. but ah! 

iT ch a dear devil, and as { 1 dog that won't fight when 

hes picked on, he is bad as a man—worse!" This trul 

Hibernian reasoning is perfectly valid and sound in the case of 

a o thoroughly Irish terriet ()ne does not have to belheve 

that John | sullivan is deserving of a miche in the Hall ot 

lame to admire a man who uses his fists to protect his person o1 

to answet ertain imsults Nor does one have to be a lover of 

dog fights to dislike a dog 

that tucks his tail between 

his legs and cuts for home 

whenever a itter pup vl 

come niffing about here 

is not a malicious 

hair in the Irish 

terriers wiry, 

jacket He neve 

sets out deliberate 

lv to hunt tor 

trouble he neve 

starts things” out 

of pure deviltry ; he never plays the bully 
or the thug. He does not scrap without 

an excuse, and his fights are never the 

deadly, grab - the-throat-and-hang-on-till 

death affairs of some other dogs \lore 

wer, the Irishman’s scrappiness has been 

iwnified. Probably he fights no more 

A difference lies in his than anv other gritty, spirited dog, and, 

head—it should be since he is amenable to reason, he will, if 

wedge shape, and properly brought up, prove to be a re 
dented between the . 

eyes arkablv peaceable canine citizen 

with a wooly underjac ket 

ak ye? 

When he runs, the Irishman has a free, open swing, 

everlastingly on the alert 

“Happy is the race,” says the proverb, “that has no history,” 
and in this may lie the secret of the Irish terrier’s happy-go-lucky 

disposition. Gallons of good black ink have been spilled over the 
origin of the breed, obscuring, if anything, what was from the 

first a mystery. When all is written, what we know is that the 
breed was discovered, all ready-made, some three-quarters of a 
century ago in the North of Ireland. “Stonehenge,” in his monu- 

mental “Book of the Dog,” which in the early days was the dog 

fancier’s vade mecum, opened the discussion by boldly declaring 

He is intelligent as well as clever, and he can easily be taught those lessons in etiquette 

and obedience so necessary for his own peace and his master’s pleasure 

that the Irish terrier was nothing more nor less than the common 
or garden variety of terrier that flourished in the Border coun- 

ties of England and Scotland about 1800, transplanted and given 
a national name that he did not deserve. The Daredevil’s Irish 

friends came to his rescue, and Mr. R. J. Ridgeway capped the 
climax of all extravagant claims by stating that there were un- 
mistakable references to the dog in sundry ancient Celtic manu- 

scripts, chronicles of the Irish kings. He, however, failed dis- 

mally when the production of the aged parchments was demanded, 

and “Billy” Graham, whose love for the dog won for him the 
soubriquet of “The Irish Ambassador,” very properly poked fun 
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ase Swe Le 

Compared with the wire fox terrier, he is four or five 

pounds heavier and larger for his weight 

at all this balderdash by solemnly declaring that the sole and only 
reason the Irish terrier was not itemized in the manifest of the 
Ark was that Noah knew they could swim so well that it would 
be foolish to take a pair of them aboard. 

Dog fanciers dote upon finding an ancient and honorable 
lineage for their favorite breed, but the terrier from Erin is 
quite well able to stand upon his own straight legs, thank you. 

However, those who feel that age is a desirable attribute for the 

If you are looking for a good companion, pick out a bright, husky pup, with good 
straight legs, a shortish back, small ears, dark eyes, and a red wiry coat 

Irish terrier to possess will be glad to know that there is good 
reason to suppose that he is no upstart. When he was discov- 

ered in the North of Ireland he was well established in distinct 
type and bred true. These two facts are the tests of a thorough- 
bred and proofs of age. There were differences in detail among 

the early dogs, greater differences than we now see in a class of 
lrish terriers at our bench shows, but all were sandy or reddish 

in color, and all were markedly more light and racy in outline than 
the other terriers of Great Britain. 

About 1875 the breed began to make friends outside of the land 
of his nativity. English fanciers took him up, attracted by his 

Again compared with the Airedale, the main differ- 

ence is one of pounds and size for weight 

A touchy dog, quick as lightning to resent familiarity 

or interference from other dogs 

winning disposition and his marked individualities, and all the 
discussions about his origin proved to be valuable advertising. 
But historical debates were not the only ones held on the attract- 
ive subject of the Irish terrier. His early friends wrought them- 

selves into furies over the questions of how much white should 
be allowed on his chest and what should be the correct color of 
his toenails. Next came the cropping question—in those days 

the Irishman’s ears were cropped, as the Great Dane's and the 
Boston terrier’s are now—but this was settled once and for 

all by the firm action of the club devoted to the interests of the 
breed. The Irish terrier can, therefore, claim justly to have 

initiated the cropping discussion which ended in the abolition 
of this custom for all breeds in England, a question that has 
recently been put to our own American Kennel Club, and which 
may soon be answered by an anti-cropping edict in this country. 

The red fox terrier bugaboo, which, like the poor, is always 

with us, was first raised over the long, lean head of Champion 
Bachelor, a famous dog who made his début in 1885. Every 
one who knows both the Irish and the wire fox terriers knows 

that the two are, speaking roughly, similar dogs. They are, 

however, quite distinct in type. In the first place, the Irishman 
is not only four or five pounds heavier, but, being lithe and 

racy, he is larger for his weight. He is built after the model 
of a thoroughbred racehorse, while the. fox terrier is a cobby 

hackney. The greatest difference, however, is in the head and 

expression. The Daredevil’s head is, roughly, like a wedge; 
the fox terrier’s is coffin-shaped. Moreover, the correct Irish 
head has a definite 

“stop,” or dent, be- 

tween the eyes; the 
ears are placed 
higher and carried 
more lightly; the 

eyes are set in at a 

more acute angle; 

the stiff hair on the muzzle 
is a tuft under the chin— 
not on the upper lips. All 

these seemingly trifling de- 

tails result in a very great dif- 
ference in expression. The 
fox terrier looks keen and 
varminty ; the Irish terrier ex- 
pression is alert and devil- 
may-care. The _ difference, 

which seems a mere technical 
distinction on paper, is very . 
appreciable when one sees two ‘Thy Gad eee be lead Uh ond 

typical dogs of the breeds. ried lightly, the eyes set in at an acute 

(Continued on page 198) angle 



{he {|ses of Woodwork in Interior | )ecoration 
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THE PI 

ADAN 

RIOD OF ADAM 

REPRODUCTION \) THE Pl 

DIGNITY, DELICACY AND DRYNESS 

RELY 
THE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 

ORNAMENTAL USE OF FURNITURE 

cate purity of outline and modeling we 
know well. Robert Adam was the 
central figure, dominating these men and 

his three brothers; \dam 

in the delicate classic Wedgwood figures, 

white on a dull blue, gray, pink or choco- 

SO 

we see Robert 

late ground; for Wedgwood was a con 
temporary and copied Adam’s architectu- 
ral decoration in porcelain. This cameo- 
like treatment was first popularized by 

\dam. 

show 

tinted 

Nearly all his walls and ceilings 

fine white decorations on a pale 
ground, whereas his immediate 

predecessors, as far as | know, never col- 
ored their ceilings except for a sparing 

use of gold on certain parts of the orna- 
r 
i ment ; on the walls they used oak or white 

painted wainscoting whenever they could. 
lle himself explains his scheme in de- 

scribing his work at Kenwood: 

“The of the panels and 
friezes are colored with light tints of 

pink and green, so as to take off the 
glare of the white, so common in every 
ceiling till of late. This always appeared 
to me so cold and unfinished that I ven- 
tured this variety of grounds to relieve 

grounds 

the ornaments, to remove the crudeness 

" +. of the white and to create a harmony 
with the ceiling and the side walls with 

~ >) their hanging decorations.” 

Wainscoting he seldom used; nothing 

Corner of a room after manner of Robert Adam—Mantel of white marble, colored inlay, or of white wood; heavy or clumsy; such a thing as a 

gilt mirror-frame and window-cornice; gray, pale green or dull, yellow walls, relieving the white chair-rail, base, beamed ceiling never occurs. His deco- 
door frame and picture framing; ceiling, pale slors, with plaster cornice mouldings and arabesc rh ; a= “x on . . ‘ gq; ce . ‘ ce, c yue in white, = rari ‘ or -@ 

j ‘ Ss ‘ av Mle 
and inserted circular paintings mahogany door painted panels ; dark wood floor with carpet of special design ; ration 1 invart u ly in plaster mn low re 

all furniture of Hepplewhite or Sheraton type 

ad | we have 1 claim to apy robation, we found it on this 

alone that we flatter ourselves we have been able to 

eize with e degree of success the beautiful spirit of an 

tiquity, and to mform it with novelty and variety through all our 

THLE TOUS \\V 

So Robert Adam wrote a hundred and fifty vears ago His 

work im general, at particularly the decoration of his rooms, 

cem to me close in spirit to the old Roman work His arrange 

ents are alw of the highest dignity, his outlines pure and 

elicat noni ‘ these are the chief attributes: must 

ve admit at time i cert iryvness Ilis rooms are loftv. en 

nobling, mspiri by onventi | to the last degree, with the 

rigiulitv of a tor i] 

tlis was the last great perio english architecture: after it 

are thr church w len mh the contused abortions that 

ulminated in the \lid-\Victors rhe great cabinetmakers, Hep 

pelwhite. She ' Sherator vere his contemporaries: undet 

his influence their f ture eveloped the haracteristically deli 

1OS 

lief, with rectangular or circular painted 
panels inserted over doors or in other 

places in wall or ceiling where they composed in the general 

arrangement; these, with the deep-toned wood of the doors, 
the dark His mantels were generally of white 

marble (he was the first to introduce marble mantels in England), 

with sometimes a colored marble inlaid in flutes or as a background 

formed notes. 

in the decorated panels; he used wooden mantels at times, as in 
Sir Joshua Reynolds’ house, but he preferred marble. Over the 
mantel was a painting of one of his curious mirrors with its 

strange, elaborate frame. 

He took under his charge the complete decoration of a room, 

designing the carpet, the window hangings, all the furniture, even 

the ornaments left to 
there could not be, with a room pitched in such a high and deli- 
cate key \ Jacobean room, with its dark oak wainscot, is of a 

heartier type and 

There was nothing whatever chance: 

burlier, can assimilate many a monstrosity 

without being much the worse; but not so this exotic from the 

South, as certain manor houses in England testify, whose owners 

h furnished their A: lave lam rooms without discrimination. 
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The furniture had its set place along the walls. Between the 
windows were half-round tables of inlaid or painted mahogany 
and other woods. They were called pier tables, as they stood 
against the “piers” or masses of wall between the window open- 

ings. Under the windows stood window stools. At other places 

against the wall were 

chairs and sofas. The ——— ——- —- 

dining-room contained a 

great sideboard, long 

and low, with  wine- 

cooler and cellarette be- 

low, and knife-cases in 

the form of classic urns 

above. There seems oc- 

casionally to have been 

a center table in the 
oy P — 

dining-room. Other- 

ning. Unfortunatly, “plasterwork” suggests tmmediately the 
coarse, heavy cornices and centerpieces of the brownstone Age; 

But it 
The Greeks and Romans had the 

Che 

\grigentum, 

“Stucco” suggests cheap, poor, sham construction. need 

not mean anything of the sort. 
highest respect for the hard, white coating. 

temples of Paestum and 
Temple at bassae—all 
with plaster or stucco. 

great Doric 

the 

cut stone CoV ered 

lonic 

were of 

The finish was so fine and 

hard that in Roman times slabs were cut from the 

walls and used as table-tops, and even as mirrors! 
Vitruvius describes it as often more beautiful and 
more durable than marble; but, as far as | know, 

where marble was used as the building material it 

was not covered with plaster. The temples men 

tioned above were made of a rougher stone. 

I do not know why plaster should not be more 
used to-day. skilled There is no lack of Italian 

wise all furniture was aa workmen of the highest order. It is not expen 

ranged along the walls. a ger’ ae sive; compared to wood-carving, for instance, far 

For cards, the pier- ¥ less expensive; for one mould can make many 
tables were brought out ornaments. Adam’s decorations were cast in 

and set back to back in metal moulds. His predecessors, under Wren 

pairs to form circular and Grinling Gibbons or their followers, had 
tables. If they were | modeled directly in the soft lime-plaster on the 

made im the familiar The problem of the series—a window, door and fireplace, the ceiling 7 they seldom used it on the wall )s but 
manner, with double- majee pedblans of onal coum Adam introduced the modern way of casting. 
hinged top and _ sliding Gelatine moulds are used now. A _ full-sized 

leg, a single pier-table would form the complete circle. In the 

dining-room several rectangular pier-tables were brought to the 

center and placed side by side, with a half-round pier-table at 
each end. This formed the dining table, or “Set of Dining 

as the term was then. After dinner, back to the wall 
they went. 

Tables,” 

There were no books, papers or odds and ends about; one or 
two vases or statuettes may have stood on the mantel; the books 

or papers were in the librarv. 

model is made in clay of each type of ornament; the architect or 
decorator criticises the model, which is altered until satisfactory. 
Then the clay is coated with shellac and grease, the soft gelatine 
poured around it, which, when it dries, is lifted away from the 

clay and is used again and again as a mould for the plaster. 
The plaster casting is not always solid; unless very small, it 1s 

merely a thin crust of plaster of Paris reinforced with burlaps, 
following the outline of the mould and fastened in place on wall 

In short, the Adam room was E ————————| «Z = — ‘A 
the formal setting of a for- 6 « eget x, ¢ | is — + oH As cot a ‘ ae i. s oo es os 2 Nae me ae i eS la a a 

mal, dignified life: shocking er 4 = oe te ‘ ; : : Ss. | b i \ Oy 4 t at times their conversation } 4) r a Pa => y 
nig 1,. » hee Pe : “) Yy ry —— ST + Y »¢ yf ] nignt Nave been to our sense | ‘ 4 y —T ‘ 

4 . . . yy ea } VW + x i 1 | of modesty; but nevertheless Y Hl] sesaer | 
the life was one of rigid con- | Oe. | 4 4 4 + + ~ 

vention and etiquette. lf a | eal ani oyeye gi "a : FA 4 Etat} Whether such a style is és 4 a iit 8 . 
suited to our free-and-eas\ | i} 1 | \ oe, Y “All Tt } /\ ; | | 1 J ii ——--4]} }/ 
ways, I much misdoubt. || | \ 
Would such a room seem ever m = — ze ry il ' if 1 

. . ° — = ol ie em os ‘ ‘ ad 

right with chairs and tables ( — SS | HI} Weal | : 1 é ==: 
not formally arranged? Ina olen nal — ee) Le ; re || 4 e | 

° f - ae | } | ' ‘ 

drawing-room, perhaps, or re- eer sm r 1h Au | 1___ aw AL 
, a ae = a ey OR em for throw LVindow and Glevatorz of Yoor ond wrcwloce Cecio oF 

ception room or dining-room ? al 2 of Madon ee Te Fees Soren 

(Yne could never lounge in ae 
. - ow 1 a | i 1 

such a room; but, then, he , —— 4] | : uy ~ . 4) ° -_ 

cannot lounge against a ——__ H — ~ erepal Mebils ‘cy : A ipa obale of See A : 
Sheraton or a Hepplew!l ite 

without 

an old lady 

chair-back 

it. Many 
members 

breaking 

still re- 

being reproved for 

back of a temporal! O 

Perhaps rocking on the hind legs of a chair will be considered 

perfectly 200d form before long. 

But The Adam style, we'‘have said, 

was primarily a style of plaster decoration. 

Working details of the room to scale 

leaning against the chair. O mores! 

to more certain matters. 
For this alone it 

should be worth our study, for we have made little use of deco- 

rative plaster in this country. <A revival of it seems just begin- 

cae mm 
\ 4 

20 ottittved GC" Ri 

much of the ornament omitted to simplify the drawing; all ornament and mouldings 

to be very fine and delicate in scale 

or ceiling with galvanized or copper wire. When very large it is 

sometimes braced with pieces of wood, as in the case of- large 

cornices or the ceiling ribs of a dome. 

Such a construction was abhorrent to Adam and seemed, | 
suppose, unsuited to the material. He preferred the bas-relief 

of the Appian Tombs or of Pompeii, and he heeded Vitruvius, 
(Continued on page 205) 



An intimate spot not thirty feet square 

nasturtiums between then come tall, blu« 

formal effect. a Rose of Sharon is plante } at each corner 

s the flower garden. Rhododendrons, box and arborvite form the enclosure, and around the walls, sedum spectabilis, with dwarf 
ris interspersed with golden marguerites; a third tier is composed of daffodils, lavender and white phlox; and to complete the 

Landscape Gardening on a Small Place 
IkING THk STORY OF A PATH ON A 

\ VIEW 1OT—GROWING A FRAME FOR 
BROOKLINE PROPERTY 

THE CREATION OF INTEREST IN A GARDEN 

THE ROUND GARDEN IN THE SQUARE 

PRAY, HUBBARD 

& WHITE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

ELsaA | 

is the story of a path, 

because on its location 

depended the develop 

ment of the whole prop 

erty—a path on a small 

suburban lot, connecting 

the front door with the 

street 

Such a walk is a 

necessity in daily use 

It must be practical, dry 

under foot and as direct 

These rea 

sons should not deprive 

aS possible 

it of interest and make 

it ommonplace he 

very tact that it 1s in 

daily use ts all the more 

reason why it. should 

have beauty inwrought 

in its making. While 

considerations of beauty and the means of arriving at and depart- 
ing from a front door are by no means the same, yet it will be 
found that they are not antagonistic. A solution which offers 

convenience can at the same time be beautiful. 
lhe house had to be set high above the street level. 

mod 

To accom- 

ate its shape to the long, narrow lot, it was built wide and 
shallow. For these reasons the necessity of facing the house 
upon an unpaved road which is only a right of way, and the im- 

practicability of placing the entrance to the grounds on it, forced 

a less conventional solution than is usually possible. The direct 
communication with the main thoroughfare only a block away 

through a narrow street on the south side of the house, made it 

‘f practical importance to locate the entrance on this street. Still 

the problem remained of how to get from the street entrance to 
the front door in an interesting but direct manner. 

The grounds are walled in along the whole southern side to 

avoid steep, grass terraces. This wall is surmounted by a white 

picket fence and broken in the middle by the entrance steps. One 
step up out of the street we stand on a small space in front of 

seven steps, which are closed in on both sides by the retaining 
walls of lawn and flower garden. Once up these steps we come 

~~ Oe 

ee eens ie 
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The view across the “ante-room,” showing the fence that emphasizes the privacy of the flower garden. By a succession of steps is the visitor introduced to the grounds, pass- 

ing from the street by feathery Relinispora pisifera and massed rhododendrons and cedars to the path at the top of the terrace which fronts the house 

to a little vestibule or ante-room, if we may borrow the archi- 

tect’s terms. It is a little breathing space, a place pleasant to 

linger in. Masses of rhododendrons, witha background of cedars, 

face us. On the left the white gate opens into a short cut 
through the flower garden to the living-room; on the right, tall, 

feathery Retinispora pisifera specimens on either side indicate 
that the walk continues in that direction toward the front door. 
\fter we pass the retinispora sentinels we make a turn, and an- 
other five steps brings us up to the house level. This turn and 

the shrubbery around it hide one flight of steps from the other, 
and the level piece of ground between breaks into two short 
flights what might have been one long, tiresome as well as tiring 

flight of steps. Once on the house level, the walk runs along the 
whole front of the house. 

Not only is this arrangement of the walk direct and attractive 
in itself, but it makes possible a considerable space of unbroken 
lawn between the walk and the east fence. 

The solution seems so simple and appropriate that all the care, 
labor and study put into the planning for grading, for construc- 
tion of wall work and steps is entirely lost from mind. It should 
be so. All study should be hidden behind seemingly unstudied 

naturalness. Such fundamentals, to which the planting 
portant in itself 

so 1mn- 

is added as a decorative feature, display the in- 
genuity of the landscape architect and show the practicability of 

employing him. 
lhe path is laid in brick. Brick pavements have a permanent 

decorative quality and a warm color of special value in the win- 

ter effectiveness of a garden 

\t the end of ‘the patli stands 

a maple tree—a piece of rare 
good luck to have it in just that 
position. Such a_ beautifully 
shaped old tree has a way of im 
parting some of its own dignity 

and distinction to the house and 

grounds near it. Its depth of 
lends an _ indescribable 

charm, beside providing a strong 

shadow 

contrast of shade to the sunny 

lawn. 

The house is well orientated 

in relation to the various parts 
of the grounds. It faces east 

upon the lawn. On the south 

side is the living-porch facing 

the garden; on the north side, 

the kitchen, and cellar doors 

open on a lattice-screened and 
brick-paved enclosure used both 

as laundry yard and 
court. 

service 

\ path, which joins at 
right angles to the path along 

the front of the house, connects 

this court with the roadway. 

This service path is bordered 
by heavy and continuous masses 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| 
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On the plan the relation of the path to 

the rest of the property is clearly shown 
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emotiret nel Shiraea Wa It is remarkable how large a small lawn will look if the planting is confined, as 

l otal ti Ranges ilon t! here, to the boundaries 

Vo Fe ef 

fence, these groups balance 

the shrubs on the other side 

of the roses in effect of height 

and in succession of spring 
bloom. 

This unbroken but irregu- 

lar border hides the house 

from the street except where 

glimpses of doorway or 
arched window are_ seen 

through the branches. It 

gives a delightful informality 
to the grounds which charac- 

terizes so many of the older 

and larger [rookline places. 
Together with the shrubbery 

along the house it makes a 

complete frame for the lawn. 
Andromeda floribunda was 

planted along the house under 
the windows. It is one of the 
most pleasing of the dwarf 
evergreen shrubs. The buds 

of its white flowers have a 
curious way of appearing all 

winter long as if they were 
just ready to burst into bloom, 

which helps to enliven the 

garden during the winter 

months. What happened to 

these plants I do not know, 
but the unfortunate placing of 

box bushes spoils the conti- 
nuity of the border. The 

(Continued on page 190) 

The brick wall surmounted by the white pi ket fence is both practic al and decorative, In order that the front of the house be not shut in and the lawn be given a free, open 

and adjusts the nice balance between garden privacy and the man outside feeling, climbing roses are planted along part of the fence 



we 

Chicks a few hours after hatching ready for their first meal 

were not for incubators, someone has said, we should be 

\ 

[ it 

paving fifty cents apiece for eggs, instead of fifty cents a 

dozen. It is a fact, at any rate, that the tremendous expansion 

of the poultry industry which the past few years has seen has 
been made possible in large measure by the perfection of the 
modern hatching machine. Not that these machines are really 

perfect: far from it. Yet the best of them are remarkably efh 

cient, even in the hands of amateurs. And it does not pay to 
buy a second-rate incubator at any price. Price is not always 
the gauge, however. There are some very good machines at a 

In most States it is possible to get 

advice on the subject by applying to the State 

moderate price. reliable 

— ef Be 

Hatchind Chicks 
With 

A Weeden Hen 
THE SIMPLE PRINCIPLES OF INCUBATION 

HOW TO HANDLE THE MACHINE—THE KINDS 

OF EGGS—CARE OF THE YOUNG BROOD 

| | FARRINGTON 

the insurance ofthces are satished 

It is not wise to stand the incubator 

are complied with and 

close to door which Is 

often opened, or where sunlight will fall upon it. Sometimes 
close proximity to a stone wall will keep one end cooler than the 

other. Stand the machine perfectly level, or the heat will not be 

evenly distributed; and have it so placed that the thermometet 
In order to maintain an even 

temperature from the first, the incubator should always be started 

several hours before the eggs are placed within it 

may be read easily at any time. 

rhe machine 

is not ready for use until the thermometer can be kept at exactly 
It is true that the mercury will drop low in the 

tube immediately after the eggs are put into the machine, but, as 

>? 

103 degrees. 

the eggs become warmed it will return to 103, although perhaps 
not for half a day. This delay need not be a source of worry 

Many hatches have been lost because of im 

experiment station, where tests of the different 

machines are constantly being made. 

(Ine may buy an incubator with a capacity 
of but fifty eggs, or one which will care for 

many thousands. Much depends upon the 
number of eggs available at one time. If it 

is possible for the amateur to get out all of hi 

chickens in one lot, he will find it a great ad 

vantage, for much extra work is involved when 

it is necessary to care for several broods of 

chicks of different ages. And yet that may 
not be possible with a small flock, for eggs 

} 

perfect thermometers. Curiously enough, too, 

when a thermometer goes wrong it is likely to 

be at a point between 100 and tos degrees 
. n 

It is only a wise precaution to have the instru 
‘ I 

ment which is to be used first compared with 
the clinical 

The eggs must be c¢ 

thermometer of a physician. 
Fogs 

hae msidered, also 

for hatching should be smooth, regular, of 

It has been 

said that they should not be over ten days old, 

average size and strong of shell. 

vet eggs which come from special hens or 

fancy stock may be set when two, or even ( 

which are to be incubated should not be kept 

over ten days. If his flock is a large one, 
even the amateur may be justified in installing 
a large, sectional machine, possibly one heated by a small coal 
stove. In most localities he can make it pay for itself by hatching 
eggs for other people or by selling day-old chicks. 

\With a large machine, an incubator house or cellar will be 

needed, but the average amateur will purchase a machine which 

can be accommodated in his house cellar. Such a cellar usually 
serves very well if it is properly ventilated and the air not too 

dr. It is very important to have an abundance of pure air, and 
many poultry keepers substitute a frame covered with muslin 

for one of the windows. 
(}ne point not to be overlooked has to do with insurance. If 

something goes wrong and your house burns down you will get 
no imsurance unless a clause covering the use of an incubator has 

been written into your policy. 't is true that the danger is very 
slight, and yet it is advise*le to take no chances, especially as the 
cost is negligible. With some types the insurance charge is ten 

cents on each one hundred dollars; with others, twenty-five cents. 
The charge is always less for machines which bear the label of 

the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc., showing that they have 
been passed by the experts of the insurance companies. Some- 
times a flat rate of fifty cents a year is made, if certain conditions 

The air space in an egg should increase 

according to the scale shown here 

three, weeks old, with an expectation of get 

ting a satisfactory number of chicks. Do not 

put 

machine, 

white-shelled eggs in 

the latter will hatch first. 
fresh eggs usually hatch earlier than those that have been kept a 

long time, and when a high temperature is maintained, hatching 
\ll these factors tend to 

cause a little departure from the period of twenty-one davs com 

brown-shelled and 

same for, as a rule, the 

begins quicker than if it is run low. 

monly given as the length of time required for hatching hens’ 

eggs. 

Some thermometers are made to touch the eggs, while other 

hang above them. The latter are preferable, for there may be 

something abnormal about the egg on which an instrument rests, 

resulting in a misleading reading. With a hanging thermomete1 

the usual plan is to keep it at exactly 103 throughout the hatch, 

except that it may be allowed to run up to 104 or 105 while the 

chicks are breaking out of their prisons. When the contact type 
of thermometer is in use it is better to have the mercury register 

101 degrees the first week, 102 the second and 103 the third. 
\fter the eggs are in their chamber they need not be touched 

for three days, but the lamp must be filled and trimmed daily. It 
is well to have a regular hour for this work, in order to avoid any 

possibility of overlooking it. Practically the only danger which 

comes from the use of an incubator is the result of lamp neglect. 
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For the amateur an incubator capable of holding seventy eggs will suffice. 
Chis type heated by an oil lamp is simple of construction and easily handled 

Between the third and eighteenth days the eggs must be turned night and morn- 
ng. Roll them about gently on the tray so that each will develop thoroughly 

. on? ‘ose 

Test the eggs by placing them between the eye and a strong light. An infertile 
egg will appear clear, a dark spot, with radiating red veins, indicates life 

is needless to say that the door 
of the incubator should be kept 
closed while the eggs are being 

cooled. 

There is no _ occasion for 
alarm if the operator happens to 
forget the eggs and leave them 

out of the machine for an hour 
or more, especially during the 

latter part of the hatch. There 

is lots of life in a partly formed 
chick, and the egg may become 

thoroughly cold without doing 

serious harm, 1f a little extra 

heat is given afterwards. 
When the eighteenth day ar- 

rives, the eggs should be cooled 

and turned for the last time. 

Under normal conditions, with 

brown eggs in the machine, all 

the chickens should be out of 

their shells by the end of the 
twenty-first day. Chicks in white 
eggshells may emerge eighteen 

hours or more earlier. 

\s a rule, the machine will do 

its best work if the door of the 

egg chamber is not opened after 

the eggs have been pipped until 

all the chickens are out of their 

shells. There may be a great 

temptation to help some of the 

struggling youngsters: in fact, 
the novice is pretty certain to 

feel that he is not doing his duty 

unless he aids the more back- 

ward chicks in escaping from 
their cells. Experience shows, 
however, that this is a mistake. 

Unless a _ chicken is_ strong 

enough to get out of its shell un- 
assisted it is not worth raising, 
and if the machine has been run 
properly, with an abundance of 
moisture, the chicks will fairly 
pop out of their shells. breaking 

in a ring around the middle. This 

is the desirable procedure; in 
point of fact, many hatches drag 

through several hours, often a 
whole dav and longer. 
When ducklings are hatching 

it mav be worth while giving 

them a certain amount of assist- 

ance. The shells are very tough, 

and ducklings which I have 

helped into the world have 

seemed just as strong and lively 

after a few days as those which 

required no assistance. With 
chickens, though, it is better to 

keep the door closed until the 

hatch is over, although if the 

air inside seems very dry and 

the ventilation poor, the door 

may be kept open a crack by the 
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insertion of a match, which will at all times afford sufficient air. 

lf the incubator stands in a light spot, it is well to cover the 
glass with a dark cloth at hatching time. Otherwise the young- 

sters will crowd to the front and fall down into the nursery be- 

fore they are fully dry. The 
temperature in the nursery 
may be just right for a 
chicken that is perfectly dry 

and moving around, but un- 

comfortably cool for a wet 
chick that has scarcely found 

its feet. 

Twenty-four hours is none 
too long to leave the chickens 

in the incubator after they are 
out of their shells, but many 

poultry keepers open the door 
a little without changing the 

lamp, by which means the lit- 
tle fellows are gradually pre- 
pared for the shift from in- 
cubator to brooder. It is a 

good plan, in any case, to take 
out the egg tray with its ac- 
cumulation of shells, leaving 

the chicks in the nursery. If 
there is no nursery, the shells 
may be removed and the tray 
left. 

With a successful hatch, almost every egg in the machine on as bad. 

the eighteenth day should produce a chicken. There will be 

out. This testing 

of the eggs is 

found by the 

amateur to be one 

of the most in- 

teresting features 

connected with 

hatching chickens 

with a wooden 

hen. It offers a 

peep into some of 

Nature’s mys- 

teries and helps 
the operator to 

realize the won- 

derful transition 

going on quietly 

within each little 

shell. If the eggs 

have white shells 

the first test may 
be made on the 

fifth day, but 
with brown- 

shelled eggs it is 

better to wait un- 

til the seventh 

day, as they are 
less transparent. 

Testing is done 

by placing eggs between the eye and a strong light and excluding 

all other light. The kind of tester which comes with the average 
incubator is an elongated tube large enough at one end to cover 

both eyes and narrowing at the other end to an opening slightly 

On a large place an incubator cellar will be found more practical, centering the work 

in one place and avoiding the possibility of a fire in the house 

DD 

Care should be taken that the incubator be placed away from a stone wall and on a level, otherwise the heat will 
be unevenly distributed and the growth of the chicks retarded 

smaller than an egg. The eggs are placed one by one in front 

of the tube and close to a fairly strong light. \n infertile egg 

will appear perfectly clear, like any fresh egg. If the egg con 

tains a living chick there will be a small, dark spot and little red 

blood: vessels or veins radiat 

ing from it. A _ black spot 
without the veins indicates 

that the egg was fertile, but 

that the germ has died. An 

egg in which the contents are 

loose and mixed together is 

addled. An egg like the latte: 

is more likely to be found 

when hatching duck eggs than 

when eggs from hens are be 

ing incubated. 

It is customary to make a 

second test a week after the 

first, as there may be more 

eggs with dead germs in them. 

All the clear eggs tested out 

on the fifth or seventh day 

may be saved and boiled for 

the young chickens. They 

are often used by bakers and 

sometimes are sold in the pub 

lic markets. Of course, they 

cannot be considered fresh, 

but neither can they be classed 

\n infertile egg never becomes really rotten. 
The amateur sometimes finds it an excellent plan to set several 

fewer eggs on that date, however, than when the incubator was hens at the time he starts his incubator. 

filled, for some, and perhaps many, of them will have been tested tile eggs have been tested out of the machine, they are replaced 
Then, when the infer 

with those from 

under the hens, 

afte the latte! 

eggs have also 

been tested In 

this manner it ts 

possible to bring 

out a much large 

number of hicks 

\nd it may be 

sail in passing 

that it alwavs 

pavs to test the 

eggs when hens 

are beifig de 

pended upon, as 

well as when an 

incubator is in 

use, The hen 

doesn't mind, and 

the risk of hav- 

ing a bad Cee 

broken in the 

nest is avoided. 

\lso, if several 

hens are set at 

the same. time, 

some of them can 

be liberated when 

the infertile eggs aS 

are tested out, as fewer birds will be required to cover the eggs 

that remain, unless, indeed, they are exceptionally fertile ¢ 
When a considerable number of eggs is to be incubated 

Teeea 
Ss 

a more 

(Continued on page 197) 
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Permanent 

Before transplanting seedlings, firm the earth gently about 

n with the hngers 

Vv 

SES FOR SASH—TRANSPLANTING SEEDLINGS 

D. R. Epso 

Photogray S. Lemmon 

rreathing spell if you windy, ventilation 

klframes in shape 

clr k up ill the Wal\ 

ce it 

the 

ected 
\ ff 

‘ ‘) 

Give the pot-bound plants a new lease on life—a larger 

pot affords more room for their roots 

the vear, exceeding inches long as vou 

ly cold weather en have sash, which 

sues, when it may will hold the sash in 

e left on for a da any position desired. 

or tw is a prot lf vou have left the 

tion gainst the mats on at mght and 

‘ On bright a rain comes, be 

‘ unless the « sure to hang them 

ld where thev can 

should be 

coldframes made of cement are advisable for both the large place and the small 

THE LOOKOUT FOR PESTS 

given. As the sash may be hited 

at either end or at either side, air can always be let in in such a 
that the wind will not blow directly through the opening, 

which might chill the plants enough to in 

» be 

strong, tip a sash over and give you a lot of 

or, if the wind happened t 

repairing to do 

lhe height to which the sash be 

raised will depend upon the temperature, 

may 

the wind and the condition of the plants for 

which you are caring. For this purpose 

make as notched sticks about 18 many 

Lift the seedlings out on a small slab of wood, which also 

serves as miniature trowel 
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| te, aaa amarmeace («5c Rep ammenities. dry out thoroughly first part of tis 
the next day. When month. So secon as 

pulled off and 

thrown m a_ heap 

they will probably be 
frozen stiff the next 

time you may want 
to use them. 

Until the days grow warmer, care must be exercised 

in watering the cold frames 

Find the time some Saturday this month 
to get stakes and boards, and put up a 

coldframe to which you can transfer any 

sash you may need through the season in 
their present position. As the warmer 

weather comes you will have no further 

use for the sash which have been over the 

frames that were set out to lettuce, 

radishes, carrots and beets, or any in 

which hardy plants, such as cabbage, cauli 

Hower, beets or lettuce. may be growing, 

if you have not put them in flats. Instead 
of simply putting the glass sash from 

these frames aside, you should have a 

frame ready where they may be used a second time over cucum- 

bers, melons, beans and similar things. For this use, the glass 

sash may be bought a couple of weeks sooner. Make some 
frames the same size as the sash and cover them with plant-pro- 

tecting cloth, which costs only about thirty cents for enough to 

cover each frame. 

During March, about four weeks after the seeds of beets, 

cabbage, lettuce and cauliflower have been put in, the tender 

things such as tomatoes, eggplant and peppers, should be started. 
There is little danger of getting the temperature too high until 

they are well up! At night, 70 degrees will not be too much if 
you have a place where they can be 

kept as warm as that, and during the 

day, tO or 15 degrees higher may be 

given without getting it too warm. In 

such a temperature, of course, the soil 
tends to dry out very rapidly, par- 

ticularly in flats; and as the weather 

also is much brighter than it was a 

month ago, you will have to be careful 

to see that the soil never gets dried 

out. It may prove fatal to the sprout- 
ing seeds. And it is even more im- 

portant than it was in the case of the 
early seeds to have a very light, fine 

soil to plant them in; it can hardly be 
made too light and dusty. 

Plants will be growing much more 

rapidly now than when they first came 
up, and care must be exercised not to 

let the little seedlings wait too long 

before transplanting. All those sown 

last month should be transplanted the 

The deeper you dig the garden, the better; but whether you dig with a 

wheel-hoe or with a spade, digging is no slouch job 

Keep an eye open for aphis; a few days’ neglect and they will 

be beyond control. Use tobacco dust or a strong nicoline spray 

the second or third 

true leaves begin to 

show they will be 

large enough to 

handle conveniently. 

If you intend to 

So soon as the soil in the frames is ready to work, it 

should be made rich and mellow 

transplant them directly into the 

frame, there to grow until ready to 

set into the garden, the soi 

should be enriched with old, 

well-rotted manure and _ bone 

flour. Usually it is more con 

venient to handle them in 

flats, which should be at 

least three inches deep. 

Put a laver of finely pul 

verized manure in the 

bottom of each, from a 

half to an inch thick, and 

cover this with a soil 

which is clayey enough to have a tendency to be sticky: add 

some sand, and, if necessary, some leaf mould and chip dirt, but 

usually these will not be required, especially for the early vege 

tables. It. is always best to do the transplanting out of the 

direct sunshine, and if it must be done in the open frame, it 1s a‘! 

visable not to do it in the middle of the day should it happen to be 

very sunny. If the soil is at all dry, give the flats a thorough 
watering the day before you transplant. Imntediately afte 

transplanting give them a watering with a fine spray (not appl) 

ing very much, however, if the soil was watered the day before) 

and keep them in some place out of the sun or covered over with 

newspapers during the warmer hours 
Should 

conditions of soil and temperature be 

for the few dlays following. 

right, the roots will take hold and es 

tablish themselves very quickly in 
their new surroundings. 

In transplanting, the plants should 

be put about two inches apart each 

wav. They can be put a little close: 

and still make very good plants, but 

nothing is to be gained by crowding 

them \ dozen good plants will yield 

more, and yield it sooner, than twenty 

five poor ones. 

What has been said about giving 

fresh air and plenty of it to the crops 

planted in the frames applies equally 

well to the transplanted seedlings 
Those that begin to run up tall and 

pindling, or the leaves of which look 

light-colored usually need air. If 

(Continued on page 187) 
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Though a few trees had to be destroyed and some transplanted, an old-fashioned setting, perfect for such a house, 

was created 

Leading off the dining-room, which is comfortably formal, is a sunny breakfast porch, curtained and 

glazed in winter 

‘ -—_——— a 

With a pent rool above and trellises on either side, flanked by the little casements, the entrance has an 

air at once strikingly indiv dual and invitingly formal 

The Residence of Mrs. Allen 

J. Smith, Radnor, Pa. 

F' ’R the establishment of her resi- 

dence the owner selected a 

property among the rolling hills of 

Radnor, and chose the orchard of an 

old farm for the setting of the house. 

While this cost the destruction of a 

few trees and the transplanting of 
others, the spoliation was repaid when 
the house was finished, for, sur- 

rounded by foliage, it immediately 
took on a comfortable, old-fashioned 

look. 

lurthermore, near the orchard ran 

the entrance road to the old farm 

house, lined on each side with old 

trees whose leaves and branches met 

far overhead. The road continued past 

the boundary of the present property, 
but, by removing one tree, this road 

was diverted to serve the present 

The long-paneled vestibule hall opens vistas on the living-room 
with its sun porch beyond 

house and garage. Its one-time direction is 
now gone, but, with only a new roadbed and 

top coating, the present approach has all the 
appearance of an ancient road beneath the old 

trees. 

The problem of compromising the various 
demands of orientation, view and practicality 

in designing the house was reduced to a mini- 

A generous dressing-room completing the mistress’ suite is 

one of the developments of the second floor plan 

SEAS TREE 

ee a 
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Walter T. Karcher & Living- 
ston Smith, architects 

mum, for in this case it largely solved 

itself. The high road runs practical- 
ly north and south, so that the length 

of the house naturally parallels the 
road, while the living-room porch, 

which faces the view, has a full south- 

ern exposure. With no straining, the 
dining - room and breakfast porch 

could be placed in the right location 
to receive the morning sun, and the 

living-room and the living-porch to 

receive the sun all day long. It is 
rarely that all these demands are met. 

The long, paneled vestibule hall 
opens vistas on the living-room with 

its sun porch beyond; on the dining- 

room with its cozy little breakfast 
porch; and in turn on the stair hall 
and rear entrance. It makes a com- 

j / | Wd : 
: ii] 

Mt 

In the library the mellow mahogany gives a warm background for the books. Indirect lighting is used for the general 

illumination 

. *. 

The living-room, which extends the entire width of the house, and 

the porch receive the sun all day, a demand well met 

fortable introduction or farewell to the house. 

The living-room takes the full width of the 

house, and beneath it is the billiard room, 

reached by a stair from the hall. 

The den or library is purposely sequestered. 
One never “stumbles into it.” The mellow 

mahogany red gives a warm background for 

the books, and the atmosphere is inviting. 

Te PA sae: * it © 

There are plenty of closets on every floor, but the big store- 

room in the attic is an achievement 

‘ > * SY 0 $s shy oie :. ; 

The wall tying up the house to the garage gives the group a one-unit appearance and lends greater 

privacy to the rear of the house 

Consistent decorations in the living-room create a distinct atmosphere, at once rich and restrained, the 

heavy hangings relieving the whiteness of the woodwork and the walls 
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INS 7 NSIDE THE 7 
HOUSE 

Timely Suggestions and 

Answers to Correspondents 

Decorated tin sconces, reproductions 

pattern prove both serviceable ana 

c of a Colonial 

ornamental 

A Revival of Sconces 

_— | are many occasions whet tl e 

country dweller who cannot avail 
herself of the conveniences of gas or ele 

tric lighting suitable wall 

brackets that at e 

le and serviceable. For such needs come 

wishes for 

at once decorative, sil 

reproductions of Colonial tin sconces, 

hown in illustration here. 

They consist of an oblong back that acts 

as a reflector and shields from the slight 
draught: a semi-circular base with a sock 

et for the candle: and above, a flange bent 

over at a slight angle to retlect the lig 

further. All the edges are turned to a 
seam over heavy wire, giving a substan 

tial, rounded finish. There is a hole in the 

back by which they may be hung on the 
vall; the base is sufficiently solid to per- 

mit their standing upright on table or 
antel. 

Fhough painted in various colors, the 
most attractive is in black, with eclges of 

ereen or dull orange, with the decoration 
on the top flange, employing the same 
tones The design of these little decora 

tions are supposed to repeat the design of 
the chintz used in hanging and covers in 

Thus, one charming tvpe ts the room. 

lecorated with a green vase filled with 

vari-colored Howers, and, atilt on the eclge, 

\nother is painted 

vhite and striped with green edges, and 

it the top a lattice basket overflowing with 
ld-fashioned flowers. his 1s particu- 

larly appropriate for a Colonial bedroom. 

Still another striking example has a white 
‘ | black-striped edges, and on 

two vellow birds 

background, 
top a large bird swinging on a circular 

perch. It is from the futurist designs of 

the new chintzes that manv of these 

sconce decorations are taken. 

It must not be supposed that such 

sconces have only a utilitarian value. I[n 
small hall they make by night an at- 

tractive temporary light, and by day are 

\gain, a_ pretty 
eroup may be made by placing on either 

side of a bla k framed mirror striped with 

invariably decorative. 

colors, one of these sconces with the dec 

orations repeating the colors on the frame 

of the mirror 

Mostly Vanity 

\CH season brings forth something 

‘', new in the way of furnishings that 
re intended to add solely to the jo nd 

erteccy 

aktet 

~ 
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convenience of capricious woman, and this tions of their grownups’ furniture. In re- stripes are not desired. [wo curtains 

year comes a vanity box wonderful in cent years, however, designers have been sewed together will make a very accept 
construction and decorative in design. The even more thoughtful for the comfort and = able summer couch covet 

lea of the permanent vanity box—as interests of children, finding that just as a 

compared with those one can carry about niddle-aged man prefers a wing chair, so 
is very old lhe ladies of Louis XVI's does a child take naturally to a chair that The Unusual in Table Linens 

4 time possessed intricate affairs made up was created especially for her age and ORE than ever are hostesses on the 

: from little block-printed chintzes, and size. M search for new things that will 
from these the inspiration for the modern 

reproductions has been caught. The older 

type, however, was not always so out-and 
out in its purpose; its exterior gave little 

promise of the contents. It looked like a 

calf-bound volume, delicately tooled with 

sold, about twelve inches long, ten wide 

and three high, a most learned and _ for- 

bidding tome on the whole. It was placed 
on the library table, but les belle dames 

knew what lay hid within, and, unsus- 

pected, they could prink and powder. 
Nowadavs we are more obvious, and 

the vanity boxes shown in illustration look 
their part. They consist of three com- 
partments designed to hold toilet necessi 

ties: a little mirror can be raised up, two 

candles providing sufficient light for mi 

lady's face. Quaint and simple as are the 
exteriors of the boxes, their exterior deco- 

ration may be made as elaborate as one 

\mong the many interesting pieces of 

furniture for children being shown in the 

shops is a black tabby-cat chair, repro 

duced here in illustration. Quite apart 

make their tables attractive, and the shop 

are trying to appease this desire not onl) 
with new articles and materials, but with 

striking adaptations and combinations 
One can tire of fine damask however 
costly it is, and at the present time tt 

would seem to be used less and less. lor 

the dinner table. a fine damask cloth 1s 

still unsurpassed, but for breaktast, 

luncheon, tea, supper and receptions less 
usual and conventional covers are im 

vogue. 

Small squares of Russian crash with 
simple peasant patterns and monograms 

in blue or green or yellow to match the 
breakfast service are being used. li 

there are but two persons at the table, 

runner may be used made of Italian linen 

edged on either end with heavy crochet 
lace of conventiona! design, the side edges 

4 * ' = p \ being done in blanket stitch with the hem 
Vishes. » Nas ¢ ‘ TO se cde- ; . . 
— he, na M ( eg 2 Peroylise ce turned over on the right = side This 

sign; another is ; go ; ‘se patter ; ey t 1" er 3 ~~ ; 1Nnes¢ age makes a serviceable and unusual covet 
n black lacquer 1e colors are rich an ara 

; a ~ ] ; * te lo. ' : Many old Italian covers are characterize 
warm, and, whether s, close: , 

th, ex et cr oe a eae 2 ” 7] - by this blanket stitch hem. If the crochet 
n, they give it gre: ‘corative value. . . i i 

¥ 7 TI ' pve e's pw 1: te var lace is of Italian design, distinct stvle 1s 
lese Cases May be placed in an en- ; , 

: ; . given the cloth With such a cover use 
rance hall of > countr se or ; = , trance iall © the country hou e or in the for center-piece a bowl or vase of Italian 
room where ladies place their wraps when s ; ; P pottery. 

One See Seng the bedroom for that _ | ar: e suppel loths can be made of thi ps , * P a > — . i ~ Ce » ‘ ~ 

pose, moreover, a hostess, in providing For the nursery, or home school room, a tabby-cat same festian linen Here iain the blan 

toilet material in this mz ‘r for her :, ag “ . t " ) . miner fo hs chair might be found attractive ket stitch is used on the edge, with the 
guests, preciudes the necessity of their : : . aii , 

; , , , ' oo a stitches grouped in threes \t each cor 
using hers. Ina country club they would Irom its quaint attractiveness is its prac gy 7 saill 2 lee ia ; ner can be inserted an Italian reticella 
prove of excellent service, for they can be ticabilitv. It sits solidly on the floor and quare, and around it a simple Italian de 

. ce ¥ . 3 ee s « mi a < ) « » r < ' 

of as much use as thev are beautiful. cannot easily be rolled over because of its \. | 4 al : > sign. Always keep the stitches consistent 
— broad bases, or knocked over because of ly Italian \t the ‘ners fasten a long 

. ° a ° ° < < . Cf 1S a> ‘ BS 
_ - — its well-balanced weight. The long tails of . . A Tabby-Cat Chair hie ere ee tassel of heavy linen thread. With this 

: F - the cats curl up to torm a brace for the ‘loth use oblon nay kins half the width f 
P ‘ . _— awa _ ¢ = a —_ ( se Ong apn Ss ‘ “ Ol 

HE past teow years have seen a de comfortable back. The seat and back slats thee cttiver. ps loins They are unusual 
cided and most certainly welcome are painted white. As an adjunct to the po tag wise I i 1 apt a 

improvement in the form of furniture for  child’s room. and especially to the home 2" at pr eth Gace “" rhe ort ag 
. . “+14 ’ i —— ACC , chane > Oo arve > Wweh 

children. Just as at one time children had schoolroom, the value of this chair will be pening ee core 1 ait Q~ npg tn to content themselves with sitting in the appreciated both by children and parent protect the lap and not “a arse to ays 
chairs of their elders, so another genera- Bab Rs in the road. The) ia ; ve aecoratec 5 
tion relieved the inconvenience of these Mad Clot} putting a small reticella square at one end, 

: , : . Ni< agvascar oO Q 7 1 2 ) 
little tots by making diminutive reproduc- adagascal n (Continued on page 210) 

HEN the bungalow, porch or den . 
Pm needs a touch of color do not for CP a ee en ae 

i ‘ get the Madagascar curtain material, M : 
which comes in such vivid stripes of | i 

orange and buff, magenta and buff, in five 4 
inch stripes, separated by fine lines of 

green, purple or black. The material 1s 
woven from dried Madagascar grass, 
which takes and keeps the brilliant color 

ings, and also furnishes a natural fringe 

} as a finish. A pillow or two covered with 
this material, a couch cover, a table cover 

{ or curtains are guaranteed to cheer up the 
j dreariest of rooms or the dreariest of days. 

The plain Madagascar cloth—butf—has 
the same light, springy effect that willow A ef 

Closed, the modern vanity box is unpretentious and furniture possesses, and iS, besides, a or 0d Opened, there are displayed mirror and toilet necessi- 

bears no indication of ils purpose *lirt color” for anv use where brilliant ties sufhcient for a momentary prinking up 

pa 
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pP n pbe;rries, bla | perri dewberries, cur- 

that grapes, strawberries and dwart 

t| Oo t we its, apples, pears, etc., you plan to set 
ft is ich to get everything ready for ut. If you find you cannot get them all 

rhe en 0 When the till car, plan for then }uSsT the same, 

«© ort t ma ike [hen get what you can, maybe one or two 

1 f il Ollat in hasten or a halt dozen, as the case may be. of a 

to the shelt the house. it , ee! ind, and leave room to put in the rest 

hat ri va 0 uit th 1 ext ear or the vear after live dollars 

( fina ( blut ten dollars a vear judiciously laid out 

ne we bh lternoon the sunny tor two or three consecutive years will re 

nele the barn the wa hine will ult in a truit garden capable of supplying 

tr thi | t the average family with a generous supply. 

stir Oat per ot do not allow vourself to be tempted into 

ar iy e | , hat t buving altogether wonderful new varie- 
v one elore thre i] tart Loo 1] ties of the small fruits. Good new kinds 

thi estion iven im thes wes last there are But it is always safest to se 

ont! ot alre ittendes lect only, or mostly, kinds which receive 
to thi ork our own pla 0 it now! the recommendation of more than one 

hi e t ( eedsman, and which have been out at least 

two or three vears Che best varieties of 

the nev all-fruiting strawberries are Set Out Small Fruits this Spring ““ fall runing swawbverrn _ 
. , 7 ractica ar vel v but Wil 

| , i ] thie Ol ace 1t\ Vv ‘ 1} , . ‘ 

: probably be disappointed mm the vield un- 
LOCKE th tl inv it \ , . . . 

. ul take the precaution of removing 
( | nat ( et out tht “he 7 : 

. the first crop of blossoms, which isn't such 
ori hese | i tivel | 1 sb big task on a few dozen or hundred 
ttle ( ‘ role . ‘ : “on : ; 

plant The new St. Regis “Ever-bear- 
pe my ng” raspberry differs distinctly from the 

ver ( ( | in het | « i¢ : ' . . 
older sorts and ripens fruit in the fall on 

Linvarrie i) ' inl ( i 
~ . ( new canes Raner is a sort very 

é ¥ | imilar to, if not identical with, St. Regis 
1 ot it} } tiie ! ! if Ct ( Cl ‘ ' . % 

\mong tiie newe! strawberries, Early 
‘ vist \\ | ‘ ‘ ‘ ( too 7 ' 1-1] : F 

’vark and Fendall are very fine early and 
iy | ' 

, “ te sorts, respective! \mong the grapes, 
i} } \} | { ortie {) ( " 1] ] a 

ide the well-known standard sorts, such 
t cl | { ol , 

HUES, | seer ‘ (Concord and Delaware, Lindley. an ex 
( Vl ‘ 1? ' ‘ 

A strong-growing Manetti stock, cut ready for grafting Too much old wood here; it should be cut back 
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tra large, sweet, red, and Pocklington, a 
delicious, juicy golden, will undoubtedly 
claim a place for themselves as they be- 
come better known. All the small fruits 
will do well in average garden soil, pro- 
vided there is good drainage. As a rule, 

it will pay best to order first sized plants 

of the small fruits, as the difference in 
price does not amount to a great deal, and 
results are quicker. 

Work in the Greenhouse 

This month and next there are plenty of 
activities in the greenhouse to occupy fully 
all the indoor time enforced by inclement 
weather. If any Easter Lilies are being 
forced they should receive special atten 
tion from now on, being forced ahead 

with higher temperature and liquid ma- 
nuring or held back if they seem too far 

ahead. The latter is seldom the case, 

however, and it is much better to have 
them a little too far advanced than lagging 
behind. If vou have no roses growing in 

plants, dor- 
vour seedsman, or out of the 

garden, if there are a few that vou can 

spare, and give them a rich soil and a 
arm corner, with plenty of water after 

active growth begins. Plants of all kinds 

which flowered through the winter, and 

which have been resting for the past 
nonth or two, and plants which remain 
nearly dormant through the winter, such 

as palms, should be started into more 
ctive growth now. 

the greenhouse, get a few 

mant, from 

Re-pot where neces- 

sary, using for most things pots one or 
two sizes larger than those in which they 
have been growing. 

palms and other 

Some plants, such as 
fine-fibrous things, do 

better with a comparatively restricted root 
into room \zaleas should be started 

Tying the graft rose in place on sturdy root stock 
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A Rambler that would bear a good deal of cutting back 

active growth from four to six weeks be- 
fore Easter, depending on the varieties 
and the forcing conditions. 

Bulbs of various kinds, including, be- 

sides those started last month, cyclamen 
and gloxinias, should go into pots now, 
and be kept in active growth until they 

may be put out in the frames. It is not 
too late vet to gain a good deal by starting 

your cannas, dahlias and tuberous be- 
gonias, in moss or leaf mold, and potting 
them up as soon as they are well started. 
The dahlias and cannas are not so particu- 
lar about the kind of soil in which they are 
potted up, but for the others a very light, 
rich compost, containing plenty of rotted 
manure, fibrous material and a little sand, 
should be used. Cow manure, if thorough- 
ly decomposed, is preferable to horse 
manure. Be careful to water only lightly 

until they become established. 
The cuttings taken from plants in Jan- 

uary and February will be ready for “‘pot- 
ting off during this month. A_ good, 
fibrous loam, with a little sand added if 
it is not friable enough, and enriched with 
bone flour, will answer for these. Don't 
let the plants stay in the rooting box: or 
bed too long; the roots shouldn't be over 

half an inch at most, and half that is 
plenty. Put them well down in the pots 
and make them firm by tapping the bottom 

of the pot firmly against the bench before 

pressing the soil about them with the 
thumbs. Keep shaded from the sun and 
syringe daily for a few days after potting. 
The pots should be partly sunk in soil, 
ashes or moss, to keep them from drying 
out too rapidly, as they will invariably do 
en a bare bench bottom. Cuttings that 
may be wanted in some quantity, such as 
carnations for next fall's plants or coleus 

or sweet Alyssum or salvia, for borders or 
may be put in flats instead of pot- 

ted up, and will make strong, sturdy plants 
for setting out if they are properly lo iked 

after 
Keep a sharp lookout for insect troubles 

of all kinds. Sprinkle tobacco dust around 
the plants. Plenty of fresh air and regu- 
lar watering will go far toward preventing 

masses, 

any trouble from such sources. The green 
aphis is the pest most likely to cause 
trouble. but even after it puts in an ap- 
pearance it may be successfully got rid of 
by the use of nicotine in the form of a 
spray or fumigation. The “mealy bug” 
will succumb to alcohol and a small brush. 

Spare the Knife and Spoil the Roses 
The most important of all the jobs in 

the rose garden is the spring pruning. 
\nd it is one which many people neglect, 
either through ignorance or because they 

just can’t bring themselves to be so hard- 
hearted as to do it the way it should be 
done. .\s a general rule, | would be will- 
ing to state that the more a rose is pruned, 
the better! But, like most general rules, 

this one has a number of exceptions, even 
among the “garden” roses, to which it is 
meant to apply. The hardy sweetbrier 
hybrids and the hardy climbing roses of 
the Rambler class need very little pruning, 
except to cut out old or broken wood, and 

perhaps shorten back a  too-ambitious 
spray or a winter-killed tip here and there. 
The rugosas, which grow rank and throw 

up too many canes, need an occasional 
thinning out, but no pruning in the sense 

m 

These few tools will be found sufficient for early 
Spring operations 

Uncut it blooms scatteringly and at the expense of the individual blossoms 

in which it applies to the garden roses, the 

teas, hybrid-teas and hybrid perpetuals. 
Before you begin the job of pruning 

your roses you should settle in vour own 
mind what you want them to do for you: 
whether you want extra fine and large 
flowers, at the expense of number, and the 

natural, graceful appearance of the 
bushes; whether you would rather have 
a medium number of flowers of medium 
size, or whether you would prefer to have 
the bushes themselves in bloom as orna- 
mental and full of flowers as possible, 
even if the individual flowers weren't quite 
so large. The more severely you prune, 
the larger and fewer flowers you will have. 
lor ordinary purposes the second system 
is probably the most satisfactory. As 
soon as it is safe to remove the winter 

mulch in the spring, and the leaf-buds 
begin to swell, begin with the hybrid per- 
petuals, which are the hardiest sorts, and 
cut out all but a few of the strongest canes 

on each plant. These should be cut back 
to only a few buds or eves on each if large 

flowers are wanted. lor general garden 
culture they should be cut back a half to 
two-thirds of their length. The teas and 
hybrid teas and the weaker-growing va- 

rieties of the perpetuals should be pruned 
even more closely. The cut should always 
be made above an outside eve, so that the 

new sprout from it will grow outward, 

keeping the bush to an open form. 

Spring Painting Hints 
It is remarkable what a difference a can 

of paint can make in rendering the garden 
presentable, even when applied by an in- 

experienced person. Tor such a one here 
are a few hints: wash all surfaces clean 
before painting: rub down all rough or 

cracked surfaces with both coarse and 
fine sandpaper; have your paint thorough- 
ly mixed—this may seem impossible, but 
persistent stirring will accomplish won- 
ders. Whenever possible, place the freshly 
painted article out of reach of flying dust. 

And don't forget to keep your brushes in 

oil when they are not in use 



. the list includes all the notorious insect pests of the 
4 | ae ! 

evel y1 rd save the few that live and work high up beyond the reach 

f a bird that lives on the ground. However, the quail’s repet 

re include the co ling ! oth, the garden caterpillars, tlie & Os 

t t ¢ Ito | nt-lice, cotton-boll weevil and a host of others.” 

\ll of which brings us around to the original figures give 

e head of this editorial—that from ten to twenty per cent loss 

ed to crops every vear, loss that was unknown fort ears 

| | oO lo that in must sutter because we have prevented 

gh our wilful destruction of wild lite, the maintenance o 

j evi the balances | animate nature 

t his balance is all a part of Nature’s scheme for having a place 

| oblivior or everything and everything in its place. When the balance 

ker eone must pay In this instance man pays, pa 

( i] \1 so, On our pages ol llouseE AND GARDEN ou find 

t eight ( trange contrast irticles that give directions for spraying and 

et te ith exti rticles that give directions for preserving bird life. In the 

th ost le bird nu former we e valiantly trving to supply a defect that the loss of 

Hav if rt the latter incurs, striving to keep up a balance that Nature, were 

e permitted, would gladly do. Nor is it any vicious circle, 

1 balance. oO! vere \merican sportsmen to appreciate the 

er er to be ituation 1 ll its gravity they would soon find a solution he 

rt the lor the ould soon learn that to every wild bird ruthlessly killed some 

\1 Lu omewhere must sufte 
{ hi , : 

‘ ()n] the tern restrictions of the law seem to curb the sa\ 

Chics Cel Ol ome sportsmen Put others, fortunately, are an enable 

t! t t l 0 ort \mert to reason \ great fault lies in the fact that the reason has not been 

u brought to their attention with sufficient force Start with the 

When insect reform leaders in embrvo—start with college men. What do 

entire tine hey know of the necessity for preserving wild life? Were the 

Hed ter ! f the summe facts presented to them, doubtless the next five vears would see 
«| t ’ ttenti to tl incere efttort being ma le by these men to provide for prope 

wer hel for an egislation and a curbing of individual savagery. 

oth f | ) I et t 120) \nd, as ll inv other re f rim, the problem of the preser\ ition 

peer tv that 0 ei f wild life must start with the individual. The type of sports 
crn l CK hor on an who can boast enormous bags is erowing scarcer every day. 

iy r bel th erage We do not admire him any more than we would nowadavs marvel 

ol kil et on the t the prowess of an Indian boasting of the scalps hung from his 

! t t earned by toil elt The game hog is a distinctly distasteful person. He req 
on eat Does the esents the regrettable past. He is, moreover, a living contra 

forts to protect iction to the banal platitude that the selfish man ultimately harms 

iro that work so well and nly himselt Having no respect for the rights of wild lite to 

‘ the avet ( Loe lite, it cannot be expected ol him to show regard tor the 

! riners right to the protection wild life affords. 

even those tv this we do not mean to imply that there is not a legitimate 

i eat | is table ise of game or that all wild life should be given a coddled ex 

\ list t hose se re eaten b istence. The relief from work and worry that a gunning trip 

thr rogues gallet Conspicuot ttords is undisputed Nor can any of us deny that a taste of 

my i er ve eve game is great relief from a steady diet of beef and mutton. 

tick, font rab g1 ragweed and Rut to the doors of such conservative folk cannot be laid the 

yy that in Virgin nd Nort! ame, for the slaughter of our wild fowl is necessitated by the 

‘ ol t ‘ ae t evel re il nc emands of those jaded epicureans to whom even good beef and 

un September utton are revolting. Killing for food necessity exists only in 

to .\ rn those tv State ould the farthest outlving districts, and vet, as Hornaday observes, 

Tye pit fully ninety-five per cent of the men and bovs who kill American 

est ect ( that the common rame regard game birds and mammals only as things to be killed 

quan deserve t pl We know of no other spect nd eaten to satisfy hunger—the viewpoint of the caveman and 

whose etite rietv of insect food t i the savage None of them knows what real hunger is, save by 
| erent ecu oO sect learsay 

ell 
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“Start your Berkey & Gay collection today’’ 

Berkey & Gay Furniture never has the 
obviously “new” look 

Berkey & Gay pieces go into your home and “belong.” They have the quiet unobtrusiveness 
of good taste. They have the charm and beauty of correct design and treatment. 

You will be as pleased with your choice years from now as today when you furnish one room 
or your entire home with our furniture, for it is based on the true period designs which have 
endured because they are right. That is why our furniture is ‘“‘For Your Children’s Heirlooms. 

You will also be pleased to find that Berkey & Gay furniture is not extravagant in cost. Many people nat- 
urally think, because of its beauty and its reputation, that it is high priced. A visit to the store offering Berkey 
& Gay furniture in your locality will remove any such impression. Our furniture is generally sold at the best 
store in every city, as is indicated by the following firms which represent us: 

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago Paine Furniture Co., Boston Lammert Furniture Co., St. Louis 

The Sterling & Welch Co., Cleveland Daniels and Fisher Stores Co., Denver, Colo. Frederick & Nelson. Seattle 

' Berkey & Gay Furniture Comoany 
Factory, Executive Offices and Show Rooms Eastern Offices and Show Rooms hn ¥ 

184 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan 113-119 West 40th Street, New York ey 

ey NwTaAnon 
“EMOCe oF 

ue 
This inlaid mark of 
honor tdentifies to you 

cach Berkey & Gay 

piece 

For fifteen 2-cent stamps 
we are glad to send you our 
de luxe book, © Character 
in Furniture,” a recognized 
authority on the periods 
Other publications free. 
List on request 
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A Little Acme Quality 
Paint, Enamel and 
Varnish and 
there you are 

HieN a family moves 

into a new house all 

freshly decorated, there is a 

distinct uplift felt by every 

one Itis just like beginning 

over again on a higher level of 

living. But we can't all move 

or build new houses every 

year, thouvh things do grow 

shabby and family life gets 

intoarut. But evervone can 

occasionally put a new room 

in the old home, and the new 

room will act like a tonic. It 

will give a new zest, renewed 
pleasure in the home. New 
rooms can readily be put in 

ACME QUALITY 
Paints and Finishes 

There is an Acme Quality finish Enamel is a perfect finish where white woodwork is 
for every surface. Floors, base- wanted—in living rooms, dining rooms, kitchens or: 

boards, window sills, stairs and all bathrooms, and itis just the thing for enameling odd 
such surfaces are made beautifully pieces of furniture. 

, ae me 

ip eng oe “White But first write for the Acme books—”~ Home 
Decorating’ and “Acme Quality Painting Guide.” 

l hese will tell you exactly what you need for any 

kind of surface and how to useit. We will tell 

you the name of the nearest Acme dealer, who will 

be glad to advise with you on what you are planning. 

\eme Quality Finishes come in cans from % pint 

up, ready prepared to use. ‘They are easy to use and 
| the results are invariably delightful. ‘The books are 

“Acme Quality Shelf” / free for the asking. A post card will bring them. 
Keep always on hand at least a can each of 
Acme Quality Varnotile, a varnish for floors, 
woodwork and furniture; Acme Quality ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS 
White Enamel for iron bedsteads, furniture, 
woodwork and all smilar surfaces; Acme 

bright an 

Varnotile Acme Quality 

Black tron Enamel! for ranges, stovepipes Dept. AN, Detroit, Michigan 
and other metal or wood surface hese 
will cover many of the “touching-up” jobs Boston Pittsburgh Birmingham Lincoln San Francisco 
Put up in containers of «pint and up, with Chicago Cincinnati Fort Worth Salt Lake City Los Angeles 
friction-top, replaceable covers which are Minneapolis Toledo Dallas Spokane San Diego 
easy to open and close and keep the contents St. Louis Nashville Topeka Portland 
in usable condition 

Ne. 0 Poultry House Setting Coops 

Hod No. @ HOUSE complete for 12 hens ; sanitary, movable, egg record breaker $20.00. 

qgson SETTING COOPS to set a ben in and brood her chicks. $3.00 each 

P t ble PIGEON HOUSE complete with 10 nests, automatic feeder, water dish and cage. $25.00 

Neatly painted. Key-bolted together in 15 minutes. Send for illustrated catalogue. 

Houses E. F. HODGSON co (Room 336, 116 WASHINGTON ST , BOSTON, MASS.) Address all corre- 
* \CRAPTSMAN BLDG., 6 EAST 39th ST..NEW YORK) spondence to Boston 

Pigeon House 

roti toa ertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

Mrs. John on Orcharding 

(Continued from page 159) 

some of the undiscerning consider them 

only makeshifts. 

\ warm, two-toned brown Scotch wool 
rug nearly covers the floor. With little 

outlay we have a room of charm and dis- 
tinction, and the chief attraction is the big 
fireplace with its crane, the brick oven at 
one side, the funny little cupboard over 
one end and the few bits of Chinese 
crackle ware on its high, narrow shelf. 

Occasionally we have a merry fireplace 
supper with an R. F. D. beefsteak—bless 
the parcel post! 

With the exception of twelve of my 
forty years | had always lived in the 
country. [| was certain that I knew 
country life thoroughly; that there could 
be no problems which | could not cheer- 
fully meet. For years I had been obliged 
to drive two miles to the inadequate stores 
of the neighboring hamlet and the station, 
although the railroad went within sight of 

my old home. 

Critics of our scheme of living—and 
they were many—shuddered when they 
heard that we were to be eight miles from 
a railroad and four from “the store.” | 
felt superior to all criticism, for I was 

riding on the crest of the wave of John’s 
enthusiasm. If we could have afforded 
an automobile I doubt if I should have 
felt so isolated as | eventually did for a 
time, but | was childish, positively child- 
ish, because | couldn't see the cars. The 
east wind would waft us a whistle occa- 
sionally, and the sound gave me an added 
pang of homesickness. Not until I had 
driven that eight miles several times did 

| cease to feel cut off from communication 
with the world. Those first weeks, al- 
though the mail brought many letters, [| 

felt as if I had been buried—as if the 
world beyond our confining hills was 

marching on and away from us. A part 
of all this was caused by the lack of femi- 
nine companionship, which I had never 
before been without. My fingernails were 
worn off and my fingers became battered 

because J didn’t know how to get help. 
\Miy laundry work was so badly done by 
\irs. Mason that I finally attempted it my- 
self—with disastrous results, more mental 
than physical. 

The spraying season hove in sight, and, 

although I didn’t board the extra men, | 

had continuous processions of them over 
my kitchen floor to get water—and such 
looking men! The lime-sulphur spray 
made them look like coal diggers ; the odor 

of sulphur was omnipresent, and for a 
time I was sure of the geographic position 
of Hades. Even John’s watch stopped be- 

cause of the fumes. And the clothes he 
wore! Probably I was ultra fastidious, 
but the ubiquitous dun-colored clothes of 
country men-folk and the drab calico of 
the women “got on my nerves.” I had 
chosen my own garments with an eye to 
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beauty as well as utility. I carefully 
avoided kimono aprons until a misguided 
friend sent me three. During the depress- 
ing season of spraying I fell from grace 
in clothes and hair and manicuring. 

From my experience | know that a 
woman of delicate physique should not at- 
tempt country life on a farm unless she 
knows she can get help for her unaccus- 
tomed duties. Too, sae must be willing 

to form new ideals of housewifery—not 
to be overfastidious about inevitable 
“tracking in.” I can’t yet practice this 
preachment, especially on days when, as 
someone puts it, “I’m running a boarding 
house for hired men.” With our growing 

prosperity, those days will decrease. Al- 
ready we are planning to better advan- 
tage for my relief and John’s, too. 

At first | felt that I couldn't wait for 
things to get in order. Now | know that 

half the fun is in doing them by degrees, 

and I have ceased to feel apologetic for 
things which must wait. After all, it’s the 
looking ahead that counts. 

A visit to my old home wrought the 

cure. | was away from John and the or- 
chard for five endless weeks, and I found 
a new perspective. I had an orgy in New 
York—theaters, bridge, shops, Knox hats, 

taxicabs, automobiles, teas, tournaments 
nothing availed to content me. I came 

home gladly, gavly, and things have 
smoothed out before my altered mood. It 
was life that | wanted—life on that hill- 
top with John Anthony! 

There are houses made for comfort, and 

houses made for style; and there is also 
a house in California made for sunlight 
that vou will enjoy reading about in the 
April House anp GARDEN. 

Your Saturday Afternoon Garden 

Continued from page 177) 

they turn yellow without cause the trouble 
is likely to be in the soil or on account of 
too much wate} When the dripping-off 

fungus puts in an appearance, plenty of 
fresh air and flour of sulphur scattered 
over the surface will help to check its 
further ravages. A close temperature, a 
sudden shock or chill of any kind, or 

having the surface of the soil or the fo- 
liage wet, during the night when the tem- 
perature is likely to go down, the result of 
watering too late in the afternoon, are 
all conditions favorable to the damping- 
off disease. It attacks the stems of the 

little seedlings at the surface of the soil. 

often entirely destroving a large percent- 
age ot them 

The green aphis is another pest that may 

cause serious trouble. as it is almost the 

color of the leaves, auite small, and hides 
in the heart of the plant or on the under 
side of the leaves until it becomes nu- 
merous. Left unmolested for only a few 
days it multiplies so rapidly that it may 
get bevond control. Any condition that 
is likely to weaken the growth of the 
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A Special Message 
Addressed to You 

If you had assembled all the facts pertaining 
sess (ih 
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"nee to all the pines, you would select Arkansas 

Soft Pine for all manner‘of interior woodwork, 
and get your “Pick of the Pines.” Your con- 

clusion would be the same as that reached by 

the United States Government Officials, if you, 
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as they, were absolutely unbiased and guided 

by the facts your investigation brought to light 

Predicated on the investigations that have 
been made for you by Uncle Sam, you should 
employ Arkansas Soft ‘Pine for interior and 
exterior use for these rsasons: 

For the Interior For the Exterior 
No other wood = shows Arkansas Soft Pine 

such a variety of  pleas- contains practically no 
ing figure. Some of it is rosin or resinous oils 
splashy and bold; some There is a_ notable ab- 
of it has been delicately sence of pitch streaks. It 
engraved by nature, the does not gum the'¢ car- 

greatest of all artists. penters’ tools or power 
Its uniform texture in- machinery Open cells 

sures the even absorp- permit of the absorption 
tion of fillers, stains or of sufficient of the oil and 
dyes and a _ proper finish pigment to bind paint 
with shellac, varnish or firmly to the surface to 
wax. Properly treated, which it is applied. The 
an effect is secured that result is that Arkansas 
is unsurpassed by the Soft Pine holds paint. It 
finished appearance of is easy to work and worth 
any other wood. working 

ry . 

These are elemental Arkansas Soft Pine 

facts with which you should be familiar, 

because the difference between the cost of 

this wood and others not so good is so slight 
that you cannot afford to take a chance. 

For Interior Woodwork there is no com- 

parison between the value of Arkansas Soft 

Pine and other soft woods. 

SPECIAL FOR YOU—We have a limited 

supply of finished samples. We will honor re- 

quests in the order received. Send for yours. 

Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau ( | MT 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois 

vi = oses, Flowering Shrubs 
and Fruit Trees 

which will bud, bloom and fruit True to Name, 
sent direct from our Nurseries to your garden 
at wholesale prices. 
This Spring we offer the finest selection of hardy, 
field grown Hybrid Perpetual and Hybrid Tea or 
Everblooming Roses. Our list includes the choicest 
varieties: Maman Cochet (white) Maman Cochet 
pink), William R. Smith, American Beauty and 
Killarney. The stock is all two year old, No. 1 
strong bushes. Our book tells you how to plant 
and care for them 
Our Flowering Shrubs include the finest specimens of Bush 
Hydrangea Paniculata Grandifiora and Snowball or Ever- 
blooming Hydrangea, Spirea Van Houttei (white), Spirea 

Anthony Waterer (dwarf pink) 
Also the finest fruit trees that can be grown, Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum and] 
Cherry. All the best tested varieties. Kelly Brothers’ quality and purity of 
varieties means much to the planter. You get the benefit of thirty-five years of 
practical experience. We stand back of every shipment 
Send today for our 1915 Spring Catalog. Itisfree. Read our broad guarantee 

KELLY BROS., Wholesale Nurseries, 242 Main Street, DANSVILLE, N. Y. 
You never regret planting Kelly’ Bros.’ stock. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Houst & GARDEN. 
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Bigger Yields— 
Better Quality 

] ET the example of 300,000 housewives, vegetable 

4 wwers, f t growers, farmers, be your guide 

in getting bigger quantity of better quality 
f t, vegetables, flowers, /Ais year. 

Wrile for the book ¢ t will show vou why Government 

Experiment Stations use and recommend Brown’s Auto 

Spr nd endorse their mew, thorough way of spraying. 

vn's Auto Sprays and patented nozzles work quicker, 

rive greater results with great saving of solution. 

t 7, 

/ ed 
Pa 

Rid your fields, * 
gardens, orchards and an 

shrubbery of blight, disease ene 

ind insects that cut down quality , 

| quantity of yields, destroy plant life and kill (im 
' . 

trees. Make every plant, shrub and tree strong, 
i hy ( big 0 ce7. b “ t big producer _* 

The Brown's Auto Spray here pictured is. a 
Brown's Auto Spray No. 1—4 gal. capacity— 
hand power with Brown’s Patent Auto-Pop 

. 

~~’ Nozzle that throws every kind of spray, from ‘ 

mistlike spray to powerful stream. Easy to ‘a 
carry it over shoulder. Needs least pumping. Ve 
With one No. 1 a boy can outwork 3 men 

with ordinary outfits. See it at your dealer’s. 

Goto Vas ERE. 
We make 40 styles 

i Ssibe 
of spr: dP peer from y 

50 cents to $300.00, Both hand and power AS 

outfits for all purposes. Write for complete er4@ 
catalog nd spravineg cuide. ef, 

.. 
Non-Clog 

Atomic Nozzlc 

a adi A FR AK 

ed on large sprayer ; 

e greatest sa ry 

time labor and solution ever is 7 
\ ted Simply cannot ¢ 
l it ljustable fr ! t 
pray to strong, drenching stream 

vctua four nozzle in one 
\ itely self aning >o 8 ipe 

rior that one dealer alone has sold 
over SOOO of this one stvie « nozzle 

send pe tal » for valuable Spray- 
( ind for pr ‘ 

“The E. C. Brown Co. 
851 Maple St. Rochester, N. Y. 

Dec ay- -proof and Cyclone-proof 
siwaye been favorable to uur Staines and used them on my) 

wh home The cyclone destroyed the pl ast March, and in 
going ru ‘ nd th U hin ”" d " y ‘ 

_ aith«ugh the had been on the house thirteen 
years laat January it that time they wer given two conts 

of Cabot's, when the house was built ami two conte about #ix 

ears ago hn. W. Koch, Omaha, Net 'M ay 20, 1913 

Cabot’s Creosote Stains 

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfe. Chemists 
11 Oliver St., Boston, Mass Wilson Eyre, Architect 

Stained with Cabot's Shingle Statns 

Philadelphia 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

plants, such as too high a temperature, 
neglect in watering, too close atmosphere 
dark corners, will favor its rapid levelop 

nent. ‘This is one of the sucking insects, 
and cannot be poisoned. If, from former 

experience, you have reason to think that 
you will be troubled with aphis, get a 
supply of strong tobacco dust made for 

this purpose, and keep it sprinkled on the 

ground and on the surface of the seed 

boxes between the plants, as well as on the 
In the event of the plant pest be 

coming established, strong nicotine spra\ 

is the best remedy. 

foliage. 

\s the days lengthen and the sun climbs 
higher and the urge to be out-of 
gets more insistent in one’s veins, thers 

are some things which need attention be 

fore any planting can be done. First, the 
garden itself must be thoroughly cleaned. 
Rubbish of any kind should be picked 
old cabbage or old cornstalks, 

the ground loosens up enough to get them 

out, had better be got out of the way, espe- 
cially if the garden has to be dug or 
spaded instead of plowed, as it is difficult 
to get them in and under. Old bean poles 
tomato poles, melon vines, and so forth, 
all help to make harboring places for in 

everything that 
vou do not need to use again should be 

burned. Not only the garden itself, but 
anv untidy corners near it where weeds 
may have grown and died down, making 

an ideal bug reserve, should also be 
cleaned up with fire and steel rake. The 

asparagus bed and the raspberry bed and 
the raspberry patch, if near the vegetable 
garden, are frequently prolific sources of 

wble, and they should also come in for 
in overhauling. 

doors 

as soon as 

sects and disease spores 

The question that bobs up at this time 
of the vear is: “How early can | begin to 
dig?” There is such a thing as begin- 

ning too soon. Nothing is to be gained by 

it; in fact, you may actually injure the soil 
by being hasty. Some soils may be dug 
as soon as the frost gets out of it. Others 

will remain too wet and sticky for some 

time afterwards; this depends largely up- 
on how good the drainage is and also upon 

the character and the physical condition 
of the soil. A cold, wet spring may delay 
things for a couple of weeks even after 
the frost has gone. There is, however, 

one safe rule to follow: the ground can 

never be well worked while it is in wet 
and sticky condition. If it sticks to your 
spade or falls from it in pasty lumps, you 
may be sure that vou should let it alone 
fora while. When the soil is turned over, 
whether you use a spade or a plow, it 
should leave it clean and dry, the lumps 
breaking apart readily when hit with the 

foot or the back of the spade. 
seem wet and sticky and of an unfavor 
able temper when in reality they are not, 
merely because they have not been proper- 
lv drained. 

Some soils 

There are two or three weeks in the 

season in which the ground can be got 

into proper shape in the spring. Ground 

a 
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that is backward can be worked up into 
broad ridges for the planting of a few 
extra early things, like peas, planting on 
top of the ridge. While an emergency 
method of this kind may help temporarily, 
a thorough system of under-drainage 
should be put in as soon as possible—early 
next fall, if you cannot find time to do it 

how. 

Before you begin digging, the manure 

or compost should be put on. That can 
be done before the ground is quite ready 
to dig. But it should be done only just 
before, and, if possible, the very day that 
you are going to “break up the soil.” If 
it lies around on the surface after it has 
begun to decompose it loses much of its 

effectiveness. The best way, if the garden 
has to be dug by hand, is to get at it, and 
get it over as soon as possible. The sooner 
vou can get it all dug, the better, even such 
parts of it as will not be planted until May. 
Besides getting the work out of the way, 

this saves moisture in the ground from 
the early spring rains, since water evapo- 
rates much more rapidly from ground that 
has not been worked over. Do not, how- 
ever, make the mistake of spading up or 
plowing the ground and then leaving it 

that way, raking off a strip now and then 
only as it is needed. It should be pulver- 
ized and raked and made fine and smooth 
at once; this to create what is known as 
the “dust mulch,” which is nothing more 
than the surface of well-prepared top soil, 
which, drying out very quickly to a depth 
of half an inch or an inch, holds the 
moisture in the soil below. 

The deeper you can dig your garden, 
the better, provided you do not have to 
turn up the hard, lumpy sub-soil. How- 
ever, a little of this mixed in will not 
make any difference, and where the gar- 
den is shallow from not having been dug 

before, a little of this raw dirt from the 
bottom should be turned up every year, in 
order that the garden may be gradually 
deepened. The deeper the garden, the 
more capacity will it have to store up 
plant food and water for the use of the 

growing crop. 

[f there is manure to be turned under, 
the soil in the bottom of each furrow must 
be well mixed with the soil from the next 
furrow that is thrown in on top. If it is 
dug in the usual way so that some of the 
manure is near the surface, this will be a 
constant annovance throughout the sea- 

son. 

Should fertilizer be necessary, spread 
it on after the ground is plowed or dug, 
and rake it in. It will be as well in this 
case, however, to apply the fertilizer to 
each strip of the ground as you get read) 

to plant it. Such parts of the garden as 
cannot be planted soon after they are pre 
pared will have to be raked over thorough- 
ly before planting, in order to break the 

crust that may have formed and to destroy 
any small weeds that have sprouted. 

Tea Cl h PHAN ah it 
we 8 

i 
TRADE MARK 

Puncture-Proof—Guaranteed 
wi A 

Section showing LEE Puncture-Proof Tire Construction 

Observe how the three layers of impenetrable discs over- 

lap, forming a protecting,shield for carcass and inner tube 

LEE 
PNEUMATIC NON-SKID PUNCTURE - PROOF Zig-Zag 

Tread 

HESE wonderful tires stand firmly 

between the motorist and all punc- 

turing forces. For the first time complete 

and supreme freedom from all road trouble is 

sconce —under a written guarantee. The 

insistent cry for “MORE MILEAGE” is 

most effectively answered. LEE mileage 

is amazing. 

New literature gives full description 

of this and other vital features 

WRITE FOR BOOKLET “V” 

LEE TIRE & RUBBER CO. 
Manufacturers of Rubber Goods 

Since 1883 

CONSHOHOCKEN, PENNA. 

Look up “Lee Tires” in 

your Telephone Directory 

— 
Give Water and Light Service Equal to ; a (en 

the Best Public Utility Plants in Cities » ; 

The largest or smallest residence, no matter where located, can be equipped 

with all the comforts of the city home. The Kewanee is the original air pres- 

= sure water system, supplying water under strong pressure for bathroom, kitchen, laundry, | 

"¢ garden, garage, barns and stock. Excellent fire protection. No elevated tanks, Anybody 

~ can operate. The Kewanee is built asa complete and compact system in our factory and 

@ ready for a life-time of good service as soon as the shipping crate is taken off. Cost from 

‘ . 45.00 up. according to capacity desired. Our dealers are high class mechanics and will 

\\e ee fetal . Kewanee System, with our guarantee of success. KEWANEE PRIVATE UTIL- 

\\\ . L ITIES give daily service and remove the last objections to comfortable country living. 

Water Supply Systems — Sewage Disposal Plants— Electric Light Plants 

BATH-KITCHEN-LAUNORY Gasoline Engines — Gasoline Storage Plants — Vacuum Cleaning Systems [COMPLETE & COMPACT 

Send for illustrated bulletins on any or all the above 

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES COMPANY, 122 South Franklin Street, KEWANEE. ILLINOIS 

(Formerly, Kewanee Water Supply Company) Branch Offices—50 Church Street, NEW YORK and 1212 Marquette Building, CHICAGO 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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EWIS& CONGER 
Home Furnishings 

45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York 

Gardening on a Small 

Plac = 

Lands« ape 

he i¢en I n cua it eithet end 

of the house shov ow ettective ever- 

reens can be against red brick walls. 

i wo Ro c oO Sharon bushes with double, 

pink flowers, frame the entrance porch. 

\ new effectiveness has been given to 

Sharon by the 
; ' 

neglected Kose of 

production of many new hybrids’ with 

flowers of clear and single colors Their 

upright habit accentuates the quiet for- 
nality of the entrance porch. This up- 

right stiffness which makes it so difficult 

to mould them into a shrubbery border 
invests them, when they are so placed, 

vith a peculiar dignity, producing an 
rchitectural balance. It is especially in 
mtrast to these Roses of Sharon that the 

already-mentioned box bushes under the 

windows show that they are in wrong posi- 
tions. They illustrate a frequent mistake 

in shrub planting, for they have no rea 

on for existence except the willful cap 

planter, rice ot the who is wont to con- 

sider his material only at its own and 

separate value, instead of at its subordi- 
nate value as part of a well-ordered de- 

sign 
The planting along the house and lawn 

enclosure has been given in such detail to 
interest a little place show how full of 

attention 1s given to can be when caretul 

the proper shrubs as a 
boundary around a lawn 

arrangement ot 

give much winter in 

terest to the lawn, the deciduous planting 

emphasizes the \fter the 

Che evergreens 

pring bloom. 

roses are through blooming in July, the 
lawn is framed by quiet greenery, and the 

color interest is absorbed by the flower 

earden 

It is a delightful little place not thirty 
this flower garden. We like 

intimacy placed 
against the house, its little touches 

of tormality and its 

high above the street 

feet square, 

its friendly colors, its 

‘ ts 

seclusion, standing 

Part of its success 1s due to its enclos- 

ure (In the north side is the porch, with 

masses of rhododendron. ©)n either side 

of the path is a box bush, and along the 

steps LLilies-of-the-\ alle are crowded 

lose | eethet ()n the east side is the 

picket fence, the curve of which follows 

the lone ip to the ouse level On the 

vest ide stand a row oft irborvitz trees, 

ow six to eight feet high, and on the 
outh side the branche f the street trees 

ke he i\ . 2Teen screen 

In a all garden the design wins ap- 

roval through sheer simplicitv. This de- 
ign based on a circular composition in 

il ima se ( n old motive kept 

Iw new b variet in details The 

ver' enter wa the place designed for a 

uncial It could have been substituted 

lendet columned bird bowl. The 

preading Pinus mugho there now is at its 

nt height an acceptable central feat Dres¢ 

pews 
f. this . 

Yan 
a 

“ Dae 26. ; x 
Practical Homebuilding’’ begins : 

. .  j 

with the selection of a lotandthe i 
° ° Ts 

mm 6location of the house upon it. It & 
my 6 discusses cellar, wall and roof con- fe 
my struction, and describes the most ¥ 
#) approved methods for each. It con- 

fa 6tains Comparative costs of frame, fy 
ma =6stucco and brick. { It is profusely 
fm illustrated with photographs of at- fi 
fi tractive houses, drawings of floor fe 
fa plans, etc. = 
a. . 

“a In addition to its general features, 
a ‘‘Practical Homebuilding’ explains By 
™ why Kno-Burn Expanded Metal & 

M4 = Lath is the logical base for stucco % 
¥ and plaster work. % 

~ 
ea «One interested reader said that it §& 
oe covered the subject ‘‘from loam to . 

Mm lace curtains.’” We want youto & 
im 6=ohave it vow whether you are going 
 6to build this spring or sometime in 

wa =the dim future. s 

Send 10c to cover cost of mail- 
ing and ask for booklet No. 379 . 

North Western Expanded _ 
Metal Co. 

Specimen Trees 
We are offering for spring planting a limited quantity 

of beautiful, large specimens twenty-five feet high with 

clean, straight trunks and uniform heads, every tree of 
COTTAGE GARDENS QUALITY 

The selection comprises Maples, Oaks, Elms, Lin- 
dens, Planes and several varieties of Evergreens 

We have just published a leaflet giving full particu- 

lars If you are interested, write us and a copy will be 
sent you by return mail 

Cottage Gardens Co., Inc. 
Nurseries 

New York Queens 
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ure, but soon it will grow too large and 
dwarf the rest of the design. The man- 

ner in which the brick is laid on the path 
around the Pinus mugho emphasizes the 
circular composition. 

To the choice of the flowers is due 

much of the effectiveness of this garden. 

The succession of bloom and color har- 
mony creates a pleasurable perennial in 
terest. Their symmetrical arrangement 

emphasizes the circular composition. 

On the edge of the circular path are 
eight Sedum spectabilis, with dwarf nas 
turtiums planted in between. In back of 
them are planted the tall, blue /ris pallida 
dalmatica, interspersed with anthemis, the 
golden marguerite. The third tier-is com- 
posed of daffodils and lavender and white 
phlox. Along the street wall stand, in 

front of the dark-green of the Arbor Vite, 
light-blue larkspurs their slender 
spikes in spring, and Aconitum, the monk- 
hoods, similar effect in autumn. 
On either side of the gate a bush of low 
Deutzia gracilis blossoms early in the 

spring, and later in June two plants of 
yellow day lilies placed on either side of 
the path to the house make bright spots 
of color. To complete the formal effect, 

a white, flowering Sharon is 

planted at each corner. 

raise 

give a 

: ‘ 
Rose ot 

From the time the narcissus come out 

in April until the phlox fades in Septem 
ber there is always something blooming in 

the garden. The middle of August, when 

the picture was taken, is the gala time. It 
is thé climax of the flowering season. The 
Rose of Sharon, the sedum and the phlox 

are all blooming together in a harmony 
of lavender and white with a bright touch 

or two of yellow anthems. 

It is not necessary, however, as it is not 
possible, to have so much bloom all the 
time to make the small garden effective. 
When I saw it in early July, with the 
Hemerocallis just beginning to bloom and 

the larkspurs in flower, the garden was 
quite charming, with its delicate touch of 
blue and gold. 

When it gets too cold to sit out, the 

garden lies unadorned with bloom, but it 

has lost little of its attractiveness. The 
rhododendron foliage, the fragrant box 

bushes, the Pinus mugho, the pyramidal 
Arbor Vite, contrasting with the warm, 

red brick of the paths, provide much win- 

ter interest 

The enclosure, the architectural details, 

the design, the flowers, each has an impor- 

tant part to play. Not in their individual 
parts, but in their inter-related action to- 
ward effectiveness and beauty lies their 
value in the art of garden making. 

There's a right wav to grow seed and a 
right way you'll ‘learn 

about in Leonard Bastin’s article in the 

Spring Planting Number of HovusE AND 

GARDEN. 

wrong way: the 

and love Roses as I have known and loved ing the greatest rose plants the world has « 
them for 20 vears seen 

Vel 

During the first ten years, Rose-growing was, Plants which have practically revolutionized 

with me, a hobby—passion—call it what you ©Utdoor Rose-growing, brought unexpected 
will yes, even unhoped for results to many thou 

Ten years ago this business was established ands all over this country and Canada 
and today it is the biggest success of its kind 

this country has ever known 
Why? ‘*A Little Book About Roses”’ 
Ten years of study, devotion—of learning F 

how. Ten more years of producing and sell tells you the whole story. You will be de 
lighted with its beauty, its helpfuln 

STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COL- 
LEGE 

GREENSBORO, N. ¢ 
March 10, 1914 

“Your plants, like your catalog, appear to have 

Send for it now It’s free 

GEORGE H. PETERSON 
personality 1 certain nameless air of distinc 
tion that makes them superior They are roses °. Be 
om” ' Dice: Rose and Peony Specialist 

Prof.) W. C. SMITH 

BOX 30 FAIR LAWN, N. J. 

ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY 
is found in Goodyear No- 
Rim-Cut Automobile Tires. 

Easiest Riding 
Longest Wearing 

CALCIUM-HUMUS 
Nature's J/oil Improver 

MARYLAND CALCIUM-HUMUS CO. 
806 Penn Square Bidg., Philadelphia, Pa. 

(oop YEAR 
= AKRON, OHIO 

wre cry, s 

ning your trees? 
This tree was strongandhealthy—apparently. 

But when a Davey Tree Surgeon examined it, 

he found atiny crevice in the bark. A little 

chiseling quickly revealed the dangerous con- 

dition of decay shown 1n the second picture. 
It was so badly weakened that any severe storm 

might easily have destroyed it. 

Hidden decay—it works insidiously, and is undoubt- 

edly threatening the life of some of your most valuable 
trees at this very moment. Let 

Davey Tree Surgeons 
find out—and tell you how to restore them to sound 

health, as they have done with this tree and thousands 

of others. Careful official investigation proved that 

‘Davey Tree Surgeons only are good enough for the 

U. S. Government. Don’t wait until it 

is too late to save your trees. Write 

today for free examination and booklet 

illustrating Davey Tree Surgery 

The Davey Tree Expert Co. 
1324Elm Street, Kent, Ohio 

(Operating The Davey Institut 

Branches in Principal Citve iccrediled 

Apparently 
only a small 
hole, but 
see what the 
Davey Tree 

Surgeon dis- 
covered! 

f é Surgery 

Pree Surge JOHN DAVEY 
ce Qu gtts 
OP va Cet Or > ) F F es everywiere, 
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NEW ENGLAND GROWN PERENNIALS 
ire only a branch of our business, but this department 

is in charge of an expert 

Our catalog “Greenhouse and Garden Plants”’ is a 
hook of 76 pages devoted entirely to the best varieties 

ind the best plants that can be produced. 

Roses for the greenhouse and 
and Roses for the garden. 

Chrysanthemums whether for 
exhibition purposes or the Hardy 
border. 

Bedding Plants for the garden 
or the window box. 

These in addition to Hardy 
Perennials are only a few of the 
items. 

dur Baby Grand edition of “ Green 

house and Garden Plant may be 

btained at our exhibit at the Inter 

national Flower Show at the Grand 

Central Palace it New Y ork, March 

7% ym 

[his booklet comprise elections 

of the best from Greenhouse and 

(,arden Plant and in addition an 

excellent list of the new named vari 

ties Of Delphinium Sent upon spe 

cial requ t only 

(ur catalog ‘“‘Greenhouse and Gar 

len Plant ours for a postal card 

AN PIERSON ic 
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Have a HOME of Your Own & 
Read about the best material, Hy-tex Brick.for the walls of your intended home in 

GENUINE ECONOMY IN HOME BUILDING 
A beautiful booklet in four-color photographic reproductions, presenting the merits of 
rich in point of durability, fire-safety, comfort, real economy and beauty. Sent for /0¢ 

If you want a pretty little home costing from $4000 ‘|’ For a more elaborate house costing from $7000 to 
to $S000 send for $8000 you ought to examine 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SMALL HY-TEX HOMES THE HY-TEX HOUSE OF MODERATE COST 
Showing various designs and outline sketches Eighty selected Sones and plans resulting from 
of floor plans. Helpful in formulating your own a wide competition of architects conducted by the 
ideas for building --------+++-- Sent for 4 -  Brickbuilder of Boston. Sen for 508 (in stamps 

DEFT. U3 SAINT LOUIS 
N B Mar hk rhe 4ookler or booklets vou want and Write Your mame clearly on the some ‘Then tear 

out and mail co us with enclosure NOW while you think of it 

The Old Ballard Place 

(Continued from page 164) 

near a hedge. Cats can, and will, creep 
under the shrubs, and, hidden there, will 
lie in wait and do much harm, as feathers 
near the hedge have often testified. 

Peeping out from this hedge here and 
there were dainty little Columbines, with 
their graceful bells in different colors. 
lorget-me-nots were blue with their 

blossoms through the summer, and in the 

fall the asters along the front of the 
hedge were glorious. Directly in front of 
the house, at the north of the brick wall, 

were masses of bridal-wreath bushes, and 
a great, golden forsythia made sunny the 
northeast corner of the yard. Tartarian 
honeysuckles formed the north line to the 
house. All along its north foundation 

wall and hugging up close to it were lilies- 
of-the-valley and ferns. 

Over the front of the house itself grew 
wonderful clematis vines that were full of 
little white blossoms in the fall, making 

the air sweet with their fragrance. One 
of these vines grew onto and over the lilac 
tree at the corner of the house. This was 
the old front yard. 

Between it and the back yard there used 
to be a high board fence. I was glad to 
miss it. The old back yard was given 
over to the clothes-drier, with its great, 
long arms, its platform and steps ; to board 
walks and ash heaps; to the well and 
pump; to barn and chicken yard; to corn- 
field and vegetable garden. The day of 
the great clothes reel is past, but the mem- 
ory of the joy that came as we hung to 
the arm of this reel while we were rapidly 
swung around will be ever with us. Were 
you ever a little girl who was compelled to 
play in the back yard, never stepping foot 
in the front yard in your play? If you 
were, you will understand me when I say 

that my first glance at this back yard when 
[ saw it last summer made me long to be 
again a little girl, compelled to play only 
there, where there seemed to be every- 
thing to make interesting a little girl’s play. 
\ splendid apple tree grew here, and a 
mulberry tree full of fruit attractive to 
the birds. A hedge of lilac and sumac hid 
the back fence completely. A woodbine 
and wild grape vine covered the south side 
and front of the barn, and the space once 
claimed by the ash heap and board walk 
had been transformed into a most inviting 
spot. Cherry, syringa and sumac trees 
made an effective corner, in front of which 
was a long, curved bed full of hollyhocks, 
foxglove, gladioli, snapdragons, pyre- 

thrums, zinnias and a border of love-in- 
the-mist. The wide beds in front of the 
back and south hedges were a mass of 
color all through the season. First came 

the oriental poppies in many shades, then 
the iris and peonies. Later came the crown- 
ing beauty of the year—the Canterbury 
bells and the foxgloves. After these had 
gone, hollyhocks, platycodons, snapdragons 
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and gladioli showed their colors. There 
were beds, too, filled with anchusa in its 
pretty shades of blue; hardy larkspurs, 
monkshood and Sweet William, and when 

the fall came this garden was brilliant with 
asters, cactus, dahlias, chrysanthemums 
and zinnias. 

Where the cornfield and chicken yard 
had been I found a beautiful lawn, at the 

north line of which was an occasional bush 

or tree and another birds’ bath out in the 

sunshine away from bushes and danger. 
On a little trellis over the woodshed door 

grew the matrimony vine, and the south 
fence—a little wire fence—was covered 

with the vines of woodbine and _ bitter- 

sweet. Loving hands and much thought 

had been given to the task of making this 

garden spot a pleasing one. Joy had come 
to those who did the work and to those 

who came to enjoy it. 
No one but the German gardener looked 

on with a thought of criticism. He, with 

a wry face and a shrug of his shoulders, 
would say: “Oh, va, it is good—but nod 
ding’s to eat in dis garten! Should be, 

anyway, strawberries or somedings,” and 
a kindly Scotch neighbor was, perhaps, of 
the same opinion, when he came modestl\ 
asking: ‘Might I be allowed to set out a 

few lettuce heads in the corner by the 
barn?” 

I left Oldham and this garden late in 

the fall full of regret, but at the same 
time convinced that nothing in the way of 

transformation is impossible to the one 
who really loves and studies a garden. 

Dining-Rooms of Distinction 

(Continued from page 150) 

unusual room may be had by using Co- 
lonial landscape paper of classic or Chi- 
nese design. This necessitates long, un- 
broken wall spaces. Needless to say, 
pictures have no place here. Sheraton 
dining-room chairs of shield-shape back 
give a refined appearance and silhouette 
beautifully against the wall. In such a 
room a corner cupboard for old china 
looks well, or better still, a pair of such 
cupboards. The door of the cupboard can 
be made attractive by removing the top 
panels and filling the frame with small 
panes of glass, thus giving above a glimpse 

of the best china, whilst the lower part 
may be used for the less attractive. 

In many dining-rooms in the country 

that have a northern exposure an excel- 
lent plan is to use a Colonial yellow paper 
with white wainscoting and trim, small- 

paned windows, a cheery, old-fashioned 
chintz on the windows and begonias—for 
begonias grow beautifully in a north room. 
Thus a dismal, north room can be con- 
verted into a cheery place. A piece or 
two of well-polished brass helps out the 
effect in such a room. For the table, an 

(Signed) Charles H.Wheelo« 
Battle Creek, Mix 

**J-M Service,”’ says this J-M dealer, ‘‘makes 
J-M Roofs practically good as new when other 
roofs are gone. I have been putting them on 
steadily for years and they are all still good."’ 

Your Roof is our Responsibility 
because a J-M Roof, when registered with us, is 

permanently in our care backed up by over halfa 

century of recognized business integrity. 

No matter what kind of roof—factory, house, barn or 
shed— J-M Responsibility stands under it to the last. 
We won't let you be dissatisfied with J-M Roofing. 

It must be right. 

ERS 
CONTINENT 

J-M TRANSITE 
| ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

Fire- and weather- 
; proof, last forever. J-M Responsibility means a way of doing business 

4 J-M ASBESTOS stronger than the guarantee of materials we give you 

. ROOFING better than any “scrap of paper” ever signed. 
Weather-proof, fire re- 
tardant, needs no coat- J-M Roofing on your roof makes it our roof, too. We 

ing. First cost only cost. see to it that it makes good to you-that its service 
J-M ASBESTOS to you serves our reputation. 

BUILT-UP ROOFING 
Permanent, fire resist- 
ant. Light-weight, 

smooth surfaced, needs 

no paint. For Indus- 
trial Plants, Big Build- 

ings and all flat roofs. 

J-M REGAL 
**Rubber-Type’’ roof- 

ing for general roofing 
purposes. “Why worry about how your roof will 
£24 Roofings for | “last when you can leave that to 

-M ROOFING 
emnen RESPONSIbIlity 
Akron Buffalo’ §~— Ht. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. ortiand, or geotte f 

J-M Asbestos Roofings are examined | J-M Roofing Registration is a new 
by Underwriters’ Laboratories (un- | and additional! feature of J-M enter- 
der the direction of the National | prise that gives J-M Roofing buyersa 
Board of Fire Underwriters.) positive guarantee of roofing service. 

We want every buyer of J-M Roofing to register his roof with 
us. Then we can see that you get J-M roofing service rendered 

from your roof as thousands of other J-M roof owners are 
getting it from their roofs. 

Rochester Syracuse 

Atlanta Cincinnati Dayton Galveston Kansas City Milwaukee New York St. Louis Toledo 
Baltimore Cleveland Denver Houghton Los Angeles Minneapolis Omaha St. Paul Washington 
Birmingham Columbus Detroit Houston Louisville Newark, N.J. Philadelphia Salt LakeCity Wilkes-Barre 
Boston Dallas Duluth Indianapolis Memphis New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco Youngstown 

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD., Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal, Vancouver 

ombardy Poplars 
are the best trees for screening purposes 

: and avenues. Branching from the ground 
rile for our Illus . . . 

wrated Catalogveand WY, aNd being beautiful and hardy, is what 
give some valuable ive some valuable makes them so desirable. 
will help you to im 

prove the appearence We make a specialty of Ornamental and Fruit Trees, 
anc aiue 7 10 ~ 

—“——. °° Evergreens, Shrubbery, Roses, etc. 

THE MORRIS NURSERY COMPANY YVESTCHESTER CHESTER COUNTY 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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effective centerpiece is a white china lat- 
tice basket filled with flowers or fruits. 

In a Colonial room which is rather defi- 
cate care should be taken that the bricks 
of the fireplace are inconspicuous. In 
many cases the effect of a fine white man- 
tel is utterly ruined by the wide bonding 
of the bricks below it, bonding so out of 
proportion that it quite spoils the room. 

Gate-legged dining-tables are usually 

more picturesque than comfortable, and 
are better used in the library or living- 
room than in the dining-room. There are 
many lovely types of Colonial dining- 
tables with delicately turned legs, and to 
go with them Sheraton Colonial chairs 
with rush bottoms. In general, it is wise 

not to use velvet for chair seats; modern 
hair cloth made in very attractive colors 
and patterns or leather-covered or rush 
seats are more comfortable and servicable. 

Nearly related to our Colonial room is 

the English Georgian, with its simple, 
white paneled walls and mahogany or in- 
laid furniture of Chippendale design. A 
serving-table of black Chinese lacquer fits 
in well in such a room. If the walls are 
gray, use taffeta curtains of rose, with a 
narrow, black stripe, and on the floor lay 
an Oriental rug. Thus you have gray, 
rose and a touch of black repeated, making 
a distinctive room. 

\n English Jacobean paneled dining 
room is always elegant, but is more sug 

gestive of dinner than breakfast. For- 

tunately, those who can afford such a room 
can afford also a breakfast-room, which 
provides the necessary sunshine and rest- 
fulness for the day’s beginning. The fur- 
niture for such a Jacobean room must of 
necessity be rather heavy in scale and the 
hangings rich in color and texture. There 
is much to be lived up to in a paneled 
room. Above the paneling the frieze may 
be treated in several ways: plaster mixed 
with a tint to tone in with the woodwork, 
a decorated frieze of medieval design or 

a plain paper. It is better not to use a 
color different from the paneling, as it 
breaks the wall surface and detracts from 
the paneling itself, which, if of good pro- 
portion, has much decorative value. Above 
all, avoid making the top trim of the pan- 
eling serve as a shelf to display steins and 
plates. In such a room one or two pieces 
of antique furniture will give an air of 
distinction, especially one of those court 

cupboards which were a unique product 
of Jacobean days. Casement windows 
would lend an air of similitude to the 
feeling this early English period connotes. 

If one wants to have an English dining- 

room, a simpler and less expensive treat- 
ment is to finish the walls in rough, tinted 

plaster or tan paper of a heavy texture. 
Have the floor, doors and trim of oak and 
use English cottage furniture. Casement 

cloth or a linen of Jacobean design at the 

window would make this a beautiful rodm 
and not an expensive one. 

The rough plaster walls of an Italian 

dining-room are best fitted for a country 
house. Here windows, devoid of trim. 
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should open onto a terrace, and there 
should be arched niches in the wall for 
rare, old Italian pottery or copper. In 
such a room a simply carved stone fire- 
place and Italian walnut furniture would 
give an unusual effect. Linen hangings, 

luscious with fruit of warm colors tone 
in with the soft buff of the walls. It is 
curious that these Italian rooms—so sim- 
ple, reposeful and full of quaint, deco- 
rative charm—are not more often adapted 

to our American uses. 

Especially would I make a plea for the 
long, narrow tables that are used with so 

much success in Italian villas. If the 
guests are few and favored, by placing 
them opposite one another they have an 
intimacy they cannot have across a large, 

circular table; and if the guests are nu- 

merous, the table may accommodate them 
all. Also it affords an excellent oppor- 
tunity for decoration; at either end a huge 

bowl of flowers, a pair of those charming 
brass candelabra, or even the informality 
of a pair of early wrought iron candle- 
sticks whose beautiful lines, one imagines 
some Fifteenth Century craftsman fash- 
ioned with the same loving care that he 
expended on a silver chalice. About the 
whole room is a feeling of ascetic severity. 

Contrasted to this is our very modern 
room of enameled and decorated furni- 
ture and the omnipresent touch of black: 
rooms, black carpeted, gray walled with 
gray and black furniture; rooms of clear 
pure green, with a touch of strong, deep, 
old rose; rooms with blue walls and gray 
carpet and blue and gray furniture. Such 
rooms are clever and really charming, but 
they have too obvious a note, one gets 
merely the strong sense of color combina 

tion. They are unusual, but not always 
distinctive. 

Such effects should be confined to the 

breakfast-room. There one needs toning 

up, and any fantasy is welcomed. You 
feel the spirit of play, of fun in their plan 
ning and making, and to-day the shops are 
tempting beyond resistance in these very 
modern combinations of furniture and 

fabrics. 
A most important consideration in a 

breakfast-room is the outlook. There 

must be a good view of the weather, so to 

speak. In summer the breakfast-room 
may be little more than a porch. 

In many old farm houses one finds a 
downstairs bedroom. In remodeling, why 
not convert this into a breakfast-room? 
Its possibilities for decoration will be a 
source of much delight. Gay chintz pa- 
per, sundour hangings, white enameled 

furniture decorated with old-fashioned 
bouquets, and there you have a convenient, 
cheerful and charming breakfast-room, an 

altogether desirable adjunct to vour 

dining-room of distinction. 

HE purchase of a Steinway for the home 
means the selection of the ideal piano, tone 

and workmanship being of first importance. 

It is the price of the Steinway which makes 
possible its supreme musical qualities, but you 
will find that the Steinway costs only a trifle 
more than many so-called “‘good”’ pianos. 

Style V, the new Upright, and Style M, the 
smallest Steinway Grand, offer a special advan- 
tage in price. They embody all the distinct 
Steinway features, but, being of a reduced size to 
meet the requirements of the modern home or 
apartment, are offered at very moderate prices. 

We shall be glad to send you, free, illustrated literature, 
with the name of the Steinway dealer nearest you. 

STEINWAY & SONS, STEINWAY HALL 

107-109 East Fourteenth Street, New York 

Y OU may be planning a new home, or perhaps you are 
one of the oldest inhabitants of your neighborhood 

-it makes no difference, you are entitled to the best Water 
Supply your money can buy. 

You have a right to all the water you can use—Water for your 

House—Water for your Garden—Water for your Garage—Lots 
of it—at high pressure. 

A Corcoran Tank Tower always means an abundance. An over- 
flow tank just below will mean that water you need so much for your 
garden when rain is searce. 

Before you do anything about the water supply question, write and 
get our advice— find out how cheaply the best system can be installed 

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc. 17 JOHN STREET, N. Y. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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—— Getting Results with Gladioli 

Continued from page 157) 

that can be utilized in this way. It 
werter to plant gladioh 1 beds or groups, ; 

nm in rows, as the plants help to 
( ic] ore 

i? eay SO tiv orms ma be ivered - 

( eep and four to six inches in _e 
: , . 

lor massed effects, plant tour " r 

rt and twice that distance THE Machine For | 
‘ ishes to fillin nooks o1 portions of e | 

the border. When the gardener plans for REAL Cleaning Our New Red cee ake mee eae oe akon > eanl | 

I root part, ft admit of later Eff Sunflower | . am icienc 
ett vetween \ six-inch distance, t i | 
a er. is generally applicable We have stocked this machine—The fi 

“™h() know ! ew Red in , : ‘ ' +] ¢ Bissell Vacuum Sweeper—because we 

) nest ' For tall “7 oY take the plants, for the believe its combination of the carpet e 
wer i) ‘ [ tebll ‘ 1! ty ‘ ] ' j 1 1 ' } , ir ragii In conspicuous posi sweeper and vacuum cleaner afford the j 

Hordes inhi ti i Cl it} tor takes are cesirablk hose who solution of the cleaning problem ' 

t elle it : | for vat ley ne elti S vill find in the In its e fhicte ncy, ease of ope ration _ 

‘ ! ’ ; ‘ § 7pitciwy as Ss 

de a varietv of prettv stakes with but um pli it has no superior It 1 = 
{ f , rye ' : 13 nel designed and well constructed, and wi ; 

mall ‘ rat neads that add a tour 1 ol maintain its exceptional cleaning ability 

; nO nd pa turesquenes quite pleasing lor years 

Che illustration below gives but ot e who have been accustomed to the See this machine here and let us show 

it tai ilea of it real beaut more | ely but none-the-less servi eable, you what it can do 

hiecl é much in its brilliant ol hioned garden stake lf these are 

loring —dark center with petal not desirable, stakes can be driven in at EWIS& ONGER A 
of bright rich red merging to vellow regular intervals around the beds and a A 

it the tip ord tied on them, which will help support Semme Pusatehines 

Live LAIKS Some vgardenel nail laths to 45th Street and 6th Avenue, New York 

We w the top of the stakes and wind on them a 
i owet t yeu i . j 1 1 r - 

oat esh of light string that will steady the Bissell Vacuum 
. . 10 Cnt fragile spikes against the wind = s Sweeper 

144 pa rt t lhe time to cut gladiol spikes is when wih Cruse, 
‘ . . £9 00 

the lowest blossoms open Keep them in 
‘ “w . . f 1 . vithout 

W r vater and cut the stems daily, and seme 
ish wt etter writ t . , , a : 
aR the s will open one by one. With this $7.50 

precaution they will last over a week. Cut- 

ting the spikes will help increase the size 

vi M. Thorburn & Co. of the bulbs—an advantage that will be 

appreciated next season. If the stems are 
53D Barclay Street through to lowed to dry without cutting after the 

54 Park Place, New York flower spikes are removed strength is 
thrown back into the bulb—an added ad 

Vantage tor the next season It is a wise 

plan to cut gladioli so soon as the flowers 

appear, for the flowers fade quickly if left . 
on the plant—some varieties particularly. 
his is notably true of America—the deli- 
cate, flesh-pink varietvy—which will be 

vilted at the end of one warm day. 

Like cannas, elephants’ ears, tuberous 

begomias and dahlias, gladioli must be 
lifted in the autumn late in the fall, 

ifter frosts and before freezing, the corms > 

should be dug up, cleaned and dried in the 

sun for several hours lhe top should 

be left on, ofr, if space 1s needed, kept on 

until completely shriveled, when the corms 
can be stored away in boxes about two 

and a half inches deep. Weep your va- 

rieties separate as much as possible. Place “ 
in a cellar where they can be undisturbed Old Engl h G d Se t 

throughout the winter IS ar en ’ als 

Should the gardener wish to force Aad other Artistic Garden Accessories, including . S Garden Houses, Arbors, Pergolas, Treillage, Gates, 
blooms in November and December, the Rose Temples, in painted and rustic. “‘ We have 

process is simply done by keeping some of an attractive offer for January buyers.” 
the corms in a cool place, thereby retard- For Catalog of many designs address 

ing their growth until August. Plant them North Shore Ferneries Co. 
in boxes of rich soil four to eight inches BEVERLY. MASS. j 
Ta ; s na ee New York Showroom Craftsman Bidg., E. 39th St. 

A deep, and keep them outdoors until frost. | 
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Hatching With a Wooden Hen im [a -— ss 
(Continued from page 175) 

convenient tester will be needed. A good At Last —A Light-weight Porcelain Bath Tub 
kind consists of a device similar to a metal 

; lamp chimney, with a light tube at one costing about the same as a good quality 
side. It may be used on an ordinary lamp, enameled iron bath and weighing little more 
and leaves both hands free. A plan used 
by some poultrymen who have incubator Mott’s Light-Weight Porcelain Bath ; 

b cellars allows the eggs to be tested in day- . : 
) light and without the use of a lamp. A marks a new era in bathroom fixtures 

: board shutter having an opening in the 
center a trifle smaller than an egg is fitted HE home- By reason of 

% into the window so tightly that all light is builder may the reduction of 
' excluded except that which comes through now for the first several hundred 

the opening, and against which the eggs 
are held to be examined. If there be a 
strong light outside, as when the sun is 

time plan to in- 
stall a real solid 

pounds in 
weight in these 

rae, 

iy shining brightly, the testing may be done porcelain bath baths, plumbers 
: very easily and quickly. tub at a moder- effect a saving in 
4 While making the test for fertility it is ate cost. transportation 

also advisable to examine the air cell at ; ° : a ing — 
; ee Se ee he —his wife will and handling 
i the end of the egg in order to learn and arethusable 

whether evaporation is normal or too il be eager for the t it al . 
rapid. One of the illustrations indicates | fg) incomparable oe es a 
the proper size of the air chamber at the T) advantages of low er price for rT 

end of a week and two weeks. When the porcelain—its A Met belhsccm cutiveed with installation, 

contents ol the egg seems to be drying g listenin g the new light-weight porcelain tub To learn more 
| faster than it should the air chamber will ; ge ‘ 

be larger and the operator will know that beauty and the ease with which about this remarkable advance 
more moisture is needed. The moisture it is kept spotlessly clean. in bathroom equipment send 
pnp Tso ag has —_ the cone Architects can now, for the . for Mott’s **Bathroom Book’’ 

i ot much discussion, but too much moisture first time specify porcelain _ 1? pages. Illustrated with 

seems, on the whole, to be better than too a : 4 
little. In many machines it is provided baths that will place no unusual photographs of 26model rooms 
by means of wet sand trays. With other strain upon the floors or beams and suggested floor plans. 
machines pails of water may be placed of residences. Please include 4c for postage. 
under the lamp, the floors wet down or 
the eggs sprinkled with water at a tem- THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS 
perature of 103. Sprinkling is often ad- 
vantageous when duck eggs are hatching. 

With the chicks finally out of the in- 

1828 Fighty-seven years of Supremacy 1915 

FIFTH AVENUE & 17th STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

cubator, it is easv to understand that the *Boston,41 Pearl St., cor. Franklin Seattle, 4th Ave. & Union St. New Orleans, . 814 Maison- 
socti : , . deanwt Pittsburg, . . 221 Fourth Ave. *Detroit, . . 45 Fort St. W. Blanche Bldg. > 2e o > o ( ’ it ’ . 7 , 

— hnine - age . thorough cleaning and *Chicago, 104 S. Michigan Ave. Atlanta, . . 7 Peachtree St. *San Francisco, 135 Kearney St. 
disinfecting before it is used again. The Minneapolis, 6 St.& Hennepin Av. Portland, Ore., 3rd & Oak Sts. *St. Louis, Olive & 9th Sts. 
lamp burner should be boiled and a new *Philadelphia, . 1006 Filbert'St. *Washington, D.C. 15thandH Kansas City, . 9th & Wall Sts. 

j V“ ick inserted. a fter which the machine Cleveland, E. 9th St.& Euclid Av. Sts., N.W. *Montreal, Can., 134 Bleury St. 

lj may be started on a new hatch. * These branches have showrooms equipped with model bathrooms. 
: From all that has been written one =r: 

might suppose that the operation of a Vi 
hatching machine is a complicated matter, hing machine is a complicated mat 9 
but in point of fact it is not. Certain things D 
are to be done in the right way and at the , 
right time, but a first-class machine will re- Z D 

quire little attention except night and u 
morning. Follow the maker’s directions 

f f — sr + carefully, for he has doubtless spent many 
hours trying to anticipate every possible 
contingency. He wants to make it as easv . 
as possible for his customers to get satis- : _— ‘‘We raise our own trees.”’ 
factory hatches. As to the rest, the ama- 
teur who has the highest degree of success 

is the one who looks carefully after everv Evergreen Seedlings 
For several years I have 
been selling the best vari 
eties and strains of Gladioli 
for lower prices than others 
Perhaps I am foolish, but I 
am still doing it I again 

offer to send, postpaid, 50 

detail, but otherwise leaves the machine and 
alone. Tinkering, especially with the TRANSPLANTS 

thermostat regulator, is foolish. After the 
ars adius p . wner: “ee mav for Forest planting and lining flowering size gladiolas bulbs, 

frst adju Or, the ~ phe ravure ae out We Bharat in growing carefully selected, including several 

usually be regulated by increasing or low- : — —s of the best named sorts (not labeled) 

; young conifers. Catalogue for 50 cents, and instructive catalogue 
ering the lamp flame. And, finally, it 
must be remembered that nobody can 
hatch good chickens in any sort of incu- The North-Eastern Forestry Co. 

| bator unless the eggs were laid by hens CHESHIRE, CONN. 

possessing strong vitality. 

I have also the best new sorts such as 
Golden King, Blue Jay, Mrs. Frank 
Pendleton, Princepine, Panama, Niagara, 
Europa, Hiawatha and many others 
There are no better bulbs than mine. 

GEO. 5S. WOODRUFF :: Independence, lowa 
Mention House anp GARDEN 

and Booklet on request. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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For generations 

James Carter & Co 

have used painstak 
ing English methods 

in selecting and test 

ing their seeds 

Phe Carter trial and 
testing grounds at 
Raynes Park have 

hecome celebrated 

in Great Britain 

Phi explains the 

markable reeord of Car 

ter's Seeds in American 

These 

with a Ped gree 

be purchased in this 

country \ 

stock 

ind prompt service is 

{, irdens ‘Seeds 

can now 
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witar inteed 

If you do not have 

the 1915 Carter Cat 
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Real Irish 

(Continued from page 107 ) 

lhe lithe conformation, which is so 

typical of the Irish terrier, must never, 

however, be carried to an extreme of 
shelliness and weakness \ lean, lank, 

slab-sided dog is no true daredevil. His 

coat, of course, must be like pin wire, with 
underjacket In color it must be 

red—the redder the better. The washed 

out tint of wheaten straw and the smutty 
red with 

«l wool, 

a dark streak down the spine 

are equally objectionable. Judges set great 

store by coat and color, and rightly so, for 

parts of the 
When he 

these are important 

individuality 

dog’s 

attractive runs, 

From nose to stern he is made of tingling nerves and 

springy muscles 

the typical Irishman has the free, open 

He is 
and from nose to 

made of 

swing of a galloping thoroughbred 

Va\ up on his toes, 

seems to be 

nerves and 

tern he tingling 

springy muscles. No dog 1S 

nore everlastingly on the alert 

In the citv, in the suburbs, on the farm, 

the Irish terrier is a mighty good dog. He 

eh and 

iseful both as a destrover of varmints and 

a guardian \t the 

1 all 

as size enou sand enough to be 

same time he is 

enough and nimble enough to be 

street or the 

apartment Hle is 

good company, quick of wit, 

and 

convement in the crowded 

four-roomed always 

sympathetic, 

without being boisterous. He 

is intelligent, 

lively 

as well as clever, and he is 

easily taught those lessons in etiquette and 
obedience so necessary [tot his OWT peace 

nd his master’s pleasure 

lf a 

ing an Irish terrier 

friend, with his heart set on own 

there are many worse 

nbitions—should ask my advice, | would 

uggest he fo to a reputable kennel pre 

pared to pay what he could afford, for a 

good dog is worth a good price, and one 

does not lke to have to apologize for his 

advise 

is getting a about six months 
old \t will be over the 

troubles of his puppvhood, and yet voung 
enough to be brought up in the 

four-footed companion. [| would 

| voungstet 

this age he 

family, 
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It Makes No Noise ! 

Why Be Embarrassed? 
Why submit to the mental dis- 
comfort caused by the sound of 
flushing the ordinary noisy 
closet? 

The Trenton Potteries Company 

SIWELCLO 
Silent Closet 

operates so quietly, when properly in- 
stalled, that it can’t be heard outside 
its environment. It was designed to be 
silent, yet no sanitary detail has been 

neglected. 

Even if its highly glazed surface should 
be accidentally chipped off, it would 
still be white, and impervious to grease 
and acids, 

Architects and plumbers recommend 
the Si-wel-clo and all our other sani- 
tary products 

Booklet R-8, 
** Bathrooms of 

Character’”’ 

shows plans and designs. 

May we send it to you? 

The TRENTON POTTERIES CO. 

Trenton, N. J., U.S.A. 

The Largest Makers of Sanitary Pottery 
in U.S.A. 

“10 THONG UNE Aa 

HILL’S EVERGREENS 
Make Homes Beautiful 

A little money, wisely invested in 
thrifty evergreens, transforms an or- 
dinary place into one of rare beauty,* 
taste,elegance. We are specialists, 
not only in growing but planning 
artistic effects. Established 56 
years. Largest and choicest selec- 
tion in America. Prices lowest— 
quality considered. Don’t risk fail- 
ure. //ill’s Free Evergreen Book will 
help you, and our expert advice 
is free. Write today for book 
illustrated in colors. 

D. HILL NURSERY CO., Inc. 
Evergreen Specialists 

301E Cedar Street, Dundee, Ill 
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which is something to be greatly desired 

in the case of a house dog. I would sug- 
gest he pick out a bright, husky pup, with 
good, straight legs, a shortish back, small 
ears, dark eyes, and a red, wiry coat. Six 
months later his dog may have developed 
into a “world beater,” fit to win at any 
bench show in the land, or he may, as the 

fancier says, have “gone wrong.” In 

either event, | will wager that whether he 
cost twenty-five dollars or two hundred 
and fifty, my friend will not take a hun- 
dred per cent profit on his bargain. 

forty years ago no one dreamed of 
spraying. ‘That was because Nature took 
care of us—her birds and mammals 
thrived on the pests that would otherwise 
have spelled ruin to crops. Since then 
men have thrived on the wild birds and 
mammals. Hence spraying is a necessity 

a necessary evil, perhaps, vet a part of 
garden work that is vital. Read “Re- 
pelling the Pest Invasion,” in the April 
House AND GARDEN. 

My Suburban Garden 

(Continued from page 153) 

with trunks about 114 inches in diameter. 

They cost 35 to 50 cents each; surely a 
diminutive outlay for all that future 
wealth and pleasure! Orchardmen always 
buy , one-year trees, 
“whips,” 

which are mere 

costing about 20 cents apiece. 
They do this partly because of the reduced 
cost (which runs into money on 10,000 

trees) and partly because they can head 
the little whips of trees themselves, and 
every orchardman has his own notions as 
to the proper height to head. For a 
suburban garden, the two-year tree is best, 
for it already has been headed at the nur- 
sery better than you could do it yourself. 
Three-year trees are sold by some nur 
series, but buying them is a great gamble. 

Some of my three-year Baldwins are four- 
teen feet high, and must have by this time 
roots at least eight feet long, but if you 
were to dig up such a tree at the nursery 
your top and roots would be far out of 
balance, for most of the big roots will 
have been shorn off by the spade, and it 
would take years to get on its feet again, 

if, indeed, it lives at all. Our two-vear 
trees came to us with a ball of roots about 
two feet long, and simply needed cutting 

the tops back about one-half. They should 
go in the soil to above the graft joint, for 

all these nursery trees are shoots of Bald- 
win, Winesap, etc., grafted onto stock 
apple roots, and this root will send up out- 
law shoots of its own unless the soil comes 
up well above the graft scar. 

[In this first planting I did not dare put 
them in very deep because of that wet 
soil, and I think, on the whole, for ama- 
teur gardeners, the mound system of 

planting is best, anvhow—set the roots a 
little below garden level and ‘mound up to 

cover the graft joint. All my later plant- 

Creating a 
At the Centennial Exhibition at 

Philadelphia, the exhibit of the Bell 
System consisted of two telephones 
capable of talking from one part of 
the room to another. 

Faint as the transmission of speech 
then was, it became at once the 
marvel of all the world, causing 
scientists, as well as laymen, to ex- 
claim with wonder. 

Starting with only these feeble in- 
struments, the Bell Company, by 
persistent study, incessant experimen- 
tation and the expenditure of immense 
sums of money, has created a new art, 
inventing, developing and perfecting; 
making improvements great and small 

in telephones, transmitter, lines,cables, 
switchboards and every other piece of 
apparatus and plant required for the 
transmission of speech. 

New Art 
As the culmination of all this, the 

Bell exhibit at the Panama-Pacific 
Exposition marks the completion of 
a Trans-continental Telephone line 
three thousand four hundred miles 
long, joining the Atlantic and the 
Pacific and carrying the human voice 
instantly and distinctly between New 
York and San Francisco. 

This telephone line is part of the 
Bell System of twenty-one million 
miles of wire connecting nine million 
telephone stations located everywhere 

throughout the United States. 

Composing this System, are the 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company and Associated Companies, 
and connecting companies, giving to 
one hundred million people Universal 
Service unparalleled among the na- 
tions of the earth. 

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

AND ASSOCIATED 

One Policy One System 

COMPANIES 

Universal Service 

By Using On Both Roof and Side Walls 

“CREO-DIPT ” Shinctxs 
17 Grades—16, 18, 24 Inch 30 Different Colors. 

They come in bundles ready to lay. 

They save painting and roofing bills and produce artistic effects 

that are permanent We select best cedar shingles and by our 
special process preserve them in creosote and stain them any color 

desired They last twice as long as brush-coated shingles or natural 
wood hey cost less than staining on the job We are responsi 

ble for both the quality of shingles and lasting colors Save time, 

muss and expense of staining on the job. 

Write to-day for colors on wood and book of “*CREO-DIPT” 
houses in all parts of the country. Names of architect and 
lumber dealer desired. 

STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO., 1012 Oliver &t., MN. Tomawanda, N. Y. 
(Shipments prompt. Branch Factory in Chicago for Western Trade.) 

Make Your House Beautiful 

Bungalow for Mrs. Marion Wickman, Springfield, Mass. Arch- 
itect and Builder, H. G Wickman, Babylon. L. I Creo-Dipt"’ 

Shingles on roof and side walls Side walls are extra long shin- 
gles laid with a 104! exposure. The effect is decidedly artistic 

and the result is most economical No restaining, no painting 

no repairs during the life of shingles. They last twice as long as 

ordinary shingles 
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Give Our Song Senn Blade Food 
and Shelter 

They Will Repay You! 
I nist for the protec 

song and in 

house 

tion of our native 

g birds. A few bird 

} erected on your place will invite 
the birds to stop on your premise 
Proper food will keep them there all 

sect -eatil 

the year ‘round to protect your trees, 

hrubs and garden 

The birds are our best friends, as they 
kill our enemies—the insects who des- 

troy plant life. Besides they please us 

with song and beautifully influence the 

children for good 

tirds need shelter and food right now. 

Order several of the beautiful bird houses 

ihown here and a few suet baskets 

All shipment charges prepaid. Money 

back if not satisfied. Address 

CHARLES E. WHITE 
Who believes in befriending the Wild Birds 

our friends and neighbors 

Box 45-A Kenilworth, Ills. 
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t Currant for everybody 

scribes, with prices 

Small Fruits as well. It 
gives also full instructions for planting with cultural 
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im giving away 

Je Be LOVETT, Box 152, Little Silver, N. J. 
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McCray Sanitary Refrigerators 

Garden and 
Hall 

Furniture 
Guaranteed to 

stand any climate; 
Marbles, Terra 
C Jotta, Stones, ete., 

oe. Tabies, Foun- 
ains, Flo we er 
Bones, Man 
Statues, Rellete 

etc 

Send 25c for tllus- 
trated catalog of 

205 pages 

The best copies of 
the best originals. 

EUGENE LUCCHES! 
748 Lexi m Ava, 
and 121 59th St, 

NEW YORK 
Est. 26 yeare 

Keep the Iceman Outside 

No. 92 for Residences 
No. 73 for Florists 

Ne. 

744 Lake St., 

McCray Refrigerators ar¢ 
great variety ot sizes, tor « 

ment of residence 
taurants 

meat markets, florists, hospi 
lic institutions, et« 

Send tor Catalog 

hotels 
delicatessen stores 

No. 69 

very require- 

clubs, res 

No. 61 for Meat Markets 
50 for Hotels, Restaurants, etc. 

McCray Refrigerator Co. 
Kendallville, Ind. 

CHICAGO, 1000 South Michigan Avenue 
NEW YORK, McCray Bldg., 7-9 W. 30th St. 

For Salesroom in your city see your 
LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK 

built in 

groceric 
tals, pul 

for Grocers 

ings have been done that way, and all have 

succeeded splendidly. lor filling the 4- 

foot border around the garden in between 
the fruit trees | ordered a quantity of 
small fruits at about 8 cents a root 

The raspberries and grapes, and later 
currants and blackberries, planted in 

a 4-foot bed along the back fence, with an 

overflow along the west border of the gar 

were 

den 
My original vegetable layout is open to 

a good deal of criticism. It has the usual 

beginners’ defect—"“too much of every- 
thing and not enough of anything.” If 

there was a single kind of standard vege 
table that | overlooked in that layout, the 

oversight was entirely unintentional 

|! also overlooked the important fact 

that all the plants of any one vegetable do 
not come ripe simultaneously. In fact, only 
about one-third of the plants of any plant- 
ing wall be rez ‘: for picking at any 
and this must be 
cuisine My 

time, 

allowed for in figuring 
first plan contemplated 

100 strawberry plants, 1 x 1% feet spac 
ing, along the east border of the garden: 

of eight bush muskmelon hills ; three 

rows of potatoes ; five 25-foot 

asparagus; one 25-foot row of 

a TOW 

25-foot 
rows of 

Planting a young nursery peach. Mound system 
is best. Dig a shallow hole, set in roots, tramp 
rich soil about them, next a shovelful of manure, 
and top off with ordinary field soil piled up 
above the graft joint as shown. 

rhubarb, spaced 3 feet; one of eggplant, 
spaced 2 feet; one of lettuce, three of peas, 
two of radish, two of beets, one of spin 

ach, onions, carrots, parsley, a tomato gar- 
den of 15 plants, too feet of string beans, 
forming a garden border, and 60 feet of 
corn along the back fence, in front of 
the raspberries. With extremely rich, mel- 
low soil this arrangement might have 

given fair results by making the east gar- 
den all permanent plants; 1. e., rhubarb, 
asparagus and strawberries, all requiring 

rich soil and coming up year after year 
undisturbed. 

* 

cares 
iLse Je. 

<_< 
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You will note that it is a wheel-hoe gar- 
den, all the vegetables in long rows run- 
ning north and south, no small beds and 

no paths except the main central and 
traverse paths, wide enough for a wheel- 
barrow or garden wagon. All my boy- 
hood gardens were a series of small beds 
and had to be hand-weeded and _ hand- 

hoed. Since then the wheel-hoe has come 
into prominence. I got one, right off, for 
one can accomplish five times as much in 
one-fifth the time as with the old spade, 
hoe and rake methods. The wheel-hoe 
has a small plow, which turns over your 
soil as fast as you can push it, three culti- 
vator hooks to break up the plow clods, 
two harrow rakes and two hoes, the latter 
for weeding. I could appreciate all those 
soil-preparation tools, and used them at 
once, but the efficiency of the hoe attach- 

ment as a weeding tool I did not realize 
until next year, for my rows were down 
too close together at first to use the hoe 
properly. 

Planting went on merrily by simply 
throwing two furrows against each other 
with the plow and planting on the ridge 
(you see, I was still much afraid of that 
wet soil), and by the middle of May the 

tender vegetables were in; beans, corn, 

tomatoes, eggplants, and the summer came 

on apace. 

But I had reckoned without my soil. 
The fruit trees and berries put forth their 
leaves bravely, the vegetables came up on 
time, and those early May days were a 
delight. But by June a subtle change 
came over the whole garden. The soil was 

still as black and wet as ever, in spite of 
three weeks of sun; the young, tender 
seedlings of lettuce, radishes, beets and 

spinach seemed to languish and stop grow- 

ing. A distinct appearance of withering 
overtook th_ fruit-tree leaves; they were 
curling up and turning yellow, the rasp- 
berry leaves were shriveling before my 
eyes. An alarming blight seemed to spread 
over everything. At first I thought it was 

lack of sufficient sunlight, so I took out, 
furiously, the remaining forest trees over 
the garden. It then got direct sunlight 

from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M., in spite of the 

wall of forest trees on the east and west. 
Still the desolation went on; all the trees 
dropped their first crop of leaves and the 
strawberry and asparagus plants turned 
vellow and died. Young radishes, spin- 

ach and beets simply withered away and 
died after the first two leaves; the string 

beans (which will grow anywhere) con- 

tented themselves with two sickly yellow 
leaves ; peas rose to about six inches high, 
stopped, and turned vellow. 

\h, that terrible June! I, that was one 
of the most successful boy gardeners of 

my time, saw my work as a grown man 
coming to nought before my eyes. It 

could not be the drainage entirely, for un- 
der the long, sunny, dry spell my soil was 
simply fresh and moist—not soggy. Could 

it be the soil itself—that rich, black loam 
that looked to be so ideal for plant 

in paint is not the novelty 
you may think it. It 1s only 
new to you. There are paint- 
ers who will never paint 
without it, and house owners 
who will never let them. 

Ask for **Your Move’’ 

The New Jersey Zinc Company 

Room 412, 55 Wall Street, New York 

For big contract jobs consult our Research Bureau 

**~DOMES OF SILENCE’’ 
10C. for FOUR Make your furniture 

glide. Save rugs, carpets, 
floors and your furniture. 
Look for the name inside 
easter. At all dealers o1 
from us. 
Domes of Silence Company 

17 State St., New York 

RANERE IheTrueEverbearing RASPBERRY 
Bears the first year, ripens in 

Northern New York June 10th, and continues to produce quantities of bright crimson, luscious berries 
every day allsummer until frosts. Rich, sugary, with full raspberry flavor; firm texture, keep 
in good condition long after picking. 

Oct. 24, 1914, growers shipping to Chicago were getting 75c. per quart. 
Rugged constitution. Grows everywhere. Yield as high as $800 per acre. A smail patch is a sure 

source of income and supply of rich, sugary berries from June till November 
Our 1915 Catalog and Planting Guide profusely illustrated, includes Nut Culture, Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, Eoer 

greens, etc., FREE. GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery, 1727 Main St., Rochester, N. Y. 

THELEEDLE ROSARY co. 
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO 

DESIGNS, BUILDS & FURNISHES 

ROSE GARDENS 

and offer their services to those interested in 

EVERYTHING ror ROSE GARDENS 

Correspondence Solicited 

’ 
- 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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See full-page advertisement on fourth cover 
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“BOMBAYREED” JARDINERES 
FOR THE HOME 

Woven by hand from the celebrated East Indiareeds. Practically 
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One after another, five of the 

fruit trees died—one Baldwin, both Fall 

Pippins, both cherries; they put up a 
noble fight for life, sending out two sets 

of leaves with what sap they possessed, 

but, when I sadly dug them up—phew! 
the sour stench that arose from that black, 
muddy mess of rotten roots! Che same 

occurred with the raspberries—magnifi 

cent two-year Cuthbert roots—now 

and black, not even attempting to grow a 
fibre of new roots, killed with “wet feet” 

in sour soil! But the overflow berries and 
planted any old place about the 

SO Was al 

grow th? 

sour 

grapes, 

house, were thriving mightily ; 
the privet and shrubbery in the dry soil at 
the front of the place. | took hope and 

consulted a soil expert, for I knew it was 
not a sunlight problem, but soil and drain 
age, that I had to deal with. 

Said the expert: “That soil of 

when you get it tamed, will be the most 
wonderful grower you ever knew. What 

it needs is lowering the water table about 
six inches, or else, what is the same thing, 

raising the soil about six inches. But, 

ibove all, it needs plant bacteria. What 

the roots live and grow on is bacterial 

life coming from the humus or loam in the 

soil. Your soil is sour and the acids ac 

yours, 

cumulating in your forest soil for ages 

kill your vegetable bacterial growth as fast 
as it starts. What you need is a season of 
sunlight on that garden, two hundred 

pounds each of lime or land plaster to 
sweeten the soil; two hundred pounds of 

bone meal and at least four wagon loads 

of manure. Spread these on your garden 
in the fall, plow it in, and next spring I'll 
warrant you'll grow the prize vegetables 
of your section!” 

He spoke just in time, for I had about 
made up my mind to turn the garden into 
a tennis court. Acting on his advice, 

during the rest of July and part of August 
| let it grow up to weeds. Seven of the 
trees which I had planted well up on filled 
ashes and field soil were thriving, and the 

garden level was beginning to rise by that 

steady process of accumulation which is 

always going on in a growing proposition 

(for four-fifths of the bulk of plant and 

Just 
before the weeds went to seed I started 

work by scything them down all over the 

garden. The 

weed life is taken out of the air). 

first load of manure arrived 
and also 100 new strawberry plants, and 
about the end of August I plowed under 
half of the east garden to make a new 

berry bed. This part of the garden was 
always high and did not need fill. I used 
half of the manure pile in mellowing it, 
and the other half was planted with the 
young strawberries, a shovelful to each 

plant. Next June they were wonder ber- 
ries of that neighborhood! There’s noth- 

ing like good old manure to make the gar- 

den grow! My, but that was a busy fall? 

First field 

soil, which were spread evenly over the 
came fifteen wagon loads of 

whole garden, raising it about six inches. 
Then on went the land plaster, 200 pounds 
of it, and then 200 pounds of bone meal 
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and two loads of manure. This 

whole dressing was then plowed under 
with the wheel hoe. 

wagon 

The stumps of two big maples which 
stood side by side in the garden were next 

taken out, burnt, and their ashes spread 
over the soil. I stood aghast at the hole 

they left, as it was about eight feet by six 
and three feet deep, and I was at a loss 
how to fill it. However, when people 
want a hot frame in their garden they 
usually begin by digging just such a hole 
as I already had, so I simply filled it with 
two wagon loads of fresh horse manure 
and put up a frame 6 feet x 7 feet of 7%- 
inch x 12-inch yellow pine boards, and on 
them put two hot-frame sashes, thereby 
making me a hotbed out of a vexatious 
hole in the garden! The mill size of these 
sashes is 6 feet x 3 feet, and they cost 
$3.00 each. A headboard and footboard 
made up the difference between my frame 
and sash size, after which six inches of 
rich manure and field soil went in on top 
of the manure fill. The hot frame re- 
ceived two coats of white paint, and was 
sown to lettuce forthwith, which soon 
came up, and we enjoved fresh lettuce all 
that winter. 

This job was hardly finished when the 
new fruit trees arrived. I made up my 

KEWANEE 
Smokeless Firebox Boilers 

Cut Coal Costs 

te 
( Inanapartmentbuildingat 246W 
End Ave., New York City, two Kewa- 

est 

nee Smokeless Firebox Boilers save 
the owners $7.88 daily or $1654.80 in 
a heating season of 210 days. 

Q To heat this building they burn daily 1% 
tons of bituminous coal costing $3.75 per 
ton—a coal cost of $5.62. In another build- 
ing, of the same size and type owned by 
the same concern, another make of boiler 
(not a smokeless) burns daily three tons of 
Anthracite Coal costing $4.50 per ton—a 
coal cost of $13.50. | 

mind that it was a mistake to plant such 
large apples along the south 
border of the garden, because of the shade 

trees as Q This shows a daily saving of $7.88 by the 
Kewanee Smokeless Firebox boilers com- 
pared with the other boilers in the other 
building. 

they would inevitably cast, so we decided 
on a line of peach trees spaced Io feet 
apart, with a bed of dahlias in between 
each peach tree, making a solid wall di- 
viding the garden from the rear lawn. 

This, with a rose arch over the garden en- 

trance and 

@ A Kewanee Smokeless Boiler burns the cheapest 
of soft coal without smoke. ‘Therefore, it is unnec- 

essary to burn high priced Anthracite or smokeless 
coals even in cities where a smoke ordinance pro- 

a solid border of pansies in a , 
hibits smoky boilers. ‘That is one saving. 

front of the dahlias clear across the gar- 

den, would give a pleasing effect as viewed 
from the rear lawn (as this latter is al- 
ways a favorite camping ground for my) 
family). So these peaches went in first; 
two Elbertas (a splendid fall market va- 

Q And a Kewanee Smokeless Boiler has conclusivel: 
proven its ability to get a bigger proportion of the 
heat from cheap soft coal than ordinary boilers can 
get from expensive Anthracite. 

riety), two Crawford lates (white and KEWANEE BeiLER COMPANY 

juicv ) and the two Crawford Earlvs flank- juicy) and the t _, : ; j KEWANEE, ILLINOIS 
ing the garden gate, which, having been 

' : é Heating Boilers, Radiators, Tanks and Garbage Burners 
planted on an ash fill, had survived from 

5 ‘ : 7 CHICAGO NEW YORK 
the first garden. Half way down the main rune Ment, End Ave, New York City r. LOUIS KANSAS CITY SALT LAKE CITY 

2 : . “ullerion & eaver Realty Company, owners. 

garden path and ten feet apart went in 

two new cherries Black Tartarian and a | | [ 

Governor Wood. The former we used to 
call “Oxhearts” when I was a boy, and 
the latter is an early red-and-yellow sort. 
\long the west border of the driveway 

I put in two Kieffer pears and a Champion 
An Attractive Root 

- _ of Durable Construction 

HUDSON ASPHALT SHINGLES 
Quince. Kieffer does splendidly all over 
South Jersey, a rich, juicy pear, larger 

than Bartlett. Mine grew to be ten feet ed 
; ‘he any roof {not only attractive but 

high their first vear. permanently weather-tight. Slate-surfaced 

\ll_ these trees and brambles were in colors red or green, they impart the de- 
eer 1 ctv} that is nee sirable touch of character to your home, 

planted mound style; that 1s, a shallow 

hole in the soil, good, rich earth packed 

tight about the roots, next a shovelful of 

manure, and finally a mound of garden 
soil piled up to cover the graft joint onto 

the root. 

Send for'samples, further information and 
booklet H. 

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CoO. 

9 Church Street New York 
Residence of William Finch, Esq., Cos Cob, Conn. 

B. E. Schubert, Greenwich, Conn., Builder. 
Roofed with Hudson Asphalt Shingles. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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@ We wish to call your particular attention 

at this time of year to our cottage furniture, 

| suitable 

qin si 

from and in addition, you have the choice 
i 

| 
of a large variety of finishes to conform to 

| the individual taste or harmonize with the 

| | interior surroundings We 

| @ Shipments carefully made, insuring safe 

delivery 

of over 

You will find possibilities and suggestions 

ves venepiandubendin ———— 

GIL SSS 
WILLIAM LEAVENSSO 

BOS TON: 
6 Ss FS) 
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LEAVENS: fe 
S COTIAGE FVRNITVRE ? 

eae vei tuveevvseneorveagarruqene tom ams) nn vvnnnsnnnnauue nents : 

Derr pent 

pees 

I 

for shore and country homes 

mplicity, construction, finish and 
te cost, it is the most appropriate 

selection for homes 

peenees 

I 

of good taste and 

refinement 

@ It is no exagger- 

ation to state that 

Leavens Cottage 

Furniture is a distinct 

type, recognized at 

once and appreciated 

by the discriminating. 

@ We have an un- 

limited stock to select 

also furnish 

he d 

Send for c mplete set No. 4, 

200 illustrations and color chart. 

ry room in your house 

STREET. 
MAS 5S: 

ANAL-S 

WHAT IS THIS WORTH 
. ? TO YOU ?omm 

A pair of bluebirds are worth 

their weight gold, but a 

neat, bark-covered hollow log 

house for them costs but 

$1 25, Expr extra Send 

to-day and put this house up 

at once, bluebirds are already 

on their way north 

Send tor fully tlustrated 

circular (H) of the famous 

HOWES ittractor 

its tree 

THE MAPLEWOOD BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
Stamford, Connecticut 

lrees put in in late October start consid- 
erable root budding betore the hard frosts 

ich them in December, and in the spring 

they get time to make a lot of root-growth 

betore the sap rises in April and the buds 

be vin to come out lrees put in as late as 

the middle of May may succeed, but it’s a 
, 

to up, tor the to demand 
ap betore the roots can get a start to sup- 

ply it, and all the sap dormant in the root 

and trunk is soon exhausted. After drop- 

ping its first leaves, it will still grow an- 

forth- 

ming trom the roots the tree will inevit- 
abl cdi 

leaves begin 

other set, and then if sap is not 

| was very uneasy about planting any 

along the back border of the 

though that is theoretically the 

ileal place tor them. This was the lowest 
ground in my particular garden and every- 
thing had died there the first year, even 
the hardy privet hedge. The new fill, 

however, had raised this nearly a foot 
above the main traverse drain, but still | 

feared the overhanging branches of the 
forest trees shutting out the direct sun- 

light at high (wo Early Harvest 
yellow apples had survived here, however, 
and were getting along slowly, having been 
planted on high spots, so | decided to risk 

a row of ten currant berries (Industry), 
all of which did well the succeeding sum- 
mer. Here also, next to the drain, I de- 

cided to put the new asparagus plants, of 
which I had ordered fifty three-year roots 
to replace the hundred 

which had all died. Asparagus must have 
a permanent bed of its own, in rich, dry 

soil not likely to be disturbed by annual 
plantings of vegetables, so where could 

they be better put than in the rear border 
of the garden, in front of the currant 
bushes and behind the main drain? The 

old location in the east garden | 

more trees 

garce Nl, 

noon. 

two-year roots 

foresaw 
would be soon wanted by the new straw- 

berry runners, of which we would have at 

least 300 to find room for the next fall. 
No almanac or catalogue that | 

know of tells you how to set asparagus 

roots, thou oh they tell you how far apart 

and what kind of soil to put them in. The 
thing to do is to dig a trench about a foot 

eep and two feet wide and set the plants 
in well-rotted manure in two rows, 18 

inches apart in the rows, “staggering” the 
ahead of the other 

ill back the trench soil so as 

tops ol the roots about four 

lwo vears later, when you begin 

shoots for the table, build a 
mound over them of loose loam 

foot high, and cut the 

wise throug rh this 

seed 

rows: that is, one row 
nine inches 

to cover the 

inches 

to use the 

blanching 

a shoots off side- 

mound with an aspara 
eus knife 

Editor's Note——This is the first of a 
articles that Mr. Miller has 

vritten on his garden. The next appears 
in April—Slave of a Wheel-hoe’—a fas- 
inating story of garden work. 

series Of foul 

In writing t 

For Beautiful Interiors 
Most every style of interior trim 
and design or exterior architect- 
ure can be harmoniously matched 
by the great variety of correct 
and dignified designs of 

It is not necessary to go to the expense or 
suffer the delay of “specially made” doors 
for a building of any kind orsize. Specify 
MORGAN DOORS and you will experience 
asatisfaction that you have rarely enjoyed. 
Every genuine MORGAN DOOR is 

stamped “MORGAN” on the top rail as 
a guarantee of a perfect door and for }; 
identification at the building. 

Send for, our handsome Suggestion Book of 
Interiors—“ ‘The Door — = will help 
in building and rem 

Morgan Sash & Door Company 
Dept. A-19 CHICAGO 

Factory: Morgan Co., Oshkosh, Wis. 
Eastern Warehouse and Display: Morgan 

Millwork Co., Baltimore 
Displays: 6 East 39th Street, New York \ 

309 Palmer Building, Detroit 
Building Exhibit, Ins. Exch., Chicago 
Sold by dealers who do not substitute. 

; 
; 

1 
= 

— 

_> MORGAN - DOOR - ‘DESIGN M-60- 
a 

Trees, Shrubs, 
Bulbs, etc., by 
mail, express or 
freight. Safe ar- 
rival and satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. 

Everything you 
want for lawn, gar- 

1,200 acres devoted to grow- 
45 green- 

houses. 61 years’ experience. 192-page Catalog 
Free. Write for it today. 

den or orchard. 
ing stock, 60 in hardy roses alone. 

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 437, Painesville, 0. 
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The Uses of Woodwork in 

ee | Is ¥ Refrigerator Poisoning Your Food? S$ 1our Ke $ 
(Continued from page 109) YOUR doctor will tell you that a refrigerator which cannot 

; be kept clean and wholesome like a Monroe 

. : dangerous to the health of your familys 

F who, writing 1n the \ge ol Augustus The Monroe is the petigenater with food compartments of cenaien 

{ cesar arned agains > affect; } 7 solid porcelain ware -modeled in one piece —over an inch thic 
: t iT, Warne again t the affectation ol every corner rounded. Not cheap enamel porcelain on an tal base but 

‘ beavy plaster cornices, lest they fall. but one piece of beautiful, smooth, 

“ey -4 . ra . whit unbreakable porcelain 
\dam did not use the Lime-Stucco of the ware which can be kept free from Read what physicians and other ay 

' . .  & ot ann . ead wha > sicians and others ss 

\ncients, but a sort ot dead Plaster oO! breeding — = = germs about the wonderful ice-saving and 

1 . . ' . - : that poison fooc Ww 1A 1 in turn health protection the Monroe affords Paris. mixed with fibre and clue to hold poisons ; pa, gee to - ' . a 

a . , “er : .ack, chip or absorb moisture sing about one than any other of 
| it together a poor material, one would i easly cleaned as a china third the ice the roth ao ae aaa 
r t] ‘ k bow!|—not a single crack, joint, others did,’ T. G Ma Saved 

NK, ; : ; or any other lodging place oe Mackie. New Or- | 50 Ibs. of ice per day 

é It might be interesting to digress some on aoe germs of disease ant leans. “Cut ice | over another make o 
}! . a 3 + ‘ deca ri rom $36 to 5 ; Rie Paduc kK 

what on this general subject. Lime, Plas r. W. Williams, Mil- | Rieke, Paducah 
y . S 5 = ’ 4 waukee Will aca ve Monroe twice ; 

ter, Stucco, Mortar, Plaster of Paris, Ce Send for 50 per cent of ice | large as former re, 

ment, ( oncrete these names are general r : F R E E oy ‘ on Dick Beng | Prt (or 

ly used SO loosely and incorrectly that it is (te Approved by B O O K s —-y rh} oer — mica - * oe. [eae - S ° % . \ e: “ ce F d ; 
. make se TS ~~ me & Wells, | and = preserving n dith« ult to make one self unde T tood 1 be Good Housekeeping Institute about refrigerators which Soathoort. Conn best manner a ' 

“tine ; > The r ‘ ‘ a xplains all this and tells ‘Saving 60 per cent | placed in it,” Dr. BR 
” : iting about them. | he other day “ ad 99 men ‘tae to select the on my ice bills,” H ate nat ay ce client spoke to me about disliking con- pe onroe home refrigerator—-how | W- Webb, Columbus, | anston, Il. | An ic 

° te have better, ; . e ice we entor, ence 
crete he uses, | Ct ympletely musunderstood 2 ll ae hone be oot ee Dr G “% sith L. mA r to 

. . : ¢ , ® ° ~ rer w i easie' afi ny amily,” D 
him, rather stupidly, | confess, but, as | 30 Days’ Trial-Cash or Credit po Fg a ee cs ede” “ieee | Coen, Ueee Rates 

qe . 7 . . . S & ow e psi : » mi ett« disliked what | understood by “concrete Direct from factory to you—saving you down ice bills — how to more economilca | ette, Indiana. 
- ; : : : ’ store profits. We pay freight and guarantee guard against sickness 

houses, too, it did not matter. Of your money back and removal of refrigerator qoctor’s bills. 
-ourse he me ant a hou ew ith “1 fa ‘ing at no expense to you if you are not absolutely . A 
course, ie ‘ i se ‘ acing atisfie Send for book lette H ist. \€ vr. . 4 ——- end for book now—letter or Monroe Refrigerator Co. (8:)Sta. 4B, Lockland, Ohio 
of cement and sand, generally called a postal. 

' “stuccoed” house, or a “rough-cast”’ 
house; structurally its walls might be of 
hollow tile or wood-frame and wire lath, 
or brick, or anything else. He did not re- 

—A WATER GARDEN— 
. is practical for every home. All you need 

fer to the construction. I| thought he is a tub, half-barrel or concrete pool, and 

Tr meant a house with walls built of concrete, Best f, Tricker’s Water Lilies and aquatic plants 

l fal se thi Edi h; — oe A little space will give a great amount ol 
the sort of a house that I ison has so Home Garden pleasure with almost no time or effort 

glowingly recommended, cast in one piece Bear Quicker “ THE’ WATER LILY ” 

W alls, HH Ors, TOO! and all, in one day ’ } Less Room » My new booklet tells how to grow these beautiful flowers 

, , <a > ‘ Finest Fruit and other aquatics, in tub 

5 Ss 0 ee ee ee Also Full Li OF pos Pianting. time 
built of great concrete slabs, that the Sage ~ ots pace owe will be here soon 

Foundation first tried at Forest Hills , Standard Fruit Trees Ww. Lin nbearen 

i 7 i 7 / Aly Specialis Park, and discarded later, preferring CHOICE STOCK = Pt Water oe 

houses of other material. — ' CATALOGUE FREE ee Be ARLINGTON, 
This is merely a case in point; let us Ghe VAN DUSEN NURSERIES ‘ ‘ N. J. 

W. L. McKAY, Prop. Box B. GENEVA, N. Y. TOS i a ete 
examine what these terms generally are 
understood to mean by architect or 
builder. There are only three active ma- 
terials involved—Lime, Plaster of Paris, 
Cement. Each is obtained by roasting or 
calcining rock; each is mixed with sand BEAUTIFUL SCULPTURE 
and water before using, and all harden in = , — water APPLIED TO 
what seems at first a more or less similar 

. “~¢r om oe 

yi. \s to their differences, here they Cooling Fountains 

are: 

Lime: Made from roasting Marble, 

Calcite, Limestone, Chalk, Oyster Shells, 
which, chemically, are all Calcium Car- 

me 

Owners of country places, seeking new 
ways to beautify their grounds, should 
consult our illustrated catalogues. 

» bonate, or Ca Co,, differing among them They are full of suggestions for every- 
selves only in their form of crystalization. thing in ornamental metal. We are 
By this process Carbonic Acid Gas, or always ready to prepare original de- 
“CO,,” is driven from the stone and leaves signs for unusual requirements. 
the pure white material we call Quick We issue separate catalogues of Dis- 

T lime, unslaked lime, or, chemically, Cal play Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Bird 
cium Oxide or CaQ. Fountains, Electroliers, Vases, Grills and 

‘ Ouicklime longs for its old companions : Gateways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary, 
its hands are outstretched: leave it alone, Aquariums, Tree-Guards, Sanitary Fit- 

exposed to the air, and quietly, unob tings for Stable and Cow-Barn. 
trusively, it seizes every molecule of Car fddress Ornamental Department 
bonic Gas that comes near, and before we 

are aware of a change, behold our sack of TheJ.L.Mott Ir nWorks 

Quicklime has become crumbly, air- ‘ mise eageiliggae 
~ : ‘ 5 ee Fifth Avenue and 17th St., New York City 
slaked Lime! -Of no more use is it for 

: building ; it might be used as a fertilizer or 

to make an indifferent, poor whitewash, 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarDEN 
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Asters ano Dahlias 
ind have grown tor “im ’ 

us only the very best and Highest Grade 

| -both flower ind vegetable that 

experienced growers can produce 

FRANKLIN PARK LAWN SEED 

The original formula that ha mac yur 

Boston Parks famou It is made up of all 

recleaned seeds of known vitality, is quick 

to germinate is free from weed seed it 

tart it ones 

OUR 1915 SEED CATALOG FREE 

Contains 20S pag if over 600 illustrations 

Most of them are from photogr iph lrom 

eed or plants grown from our seed Chi 

wed Annual free for the asking 

DAHLIA 

FOTTLER, FISKE, RAWSON CO. 
Fapueil Hall Square, Boston. 

} é 

“PEACE” , fl 
< ae Cowee’s New 

magnificent Val t a 

almo I pure wh te, ex 

tra large size; the extra long, upright 

spikes are unsurpassed for cutting. 

Cowee’s choic: \leadowvale-grown 

bulbs, $1 per dozen, postpaid 

Cowee'’s New Book/er 
About the Gladiolus 

. the sf ry | : ’ : } Ww ved t Cc t 

beautiful flower KI ‘ } will en vy the 

story, and the daint tratior If you wi 

send me j r nan und addre a copy will be 

mailed to 

ARTHUR COWEE 
Meadowvale Farm Box 171, Berlin, N. Y. 

but for little else. Put it ina pail of water 

nd it sinks. inert. to the bottom like a 

vhite mud: such molecules which have 

not found their Carbonic Acid mates will 
iccept the water instead, and there its a 
ertain amount of bubbling 

or Cut klime has also a strong affinity 

for water, and changes to Calcium Hy 

droxide with enthusiasm, with great bub 

bling and heat, with steam arising and 

ist to-do 

Phis Calcium Hvydroxide. or Hvdrated 

ime or Slaked Lime (not Air-slaked 

ime) or Line Putty, or “line Stuff,” ts 
what is used in building. Mixed with sand 

it formed the only mortar generally used 
throughout Northern Europe and_ the 
U'nited States until Portland Cement was 
developed in the last century 

The slaked-lime and sand, too, mixed 
with cattle hair and called “Coarse Stuff,” 

is used for the first coats of the common 

inside plastering of houses: formerly it 

was used for the finishing coat, too, 
though without the hair. Its disadvan 

tages are its slowness to drv and the diffi 

culty of slaking the Quicklime; for, not 
withstanding its violent bubbling and 

steaming when water is poured on, there 

always are a few particles which resist 
the water, which prefer their single state 
ind will not unite, despite the Italian with 
his hoe Time alone seems to solve the 

difficulty; all architectural specifications 

call for the lime to be slaked “at least 

three weeks before using,” or sometimes 

“three months:” the old Romans, Pliny 

tells us, had a civil law by which it had to 

slake for three vears before anyone could 

use it! The longer it slakes, the better 

it becomes 

()n the wall it dries out and “sets” in a 

day or two; but a very slow change be- 

gins which is not completed for hundreds 
of vears, perhaps—the divorcing of the 

water and substitution of such Carbonic 

\cid Gas as it can abserh from the air, 

when it has returned to its original form 

ind is actually artificial limestone, very 

hard and strong 

Plaster of Paris is the next to consider. 

lt is formed by roasting Gypsum or Ala 

baster, which are chemically Calcium Sul- 

phate + Water lhe roasting drives off 

part of the water, leaving the fine powder 

we know as Plaster of Paris. Mix it with 

water and part of the water is absorbed; 
it quickly hardens into its original chemi- 
cal state, though it never gets as hard as 

the Gypsum it was made from, nor as hard 
is Lime does. It swells slightly as it 

“sets,” so fills moulds well. Therefore it 

is the material always used for cast deco- 
rations 

It does not stand the weather as lime 

will; rain disintegrates it, so it is not used 
out-of-doors. Mixed with slaked lime, 

however, it sets slowly, taking hours, in- 
stead of minutes, and is used for the last 

coat of inside house-plastering. lormerly 

writing t ivertisers please mention House & GARDEN 

OU'VE wanted those sunny south windows 
daintily dressed in rose color, perhaps, or blue 

or green. But it has hardly paid, they were so soon 
reduced to an unlovely neutral by the scorching 
sun. Try 

ORINOKA 
uarantee 

SUNFAST FABRICS 
Jor Drapery and Uphalstery 

in one of your favorite colors. Hang them at your 
sunniest windows. Wash them when soiled and 
hang them back. Months of such treatment will 
find them still bravely flaunting their original colors 
without a shadow of change. 

Delicate tones and filmy fabrics. Rich colorings and 
heavier qualities. To know something of their beauty 
and variety, send for free booklet, “* Basie the 
Home,” and name of Orinokadealer nearest you. 

ORINOKA MILLS r 
156 Clarendon Bldg., New York 

For your protection insist on 
this Guarantee: 

These goods are guaranteed absolutely 
fadeless. If color changes from exposure 
to the sunlight or from washing, the mer- 
ehant is hereby authorized to replace 
them with new goods or refund the pur- 
chase price. 

This Tag and Guarantee on every bolt 

~ pe 

oS RM ars 

WE ANNOUNCE 
TO PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS 

THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF INEX- 
PENSIVE HOUSES WITH CASEMENT 
WINDOWS DESIGNED FOR US BY A 

NOTED AMERICAN ARCHITECT. 

FOR REPRODUCTIONS 

OF THE ARCHITECT’S BEAUTIFUL 
DRAWINGS, WITH FLOOR’ PLANS, / 
FULL DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AND _IN- 
FORMATION AS TO COMPLETE WORK- 

ING PLANS. SEND TEN CENTS TO 

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO. 
9 SO. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO 

* ’ 
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BISSELL’S 
“Cyco” BALL BEARING 

Carpet Sweepers 
combine simplicity and ease in operation, 
daily convenience, economy, and _ efficient 
sweeping. They confine the dust, freshen, 
brighten and preserve carpets and rugs and 
save your strength. The Bissell sweeper is 
the handy, inexpensive cleaning device for 
every day use. Double benefits are derived 
from two sweepers, one for upstairs and one 
for down. The best dealers sell them at 
$2.75 to $5.75. Booklet on request. 

I 

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. Niagara Falls, Can. 

POS SSS SS SSS SS 6 OOS E9966 O98 SOS4546S 6888888664 ui 

Protect the Wren 
A durable and attractive con- 
crete box with removable lid. 

$1.50 ea. 6 for $7.50 F. O. B. 

THE BIRD BOX 

West Chester, Pa. 

Packed for Expressage, 7 Ibs. 

Don’t expose your fam- 
ily to draughts, cold and 

dampness. 

(== i 
\— = 

\ = = | Open or close 
iF = ] your Shutters 
p= Sy} from the In- 
HI side 

The Mallory Shutter Worker enables 
you to open, close, bow or lock your 

shutters at any angle by turning a crank 
on the inside of the window sash. 

Simple and easy to install— you yourself, or 
any carpenter can put them in place on old or 
new houses, whether brick, frame or stone. 

Write today for further information. 

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO. 
255 Main Street 

FLEMINGTON, N. J. 

only lime was used, as we said before; 
Plaster of Paris is a comparatively recent 
discovery—or rediscovery—since the in- 
teriors of some of the earliest Egyptian 
tombs were coated with this material. 

Cement is the last of the three. It is 
somewhat like lime, but much more com- 
plicated chemically. Until a very few 
years ago—in the eighteen hundreds—it 
was produced by calcining (roasting) a 
voleanic or a sedimentary rock which 
naturally contained the proper ingredients ; 
this cement is known as Roman, Puzzuo- 
lanic, Rosendale; now the best of our ce- 
ment, and by far the most of it, is pro 
duced by calcining an artificial mixture of 

the proper ingredients; there is nothing 
left to chance; we are sure of our product, 
which is stronger than the old natural 

cement; we call it Portland Cement. 

Cement does not need to dry out in 
order to set, but a little water will cause it 
to set anywhere, under any condition ; un- 
der water, as well as in the air; so, like 
Plaster of Paris, it must be wet only im- 

mediately before use; if it once starts to 

set and the “set” is broken, it will never 
be so strong again. There is no need for 
this; it takes several hours for the Initial 
“Set,” not several minutes, like Plaster of 
Paris. However, it is sometimes mixed 
with lime in the same way, to retard the 
setting. If the final set has once started, 

the cement must not be disturbed, or it is 
not fit to use again; therefore, no wet 
cement can be kept in good condition over 
night for use in the morning; though | 
find that the smaller and_ irresponsible 
Italian contractors are prone to attempt 

it, breaking up the left-over material and 
mixing it with a little new. Its hardening 
power has gone, though, and it is not 
much better than so much sand. 

Sand does not take a chemically active 

part with either Lime or Cement; it mere- 
ly dilutes the material, and, if in proper 
proportions, it makes the hardened ma- 
terial less apt to shrink and crack. Cement 
particularly has a_ superabundance of 
strength ; it would be wasteful to bvild a 
wall of cement and sand alone. so small 
stones or clean cinders are mixed with the 
cement and sand, and this triple mixture 
is Concrete. 

As to the terms Mortar, Stucco or Plas- 
ter, they do not describe special materials, 
but indicate where the materials are used; 
though the word “Plaster” is sometimes 

carelessly 
se 

used as an abbreviation of 

Plaster of Paris,” and is misleading. 

Mortar is the material that fastens 
stones or bricks together in a building; it 
may be Lime Mortar, lime and sand; or 
Cement Mortar, cement and sand. 

Plaster, or Plastering, is the wall and 
ceiling covering. A room may be plas- 
tered with lime and sand, with Plaster of 
Paris, lime and sand, or with cement and 

sand; a house may be plastered outside 
with Lime and Sand, or with Cement and 

Sand; or, in the case of old houses in the 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

OU— Everyone 
—Can Learn to Play 

Billiards at Home! 
This is everybody’s royal game. Now, thanks to Bruns 

wick tables, the real science of billiards can be enjoyed in your 
home though it be a cottage. What better fun for young 
or old? The practice itself is the greatest home fun you 
know. And you can easily afford it on our exceptionally 
easy terms which are offered to you now. Try it 30 days 

Brunswick Home 

Billiard Tables 
Built exactly like our famous regulation tables—for al! 

games of Carom and Pocket Billiards—yet sizes and de 
signs that harmonize with home surroundings. 

Men who are wizards at billiards—Hoppe, Sutton, Inman 
perform their hardest shots on these home styles. Life 

speed, accuracy—all scientific playing qualities are attained 

“BABY GRAND” 
Combinativn Carom 
and Pocket Table 

“GRAND” and “BABY GRAND” 
The “GRAND” and “BABY GRAND” are superbly 

made of rare and beautiful mahogany, richly inlaid. Have 
genuine Vermont slate bed, Monarch cushions—famed for 
lightning action—and fast imported billiard cloth. 

A Year to Pay 
Playing Outfit FREE 

Our, popular purchase plan Jet u try any Brunswick 30 d 

before you buy—then pay monthly as you play—terms as low as 20 

cents a day! 
Balls, Hand-Tapered Cues, Rack, Markers, Spirit Levei, Tiy 

Cue Clamps, Table Cover, Chalk, Brush, expert rules on “How to 
Play,” etc., etc., all included complete, without extra cost 

Now get our famous billiard book, “‘ Billiards--The Home Mag- 
net,” that pictures all Brunswick Home Tables in actual colors, 
gives low factory prices and full details Sent FREE. Use the 
coupon while the edition lasts 

WEN Ered iilittlacBstele).aa.tap 

| The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. 
4 Dept. 13-£, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago | 

Send me postpaid, free, color-illustrated catalog — t 

“Billiards—The Home Magnet” ! 
with details of your 30-day trial offer. 1 
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Th ugh one i ocmtes 

he sone f 

ind chatinetion Our 

garden ornaments primarily with extensive 

formal gardens they can be 
tute are ¢ t back ards 

ivored nook that needs only a bit of ornament to give new ¢« harm 

catalogue illustrating a wide range of models 

used to splendid advantage in small country 

Look about vour place There is sure to 

reproduced in Pompeian Stone, will help you in your se lection 

lo those desiring marble ornaments, we offer special facilities, insuring reasonable prices and prompt deliveries. 

Factory 

Astoria, L. I. THE ERKINS STUDIO 226 Lexington Ave. 

New York 
The Largest Manafacturers of Ornamental Stone 

SIARt with the largest stock 
that can be secured! It 

| takes over twenty years to grow 
many of the Trees and Shrubs 
we offer. 

lant for Immediate Effect 
' : _Not for Future Generations: 

Disporra Nurstris Shi" 
Wm Warner Harper Proprietor 

We do the long waiting— The 
| thus enabling you to secure 
trees and shrubs that give jWa 
immediate results. Spring 7 
Price List Now ready. 

\ 
Box iH 6 

Send for Bath Book 

L. Wolff Manufacturing Co. 
Manulacturers of Plumbing Goods Only 

General Offices: 601-627 WEST LAKE STREET 

Showrooms: 111 NORTH DEARBORN STREET 

Pottery: Trenton, N. J. 

Wolff Fixtures 
Make a Man Proud of His Plumbing 

Whether for the modest cottage or the 
elaborate mansion, each individual 
Wolff Fixture receives the personal 
supervision of the department head 
from the moment our factory com- 
mences work through all stages of 
construction until its final completion. 

Plumbing Goods for 

Anyone and Any 

Home at Any Price 

CHICAGO 
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Southwest, plastered with Mud. The 

Plastering is the Covering; it has no 

reference to a particular material. 
Stucco, as used now in America, means 

simply Outside Plastering. It used to re- 
fer to a certain material composed of 
Lime, Sand and Marble-dust, but this 

meaning is lost. 

My client should have said a “Plastered 

or a “Stuccoed House.” A “Con- 

crete House” is far from what he meant. 

ut all this has nothing to do with Robert 

\dam and his style. He introduced a cu- 
rious material for plastering or stuccoing 

his buildings outside, and kept the exact 
formula secret, | believe; he had bought 

it from an Italian. Inside for his orna- 

ment he used a mixture of “‘dead” or “set” 

Plaster of Paris, some sort of fiber and 

an unknown glutenous compound, the 
mixture, as we have said, poured hot into 
metal moulds. We do not know exactly 
what it was; but the material is unim- 

portant. His interiors would have been 
just as good in ordinary Plaster of Paris 
and Lime; perhaps better. 

We are behind him in design—the av- 

erage of us—but we have plastering ma- 
terials at our command of which he never 

dreamed. They are all combinations of 
our elemental three, Lime, Plaster of 

Paris and Cement, but so many combina- 
tions are there, with so many inert ma- 
terials! Selentic Cement, Parian Cement, 
IL\eene’s Cement, Adamant Plaster, Scag- 

iola, Marezzo, and the various kinds of 

outside plastering, such as Sgraffito, Depe 
ter, Rough Cast, Pebble Dark, and all the 
various imitations of stone. 

Let us throw up our hands and stop, or 
we will soon have a text-book on *“Plas- 
tering!” 

House,” 

ficiency in the Flower Garden—II 

(Continued from page 161) 

be just right. It must be a soil that will 
absorb and hold a great deal of water. It 
must also be fine and light, so that the 
sprouting seeds may push up through it 
readily. Decomposed sod, or garden loam 
with as much fibrous matter in it as pos- 
sible; leaf mold, or chip-dirt or cocoanut 
fibre, and sand or very finely sifted coal 
ashes, are the ingredients required. Mix 
the loam and leaf mould in equal portions 
and add as much of the sand as is needed 
to “cut” the mixture thoroughly, making 
it so that when a handful of it is squeezed 
up into a ball it will crumble apart under 
the touch of the finger when released. 
\fter these things are mixed together run 

them through a sieve—an ash-sifter will 
answer the purpose, if you havn’t one you 
use especially for your garden work. 
While flower-pots are sometimes used for 
starting seeds in, it is exceedingly difficult 
to keep the soil in them at an even degree 
of moisture, and results are likely to be 
unsatisfactory. Seed-pans, which are 
made for the purpose and are inexpensive, 
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are much better. If you have to use a 66 ] Ol 9 SELF-WATERING WINDOW BOXES 
pot, take a comparatively large one, and, pa ILL N AND HANGING BASKETS pes 

after filling it about a third full, place a Patented January 29, 1907 —June 22, 1909 
small pot in the center of it and fill the 

' prepared soil around this, leaving it empty. 
Sow the seeds on the surface of the soil 

between the two pots and apply water 
through the inside pot, which is plugged 
at the bottom. Or the soil may be put in 
the small pot and the space between the 
pots stuffed with moss, which is kept 
evenly moist. In either case the water 
passes slowly through the porous sides of 
the smaller pot, keeping the soil moist 
without getting it wet. A light of glass 
over the pots, raised slightly at one side to 
admit air, will also help to conserve the 
moisture. While this method is good for 
very fine seed, like that of begonias or 

The tube in the left hand corner extends upward for the 
purpose of pouring water into the reservoir tn bot 

tom which supplies moisture to the roots of 

plants through sponges and holds suf- 
ficient water to last 10 to 20 days 

7 alt. atin ened THE PRINCIPLE OF SUB-IRRIGATION, CONCEDED BY AUTHORITIES AS THE ONE CERTAIN METHOD OF 
petunias, small, shallow wooden boxes, OBTAINING THE BEST GROWTH IN ALL KINDS OF PLANTS, IS EMPLOYED TO PERFECTION IN ILLINOIS 
which may vary in size trom a cigar box SELF-WATERING WINDOW BOXES ann HANGING BASKETS. THEY CAN BE PLACED 
to a cracker-box “flat,” may be used with IN ANY WINDOW OR HUNG IN LIBRARY OR PARLOR WITH ABSOLUTE ASSURANCE THAT NO ANNOYANCE 

. . - ° > . . > > * 7 . * N * ) . tN 7 Al ; iE T > > : Te more convenience and as much success for WILL BE CAUSED FROM LEAKAGE AND CONSEQUENT DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 
, , ‘ "ER CAN SUPP * NOIS”’ SELF-WATERING LINERS TO FIT ANY E OR SHAPE OF JARDINIERES, 

the majority of the flower seeds. WE CAN SUPPLY “ILLINOIS” SELF-WATERING LINERS TO FIT ANY SIZE OR F J 
, “ae VASES OR BOXES. 

\ number of different sorts may be See exhibit at International Flower Show, Grand Central Palace, New York, March 17th 
started together in the same box, but be to 23rd, Booth F. 93. Write for catalog H and our special guarantee. 

careful to tag each one as you plant it. Do not cover the seeds too deep. Very fine | | MILLER & DOING, 39-41 York Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
seeds should be merely pressed into the 

moist soil with a brick or piece of flat cot . 
board, and covered with a thin layer of REE. $1.00 this “anstal Window Box 
cocoanut fibre or sifted moss to shade the i , 

~% little sprouts until they begin to bury them That Makes Plants Grow 
It selves in the soil. The small flower seeds 

should be covered an eighth to a fourth the porch tailing” Will the porch railing Will not 

of an inch deep—the old rule is two to The Factor of Safety work beaeatas vansianes 

can be set inside or 

work Patented ventilated 

three times their diameter when sown in 
ind drainage bottom 

“) Made of heavy galvanized 
° : - e eel, enameled dark green side, and three to four times when sown . Human Bod o dn Ta” ete ond 

1 : a - . ‘i ? In the made in any length : 

outdoors. Larget things, such as sweet lo introduce and show you this box, we will send you by 
| 1 ae ti F : ss . - This booklet tells you how to keep tab on your strength Parcel Post, One 30” long, anywhere East of the Mississippi on 

peas, snou d 20 Troma quartet! to half an reserve. We mail it on receipt of postcard request If you receipt of $1.00-—West of the Mississippi for $1.50 Your 

inch dee] ». Verv hard seeds, such as moon- ask in a letter enclosing six 2c stamps, we will also send a sample an = hed ceetien aye Pee a. Sho oer 

} . - = P | ; ban: . copy of Goop Heattu—the pocket magazine which teaches ' ad 

nowers, cannas ant musa {Danalina ), you how to keep well Address your postcard or letter SUCCESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

should be carefully filed or cut through Goop Heatra Pustisuine Co. 1S SARGENT STREET GLOUCESTER, MASS. 
] - ; : 5703 W. Main St. Battle Creek, Mich 

and soaked a day or two in tepid water os 
before planting. 

Seed-beds made for flowers in a cold- 

frame or outdoors in some sheltered spot f 
should be carefully drained, preferably by 
having a layer of coal ashes two or three 
inches thick put down, and the three or 

four inches of surface soil should be pre 
pared as above. A little bed only a few 
feet square will serve for starting a great 
many plants. The rows of most sorts may 
be made as close as three or four inches, 

j if it is intended to transplant the seedlings. 
lf one expects to thin them out and grow 

them where sown until ready for changing 
to the garden, they should be allowed 
more room. 

, . ; Exchange Snow and Ice for Sunshine, Fields of Easter Lilies and Other Flowers 

In sowing flowers in the open where 

eh Ne Fp So HAMILTON HOTEL should be taken to provide a fresh, finely 
pulverized seed bed. A liberal dressing 

of manure or fertilizer should be added BERMUDA 

to it before the seed is put in. Largest and Leading Hotel—All Modern Conveniences 
Among the best of the flowers which 48 Hours from New York 

may be started from seed to flower the 

first vear ens \frican daisy, allysum, New York Office: 389 FIFTH AVENUE 

ageratum, antirrhinum, asters, balsam, be- Telephone: Murray Hill, 5850 Cable Address: Hotel, Bermuda 

{ gonia, calliopsis, cannas, candytuft, mar- 
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Are the only refrigerators made having the entire ice chamber of one piece of gen- ‘\ \ 
wine solid porcelain ware over an inch thick without a seam, joint, crack or sharp square aS 
corner or edge. 

You can appreciate how really permanently safe and sanitary 
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Plants 

Attra 

TETTENBORN 
Porcelain Refrigerators @ 

tl Attain all ls Mle te» sh plein ee tt anlage pra 5 
J ; 

Guaranteed against cracking or breaking. 

advantages they offer 

Each food compartment too is of one piece without seams or joints, (Not enamel on iron or steel), but 
real solid pore elain ware 

7 a” 

4 oe 

he 

The circulation is right 
Many sizes To 

BEAVER REFRIGERATOR MFG. CO., . ° 
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ice from outside if wanted. 

xdied in a Comprehensive Catalogue containing 
We alth of Sugge stions for making Your Garden 

e. This Cat. alogue w ill be sent upon request 

GALLOWAY TERRA COTTA CO. 
3218 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA 

Oo Ne Sm PT eT 

WAY POTTERY 
DOUBLES Z4e GARDEN’S CHARM 

’ ‘hough your Garden be small, a Sun-Dial, Bird Font or 
G. izing C Jlobe adds the essential touch. Terraces,Porches. 

ind Cozy >Nooks will invite you to linger if Artistically 
Furnished with Terra Cotta Tables and Benches.while your 

will have New Beauty in GALOWAY Pots, Boxes and Vases. 

We are the Oldest and L: argest Manufacturers of 

Garden Pottery in America. Our long Experience is 

Special sizes to order, 

The walls are five inches thick, solidly insulated (thicker than any other) require less ice. 
Our catalog will be to your advantage. 

New oan Pa. 
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WM. HENRY MAULE, Inc 

Philadelphia, Pa 

Once Grown Always Grown 

Maule’s Seeds 
Endorsed by more than 450,000 pro- 
gressive gardeners as the best ever 

N Reed <utalo 

fhia puape 

t 11 
| $1.25 Each, 

No. 12 
the Three for $3.50 

one BIRDS PREFER RUSTIC HOUSES 
and we know how to please them in matter of Archite 

Rest Wire Sparrow Trap. $4.00: Booklet, “Bird Architectur 
, Free with every order Attractive Martin Houses $4.00 

to $20.00. We prepay on Mailables within Third Zone 

of three, 10 Ibs ue Weight 

The Crescent Company, “Birdville” Toms River, N. J. 

& GARI ; 

guerite carnation, celosia, annual chrysan- 
themum, cosmos, dahlia, dianthus, gyp- 
sophila, annual hollyhock, kochia, annual 
larkspur, lobelia, mignonette, myosotis, 
pansies, petunia, poppy, portulaca, rici- 
nus, salpiglosis, stocks, sunflowers, ver- 
bena, zinnia. 

Vines and trailing plants which may be 
grown from seed: Balloon vine, canary- 
bird vine, cardinal climber, cy- 
press vine, dolichos, gourds, Japanese hop, 
moonflowers, morning glories, 

tiums, thunbergia. 

cobe Ca, 

nastur- 

sweet peas, 

Linen 

ISL) 

The Unusual Table 

(Continued from page 

the edges finished with a narrow hem, as 
was the tablecloth. Such a set is inex- 

pensive and easy to make, since it is all 
done with a coarse thread. 

Cross-stitch cloths and napkins are al- 
ways attractive, especially when the pat- 
tern is compact and the stitches small. 
They go especially well in Colonial 
dining-rooms. 

In the shops are being shown hand- 
woven linens from Russia decorated with 
red designs set in bands. They prove 
serviceable for tea or the light supper. 

The conventional pink and blue flowered 
china requires a damask of smooth tex- 
ture, so, in the event of our luncheon or 
breakfast not being of a sturdier 
make and design, it is advisable to keep 

sets 

to the ordinary damask. Among the at- 
tractive damask covers is one blocked 
yellow and white, others have blue 
borders. These are especially appropriate 
for tea in summer on the porch. Little 
weights attached to the corners will pre- 
vent the wind from curling them 

blowing them away. 
or a reception, a filet or open-work 

cloth laid over a colored silk damask gives 

up or 

a rich effect. Especially luxurious is it 
when the damask is vellow, the china 

gold, and white and gilt candlesticks are 
used. Which is another way of saying 
that color is more and more being used in 
table linen. 

A Solution of Cold- Frame 
Inconveniences 

HEN the calendar and the annual 
crop of horticultural catalogs an- 

nounce that spring is really not so far 
away as it the soils-and-seeds en- 
thusiast without a greenhouse is prone to 
long for something between a hotbed and 
out in the open. There are flats to be pre- 
pared and soil to be dried and pulver- 
ized: seeds are to be unpacked and planted 

innumerable little fussings and fix- 
ings suggest themselves but retire before 

the boisterous and inconvenient conditions 
obtaining about the average home garden 

at this time of year. 
It was to make comfortable and pleasant 

these necessary pre-season activities that 
the glass-fronted workroom illustrated on 

this page was devised—a cross, in effect, 
between a greenhouse and a cold-frame, 

seems, 

€ arly > 

acme Fe = 
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with many of the advantages of the for- 
mer, most of the latter's, and some of its 
own thrown in for good measure. It is 
ihe de luxe edition of the conventional 
frame, wherein one crouches in cramped 
attitudes and fear lest the seedlings be 
Lipped by the cold before the sash can be 

replaced ; it does its work efficiently and it 

is inexpensive to build. 
Che chief requirements for the construc- 

tion of such a place are a perpendicular 
out-building wall with a southern ex- 

posure, four or five standard hotbed 
sashes, some 2 x 4 joists and rough boards, 
and a roll of tar paper to cover the roof 

The photographs show the and ends. 

The roof is covered with tar paper and slants enough 
to shed rain 

general plan of construction, which can be 
varied to meet individual requirements. 

In this particular case the beds are level 
with the outside ground, for the entrance 
doorway connects with an out-building 

whose floor is sunk four feet below the 
surface, but there is no reason why they 
should not be built up to conform to other 
situations. The beds should not be more 
than ten inches from the glass at its lower 
end, for the nearer they are the better 

» a 
Glass-fronted workroom built against the south wall of 

out-buildings 

will the plants grow and the more easily 
they may be ventilated. For ventilating, 
the sashes are simply lifted from the cleats 
at the lower end and slid the required dis- 

tance down their runways, thus leaving 
openings at the top. This must be care- 
fully attended to, for though the tempera- 
ture will run high during the middle of a 
sunny day, the ground itself remains quite 
cold and the plants will damp off quickly 

Single Row Frame 
13x 3441n. 4 for $s. 

Junior Frames 
Sash 24inches wide, 

by 3814 inches long 

2 sash frame 

A four sash standard frame, 12 ft.x ¢ Price $23.90 

How to Give Your Garden 
a Running Start 

HE latter part of last winter, you will remember, was just the 
kind that made you think that “spring is going to be early this 
year.” But it wasn’t. It lagged along until some of us had to 

plant our gardens all over again, and others said: “What's the use, 
anyway, of trying to have an early garden any more in this confounded 
climate ?” 

Along in February we rer inded you that Cold Frames or Hot Beds were the only 

sure insurance against a late garden We even went so far as to say pretty strongly, 
that you ought to buy some of our Frames even if only ten of the Single Plant ones 
for $6.25, and boost your garden along two to six weeks 

This year you are going to buy frames you made up your mind to that, eight 

months ago 

This being so, as it certainly is so, then the thing for you to do; is send at once for 
our Two P’s Booklet, which tells you about the Pleasure and Profit of Cold Frames 

. $8 and Hot Beds 

3sash frame . $11 We have seven different sizes and kinds of these frames, or garden boosters 

Send your order now (when we can ship at once) and have them ready for the first 
signs of Spring 

Every one of them is illustrated, described and priced in our Two P’s Booklet. There 
are several pages of He!pful Hints, and a Planting Time Table, both of which you want, 
handy, under one cover. Send for this Two P’s Booklet 

Junior Melon ord 
‘rames oO. 

19} x 20} in. 

s for $4.40 5 10 for $8.50 Sales Offices 

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA a” 
42nd St. Building Tremont Building Franklin Bank Bldg 

~ 

CHICAGO ROCHESTER -\ 
Rookery Building Granite Building x 

CLEVELAND TORONTO oe 
Swetland Building Royal Bank Building 

» ‘SD Plant Frames Factories t: ' 
11x 13 in. ~ of sv 

10 for $6.25 Invincron,N.Y. Des Prarnes, ILv. >» \ 

those who 

Pror. BEAL 

PT. 226. 

Landscape Gardening 
A course for Homemakers and 

Gardeners taught by Prof. Beal 
of Cornell University. 

Gardeners who understand up- 
to-date methods and practice are 
in demand for the best positions. ae 

A knowledge of Landscape 
Gardening is indispensable to 

pleasantest homes. 

250-page Catalog free. 

Write to-day. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

Alfred Mitting 
has had 47 years 

; eed experience with berrie¢ 
from all overthe world. His new berry, 
Macatawa, is the wonder, to all that 
see it in fruit. It is 344 inches one 
way by 3% inches the other way. Send a 
ostal Card today for his 1915 catalogue with 

Fodeul plate, including the cream of all berries from 
a commercial standpoint or for home requirements, 

ALFRED MITTING 
8 New Street, SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 

would have the 
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Dreer’s Roses 
For the Garden 
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post this Spring 

Put up in bags 100 Ibs. each 

and increase the 

FOODS to depleted soils you cannot expect results. 

DIAMOND BRAND COMPOST 
mtree trom we ed seeds. largely HI ML S and abounds in plant foods. 

also stimulate bacteriological action in the soil. A large grower aptly says “Stable 

is the only th ng that supplies all the needs for truck gardening, green- 

houses and lawns, with one application. ‘si 

: —-need not be raked off 

ing the summer and keep your grass green. Use it in your vegetable and 

yie lds. 

Write for Circular ** B’’ 

I Ia ey O) 'd De CUAL EN i, 
Unless you add HUMUS and 

Dried, Ground 
and Odorless 

It will 

Give your lawn a coating of Com- 

it will hold the moisture dur- 

and prices. 

273 VVASHINGTON STREET. JERStY CITY.N. J 
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Sunlight Deuble Glass Sash 
, - © the and stronge pla " ast ‘ 

lala ih without ‘ and 

hutter | our t f old 

: ! pla ‘ t 

fast ‘ u“ ! ‘ 

Thu ! tt at 
ferre ogre 

in : ! ur 
ial to tl t ' ! \ 

about thie when you writ 

Cet our tree catalog with a ‘ i Pro 

Massey booklet on hot ! ! annie and 

nall greenhouse for 4 nm star 

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE G 

hh 

ASS SASSY 44 BE. Brosd way, Louisvi 

Write today 

Calling at | 
San Diego or ® 

Large = a | 
American | ——, FRANCISCO 
Transatlantic | onl 

Liners ii a a 

FINLAND and 
‘KROONLAND’ / 
Each 22.000 Tons Displacement | « 228 

16 DELIGHTFUL DAYS | 

$125 9° ano Up \ 
FIRST CABIN \ 

Meals and Berth Included 

Am 
PYANNIA\MYAWEE PL ANCHE 

jroadwa' wit, 
me SS 

New York 
—— THROUGH THE 

SAN 

~ 

without proper air. Regular greenhouse 

benches instead of the solid beds 

lessen this contrast of soil and 

would 

air temper- 

atures. 

he sunken pathway is a great convent 

nce, for it does away with tiresome stoop- 

the | The work-bench at the ng over vds. the 
. ] . + - too, is invaluable as a place to pre- MaCcK, 

pare the flats; their seed can be thoroughly 
pulverized and mixed without danger from 
the wind; and, surrounded by a delight- 

warm atmosphere, one can work all 
lay in comfort. By April first it is sate 

to plant lima beans, squash, melon and 
‘ucumber seed in small pots set in flats. 
\lost of these would rot or burst in the 
hotbed. but at least two weeks can be 

gained, especially with the squash, by start- 
ing them in the glass-front room. 

Quite contrary to what one would ex- 
pect, this near-greenhouse is not good for 
transplanting from the hotbed. In the 
spring it is a workroom and cold-frame 
rather than a forcing-house, for plants ac- 

The sashes are set at an acute angle to catch the sun's 
rays 

customed to bottom heat will stand still 

when deprived of it; yet there are few 
weeks in the year when the little room is 
not in use. 

In July, for instance, when the sashes 
have been replaced by a covering of coarse 
cheesecloth, perennial and biennial seeds 
are sown here in patches or drills and car- 
ried through the first transplanting. The 

cheesecloth affords sufficient protection 

from direct sunlight and the beating of 

heavy rain, yet admits light enough to in- 
duce good growth. As soon as the seedlings 
begin to grow after transplanting, it should 

be rolled back except during the intense 
heat of midday, thus preparing them for 
full sunlight at the second moving. 

Columbine, dianthus, campanula, holly- 
hocks, and especially those seeds which 
are slow to germinate, will do well under 

these conditions. 

Early in August pansies may be sown, 
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TOWNSEND'S 
TRIPLEX 
LAWN 
MOWER 

PATENT PENDING) 

The Greatest Grass-Cutter on 

Earth, Cuts a Swath 86 inches 

wide. 

Drawn by one horse and operated by 
one man, the Triplex Mower will mow 
more lawn in a day than the best motor 

at a fraction of the cost. 

Drawn by one horse and operated by 
one man, it will mow more lawn in a 

day than any three other horse drawn 
mowers with three horses and three 
men. (We guarantee this.) 

mower ever made, and cut it better and Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves 

ing a knoll, a second skimming the level and a third p: aring a hollow. 

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the mud in springtime, neither 

does it crush the life out of the grass between hot rollers and hard, hot ground in 

summer, as does the motor mower. 

Write for catalogue tllustrating all types 

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO. 

— y 

One mower may be climb 

lawn mowers with list of users. (Free) 

Orange, New Jersey 

favrv’s 
Hard: 
Plant 
Special ties 

Edition 1915-16 

tells of the favorite plants that make 
the :: irdy garden an endless joy from 
the earliest days of spring to the time 
when the plants must be covered for 

their winter sleep. It is a book—rather 
than a mere catalogue—describing in an 
extremely interesting way the habits, the 
form, the likes and dislikes of my favorite 
perennial plants, with notes about the time 

of blooming and colors of the flowers. There 
are many illustrations ot my Irises, Peonies, 

Delphiniums, Aquilegias, hardy Chrysanthemums, with twelve full page plates in 
natural colors, (reproduced from Lumiere plates) just as the flowers grew here 
at Wyomissing 

Over Five Hundred Varieties of Peonies 

The book includes the Irises as well as the Peonies, classifying and describing the 
hundreds of varieties and telling how and where to grow them. Other favorite 
hardy plants described are the Phloxes, Asters, Poppies, a choice selection of Roses 
together with a unique collection of the new and rare Lilacs. 

This Book is for You 
if you write for it. I trust that it will be an inspiration to you, as its predecessors 
have been to others who love the many hardy plants that are a never-failing 
source of delight, making the hardy garden a place of recreation and rest. 

BERTRAND H. FARR, 106 Garfield Ave., Wyomissing, Penna. 

are accurately described, the text having been prepared from my own field notes . 

In 

Rose-Growing—A Delight 
Do you know the joy of —s each day for new rose gh to 
watch them open and grow into splendor, to feel asif they were 
almost human and begging your care andlove? Plant a garden 
of C. & J. Roses and you'll learn this delight. Ours are the 
aristocrats of the rose world—selected for their great 
beauty and hardiness, and are guaranteed to grow 
and bloom. Selected from all the varieties in com- 
merce, they constitute a wide range in color, size and y 
growing habits for all climates. We offer nearly 

400 Roses —Nature’s Best 
101 of them are winners, and we have 
marked them with a * in our 1915 Rose 
Guide — making ordering easy and 

safe. The Rose Guide is a beauty 
—contains 85 instructive illustra- 

tions, 19 in color—42 pages of 
interesting descriptions. It’s 
free, and with it we send 

Art Rose Poster 
Stamps, if you men- 
tion 

House & Garden. 
Drop us a postal to- 
day. Plan now fora 

a 

beautiful rose- 
garden. Remem- 

er, @ Jd. 
Roses are 

THE CONARD 
& Jones CO. 

Box 126 

West Grove, Pa. 

Rose Specialists — Over 
50 Year's Experience j; 

bloom, 

writing to advertisers please mention Mouser & GARDEN. 
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SALPIGLOSSIE 
Orchid-Flowering 

t t | th t ' 

Catalog list t fa te with 

thie who i " , sinted wit! 

t! lelighttul a ua 

lL} hid-tlow anche 
! wn ti hl) tem fev . ; 

i t tlow i Tl il 

i Thikh t i | | 

tt 

Following are » few of the popular 
varietios 

ih lhe 

Purplish Violet : s 

Pink, Hright Pink 
Light Blue, \ if 

Golden Yellow, 
Searlet, Rich “> 

Brown with Gold H) 
Finest Mixed al 

OUR SPECIAL OFFER 
For 25 cents, in coin or stamps, we 

will send one packet each of the 1X 

weparate varieties listed above, which if 

purchased parately would cost tt) 

cent 

For deseription and rice of other 

- elti ind specialti tlower ind 

ix’ vegetabl i well a tandard writs 

J copy Oo r 1915S Sporu Catalogu 

t 

: lh “ lot ‘@ 
we 

r Simame Tey 

> 30 & 32 Barclay St. New York 

ure : 

Give Nature aBoost | 
Your lawn, your flowers and 

shrubs, your vegetables and 

fruit trees, all need plant food 
Use natural fertilizer. Itis best 

And use it now to get your soil 

ready for spring planti: 

SHEEP Wiza RD MANURE 
} isa == one plant + : us 

that makes better 1 and better crops 

The Pulverized 4p,25 Union Stock Yards 
Manure C Co, Ss Chicago 
ee Ya As > — 

Bag als Whole 
Oh toca {Eualevh Wan 4 

37 AS A WAR) 
Seld by Garden Supply Houses Every where | 

he small plants set out in the garden, and 

te im September lifted back into the 
cenhouse on which the sashes should be 

eplace about October [5 By Thanks 

viving Way the pansies will begin to show 

buds or even a few blooms and will make 
ine plants for budding out in April 

(lumps of hardy chrvsanthemums ma\ 

ilso be lifted in August and set near the 

eco T the bed, close to the sunken path 

heir branches will. of course, turn nie 

\ it from the wall, but the flowers 

e satisfactory and the season of 

bloom considerably 

\bout \ugust 15 be: 

prolongs 

gin with the first 

is of lettuce in the work-room beds, 

ind’ repeat every two veeks until October 

\lake the plantings small and scatter the 

eed well, thus avoiding weak and useless 

ecdlings lhe variety which shows red 

edges on its leaves, and one of whose 

arn nignonette lettuce, will be found 

satistactory for this work, as it 

tat the cold well and much of it will 

iter over and begin to grow again in 

he Varm weathet It ability to carry 

things through the cold weather is indeed 

rhe i the most valuable features of the 

pseudo-greenhouse R. S. Lemmon 

lhe Water Hyacinth 

()|} BURROUGHS  savs there are 

no ral or ethics in. nature 

rong plants overgrow the weak and 

surp the territory. This aggression is less 

common in the water than the land, yet 
ne of the most prominent examples in 

Within the 
past decade it has been more closely ob 

served, written 

the water hvacinth 

strenuously 

dealt with than any plant in the United 
States, 1f the Canada thistle 1s excepted 

When first introduced from ( 

about and 

mllana as 

n ornamental aquatic it became vastly 

popular Its magic growth and _ rapid 

tlorescense excited interest and admira 
tion 

lhe fact soon became apparent that no 

could support 

growth except for brief 

mn aquaria large divisions of 

turned into more com 

nodious water tanks, and fertile soil in 

+} 

aquarium Of average s1ze 

sucn powertul 

periods bey 

e plants were 

Tanks 
overgrown, ponds, lakes, running streams, 

1 bottoms encouraged growth 

ind even bavous, were beautified by new 

plantations. The rapidity with which it 
olomzed all still waters and slowly run 

of congratula 
tion his condition of things prevailed 

oO! only when obiec- 

ning streams was a matter 

about three vears, 

urged against the aggressive 

plant. It covered ponds, 
bavous from bank to bank. 

Canals were so densely overgrown that 

plants had to be cleared out and destroy ed. 

Navigable streams impeded to 

such an extent that strenuous measures 

were adopted to eradicate the plant and 
prevent its further increase. (Great care 
was exercised to keep it within already- 

Wherever one root found 

tions were 

spread of the 

lakes and 

became 

infected limits 

Modern Sleeping “Porch Fitted with Wilson’ 8 Blinds 

hem ynoen | makes an Outdoor Room of the ordi- 
nary porch; a room at night, a piazza by day. 

WILSON’S VENETIANS 
for outside and inside of town and country 
houses; very durable, convenient and artistic. 

Special Outside Venetians 
most practical and useful form of Vene 
tian yet devised for porches and win 
dows; excludes the sun, admits the 

breeze Keeps out the rain 

For Illustrated Booklet 
specify “Vene tian 3’ 

Orders should be placed now for 
spring and summer delivery. 

The J. G. Wilsoa Cor, oration 
1-3-5 W. 29th St., New York 

After May1-8 W.40th St.,.N.Y. 
Also Inside Venetians; Rolling Parti- 

tions, Rolling Steel Shutters, Burglar 

and Fireproof Steel Curtains W ood 
Block Floors 

ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUGS 
vs. AUTOMOBILES 

The design and construction of automobiles 
change each year They are a constant source 

of expense Antique Oriental rugs never change 

in design and construction. Their value increases 
with age 
If you have money to buy a good automobile, 
you have money to buy good rugs. 
I take pleasure in sending a limited number of 
people a selection of antique rugs. It is the best 
way I know to prove their value and to make 
life customers. J pay express both ways. If you 
will write and ask for my Rug List and Booklet 
will give you full particulars 

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR U. S. A., Retired 
3 LEITCH AVENUE, SKANEATELES, NEW YORK 

Lighting Fixtures that Give 
A Something More than Light 

There is more than mere 
lighting efficiency in Gau- 
mer Lighting Fixtures. 
They give comfort—tone 

delight—pride They 
add the last word in har- ‘“Gaumer 

ee. mony to a home 

Follows the Evening GAUMER 
| Glow” 

~ Hand Wrought 
-) 

-010007 for are fully guaranteed 
Their lasting finish 1s 
warranted against deteri 

oration 

Living Room 
or Dining 

Look for the 

Gaumer 

Guarantee 

Tag 

itis your sale- 

guard—the in- 
signia of qual- 
ity and satis- 
faction. Insist 
on seeing it. 

Write for folio describing 

these artistic fixtures. 
Address Dept. A 

BIDDLE-GAUMER COMPANY “°° “=gste 

= 

Lighting : 

| 
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BOBBINK & ATKINS 
World’s Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products 

GROWN IN AMERICA 

Several years of constant thought and effort places us in a 
position to fill orders for all kinds of Nursery and Greenhouse 
Products for Outdoor Planting 
dependent of European importations. 

and Indoor Decorations, in- 
Among the many 

attractions growing in our 300 acres of highly cultivated Nursery 
are large quantities of the following spe 

Rose Plants. 
perpetual and 

Hybrid tea, 
other varieties. 

Rhododendrons. 
hardy Hybrids, 

and Maximum 

Shade Trees, Flowering 
Shrubs and Japanese Maples. 

Hardy Old-Fashioned Per- 
ennial Plants. 

Dwarf, Trained and Or- 
dinary Fruit Trees, Straw- 
berry Plants and other Small 
Fruits. 

English, 
Catawbiense 

varieties. 

Baytrees, and large leaved 
decorative plants. 

Dahlias and other Bulbs 
and Roots. 

cialties: 

Evergreens, Conifers and 
Pines. Many acres of our 
Nursery are planted with them. 

Hardy Vines and Climbers. 
Boxwood and other 

leaved Evergreens. 

Japanese Flowering Cher- 
ry and Crab-Apple Trees. 

California Privet, Berberis 
and other Hedge plants 

large 

Peonies. German and Jap 
anese Iris. 

Plant Tubs, Window 
Boxes, English Garden Fur- 
niture and Rustic Work. 

Lawn Grass Seed. Our 
Rutherford Park Lawn Mix 

ture has given satisfaction every- 
where. 

OUR NEW HYBRID GIANT FLOWERING MARSH- 
MALLOW will Bloom Everywhere. 

Ihe above are described and priced in our Illustrated General 
catalog No. 40, mailed upon request. Visitors are made welcome 
to inspect our Products, which is ve ‘ry important before placing 
orders. 

*‘We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere’”’ 
Correspondence Invited 

NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND PLANTERS 

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY. 

DREERS 1915 
Garden. Book 

e that is there 

ind Cultural 
contains gardening knowledg 
sult of practical experience 
articles written by experts 

It is full of information valuable to 
both amateur and professional gar 

deners 

The list of worthy novelties and old 
favorites in both flowers and vege- 
tables is complete and dependable 

noteworthy are the sections Especially 
and Hardy Perennials devoted to Roses, Dahlias 

Mailed free if you mention this publication 

Selected strains of finest varie- 
Packet of eight 

produce more 
Dreer’s 

Dreer’s Superb Asters 
ties for garden decoration or cutting 
best colors, containing enough seed to 

than one hundred plants—ten cents per packet 

Garden Bookwith each order 

HENRY A. DREER 714-716 Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

DMUUUU UN LUUAI 

HULL 

HRUIOULAUQUUYUULOL UA 

Mm wit (NNUHULVNUUI i " 

YOUR VISITOR’S 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
of your home is from the 

OUTSIDE 

It is your fault if that impression is unfavorable 

TREE S, PLANTS 

SHRUBS and FLOWERS 

do more than anything else to make 

the outside attractive and you will be 

surprised to learn what a great deal 
little bit of money will do 

OUR 1915 CATALOG 

will tell you many things of interest 

New England Nurseries 
223 Concord Road, Bedford, Mass. 

In writing 1dvertisers plecse mentio 

Make the neighbors 
proud of your place! 

Handsome gates, ornamental railing, lamp standards, 

lamps, grill work, fountains, lawn vases, tennis court en 8 
closures, etc., of Fiske pattern and selected to harmonize a 
with surroundings invariably demonstrate the good taste 2 

of their owners and add to property value: 
We've an endless variety to select from, will execute 

special designs and, if desired, will erect complete. Do 
yourself and us the justice of investigating the beautiful 
improvements we are ina position to suggest 

Tell us your requirements., 

J.W.FISKE IRON WORKS 
Call at our showrooms 

if you can 

78-86 Park Place 
New York 

ma ‘Gl 
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sith 
three hundred and forty eight ol 

iter and fully describe in 

t (Garden Book thi eason 

the choicest New and Standard 

varieti which include all type 

and colors of this favorite Fall 

flower, every one having been car 

fully tested and found desirable 

Ii you have never grown Dahlia 

you should begin by getting our 

Six “Incomparable” Dahlias for 
Garden Decoration, for $1.25 

" ra f 1) irden 
j 

H 

re lelhal pra {? iy ele 

per 

NRY A. DREER, 

Dreer’s Dahlias 

Dahlia 
eq Specialists 

Peony-Flowered Dahlia 

714-716 Chestnut St. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

A Terra Cotta 
TILE ROOF 

Adds character and selling value to a build 

ing Offers a perfect protection from the 
clement The only roof that is fire-proof, 

ind proof against time. It lasts forever. 

Write for our illustrated booklet “The Roof Beautiful,” 
printed in colore, referring to the origin and use of 
Tiles, {tt contains views of many beautiful homes with 
roofs of Terra Cotta Tile, and is sent free upon request. 

GLADIOLI 
A Great Bargaia ia Finest Quality Bulbs 

I have secured an option upon a large quantity of 
the following choice varieties, which I can supply 
while they last at prices quoted below 

Per 100 Per 1,000 

AMERICA, fine pink, large flowers $1.25 $10.00 

AUGUSTA, pure white: large flower 1.0 12.00 

BARON HULGOT eautiful rich blue ° OO 17.00 

BRENCHLEVENSI brilliant ver 
million scarlet 1.25 10.00 

HALLEY, bright salmon-pink, very 
popular 2 oO 17.00 

HOLLANDIA, rich salmon-orang: 
beautiful 2.00 17.00 

MRS. FRANCIS KING, flamingo 
scarlet. very large 200 17.00 

NIAGARA eott primrose. yellow 

large and beautiful oH 40. 00 

PINK BEAUTY, peach blow pink 
early 1.00 10.00 

PRINCEPS rich = crimson-scarlet 
large and brilliant 2 50 20.00 

TEN EACH OF THE ABOVE, (regular price $5.00) 
100 Bulbs, $2.00 

Theer bulbe were grown undet : by a prominent 
Holland grower for French, ¢ mm and Russian 
track heer contra were brok ’ int of the 

war, and the grower mpelled t ‘ 4 great scrifier 

I will guarantee that they are of t ' FINE OUAL- 

ITY as the goods | regularly deliver tomers 

They are packed in te of 100 and no lewe than 100 
bul will ke tomer at “ prices his 

i he greatest bargain ever offere mn (sladioli bulb and 

the entire allotment will be quick aken Compare 
these prices with any catalog and send your order 
with remittance today 

ANDREW B. VANDERBEEK, 

174 Broadway Paterson, N. J. 

LUDOWICI.CELADON CO. 
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles 

Gen’! Offices: 1107-1117 Monroe Bidg., Chicago, Ill. 

eS aa... 
are * 

Limpert’ HOLANO Ane sUCparrs Ponurrons 
In Your Home suggests really good taste and 

contributes perfect comfort---offering an unmis 

takable sense of welcome to yourself and friends 
Modern versions of the foremost ancestral 

Holland-Dutch Craftsmen Designs produced in 
Native Oak, the beauty of harmony and depend 
ability assuring life-long service and a place among 
family heirlooms 

Our booklet, showing correct room arrange 
ments in colors together with over 300 designs of 

Holland-Dutch Arts and Crafts Furniture 
will be mailed free on request Send for 
this and the ame of our dealer nearest you 

Excellency guaranteed by this brandea 
Trade-Mark found on every guarantee 

Cuaries P. Limpert Company 
- — Grand Rapids, Mich. 

— Derr. 283, Hottanp, Mica. 
| GRAND RAPIDS 

ww» HOLL AND 

In writing t ivertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

its way to water the increase and spread 
was immediate. It is not surprising that 
it thus naturalized itself when it is con- 
sidered to what class it belongs. 

Named after the botanist Pontederia in 
the sixteenth century, this genus of mono- 
cotyledonous plants numbers eight Ameri- 

Pontederia cordatus, the 

pickerel W eed, is the most widely common. 

can species. 

Several former species are not now classed 

with that genus, but separated as the genus 
eichornia, the most distinguished of the 

two species, E. crassipes major, known 
under several local names. In Jamaica it 
is called the bladder-stalked pickerel weed ; 
in Gsuiana, the gamalote or water plan- 
tain, and in the United States, the water 
hyacinth. 

The specific name, bladder-stalked pick- 
erel weed, is derived from the curiously 
inflated stems. This balloon-like stem con- 
struction naturally supports the plant, en- 
abling it to float upon the surface of the 
water with the many clustered roots de- 
pending. Filled with delicate, spongy air- 
cells, the inflated stems act as buoys, caus 
ing decided difference of root growth 

from the pickerel weeds in general. They 
spread horizontally over the muddy bot- 
tom, whereas the water hyacinth is inde- 
pendent of soil, deriving its sustenance 
from air and water. The roots, vertical 
in the water, when shallow will take hold 
of bottom soil of sand or muck. However, 

as soon as the water rises and streams in- 
crease in depth the plants float on the sur 
face and the roots depend high above the 
bottom soil. 

The water hyacinth advances always in 
a heavy phalanx. It bears down and 
overgrows every plant it encounters. 
Coarse aquatic plants on the margins of 

running streams afford the water hyacinth 
protection until a plantation forms; then 
every plant disappears except the ag- 
gressor. 

The name water hyacinth is from the 
similarity of the bloom stalk to that of the 
hyacinth. The tall, erect bloom-stalk bears 
twenty flowers, more or less, all around 
and from base to tip, each the size of a 
silver half-dollar, exquisitely tinted rosy- 
lavender, with a gleam of gold in the cen- 
ter. The plant, with equal justice, might 

be called the water orchid. 

In color, size, shape and texture the 
Hower of the water hyacinth bears close 
resemblance to some of the loveliest of the 
terrestrial orchids. The crisp, green fo- 
liage, shining as if varnished, of the fresh- 
est, quickest growth of any plant of land 
or water, and the beautiful hirsute roots 
of reddish-purple, softly depending be- 
neath the surface of the water, with the 
grace of seaweed, add their charms to the 
loveliness of the flowers. 

For its perfect beauty and rapid 
growth, the water hyacinth is, and always 
will be, a favorite for aquaria indoors, 

where every interesting feature can be 
closely scrutinized, and for water tanks 
of large sizes, inconspicuous, outdo: ir po- 

) Se 
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Wouldn’t You Rather Live on the Side of the Street } 
that Moons’ Trees Are On? 

This street in Philadelphia is planted with shade trees from Moons’ Nurseries. The usnal. bareness and sunny glare 
have vanished on the tree side; ea there will rent for more and tenants stay longer. 4 It pays to plant trees — in 
money returns as well as in the pleasure one gets from their shade and beauty. @ Moons’ trees have a vigor of growth 

and shapeliness of form that at them look well and transplant well. There is a wide range of sizes, and varieties for 
Every Place and Purpose. 4 April is the month for planting Shade Trees, but arrangements for their purchase should 
be made now. Send for catalog that describes and lists Moons’ Trees as well as other Hardy Nursery Stock for Spring 

— THE WILLIAM H. MOON COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: Room D, 21 S. 12th St. Makefield Place, MORRISVILLE, PA. 

| he Teds cn 
Your Veranda 

or porch gives seclusion and lends 
beauty. A very little expenditure will 
greatly increase the attractiveness of your 

home. You will not have to buy new 

trellises every year or two if you take the 
precaution to buy 

-— Trellises, because they last many years. 
Exceedingly heavy dip galvanizing pre- 
vents rust. Excelsior Trellises afford best 
protection to roses, vines and perennial Exquisite 

Lawns 
Surrounding a beau- 

tiful home must be a 

beautiful lawn, if an im- 

pression of true gentility 
is to be conveys 

House exteriors present 
an unchanging appearance, 
but the lawn if neglected or 

i, is as quick to show it as it is 

prompt to respond to proper treatment 
An Ideal-kept lawn is the owner's delight 

the caretaker's pride and the best advertisement of all for the Ideal Power Lawn Mower 
rhis machine is a combination mower and roller; 5 horsepower, S.A.E. rating; high , WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY tension National magneto; 6 adjustabk 3 5 = ‘ i ‘ sti cutter blades, 38-inch cut; climbs 35% grades; cuts WwW. Mass 

« to 5 acres a day; speed, lto 44, miles per hour operating cost, 30 « Automatic orcester, ' a . ite 
sharpening device furnished 

) 
0 sa day 

A smaller machine—the Ideal Junior Power Lawn Mower for smaller $22 lawns—sells for - ~ - “ - - - - « 
- If your lawn presents a problem, write for catalog describing Ideal Power Lawn Mowers 

The Ideal Power Lawn Mower C0, &.£;.0LS, Chairman, Lansing, Mich. R Kertererscn “trent 

climbers. No injury to vines results 
when house is painted or windows 
screened. Trellis is easily detached, 
laid back and put in place again. We 

also make handsome Excelsior Rust 

Proof Trellis Arches for use in gardens, 

over walks and gates. Also Fences, Bed 

Guards and Tree Guards. Ask your hard- 
ware dealer and write for catalog C. 

CZ 

Combination Mower and 
Roller 38-inch Cut a toe 

abuse 

ae 

In writing to advertisers please mention Houst & GARDEN. 
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EVERGREENS 
Plant Now for immediate Effect 

IVISH ROSES 

The Riwe Wilt 1 Winners of th 

ve e Wertd 

JAPANESE IRIS 

ard i Fruit Trees, Vines 

Shrube Deciduous Trees 

h Higt 

ROSEDAL E NURSERIES 
S. O. MNARRIS 

Rox B Tarrytown, N. Y¥ 

Seventy Varieties 

6 inches to 16 feet 

rINGEE eae ROSE 
Our roses are atrongest and best. Always grown 
on their own roots, More than 6 years 

of ‘knowing how'’ behind each plant; 
that fact is your guarantee of satis- 

faction. Safe deliv ery guaranteed 
our guide explains o matter 

where you live, you can 
depend on getting D & C roses 

in perfect condition, Write for 

Our *“*New Guide to 
Rose Culture’’ for1915—Free 
Thiste absolutely the most educations! work on rose oultu 
Ppubliehed, It lente catalog tis the botled down lifetime expe 

lence o fthe oldest reese growing house! ¢ United States. The 
guide tafree, Itieprofusely iliustratedia nataralcolors. Deseribes 

ve a oe vee fties of roses and other flowers and tells how to 
grew them. This guide w 6 treasurediong by rose lovers— 

‘+ rite today before leew ne tafe 
use hae our reputati shed (850. 70 greenhouses, 

The DINGEE 4 COWARD 0O., Box 374 West Grove, Pa. 

STANLEY’S HINGES 
The Standard of Quality the world 

ver Before buying the hardware 
for your new home, write for booklet 
“Properly Hung Doors.” 

Department ““H." 

THE STANLEY WORKS 
New Britain Connecticut 

Write for 

folder 

Ser CCLIOWL 
NGLISH lawns are world- 

- famous, owing to the va- 
rieties of seed used. We import the best of each 
season's crop. Despite the limited imports, we 
offer our choice English mixtures suitable for 
our climate at usual prices. These mixtures have 
never been surpassed. Trial pound, 40 cents, pre- 
paid; 5-pound bag, $1.25, f. o. b. Waukegan. 

BLATCHFORD CALF MEAL FACTORY 
Established at Leicester, England, in 1800 

Department 2 

Waukegan Illimois 

sitions. It is a close rival of the nelum- 
hum and nymphea No water-lily or 

lotus is as luxuriant and quick in growth, 

nor as profuse and constant in flowering. 

It is only in southern climates where 

till waters seldom, and running waters 

never, freeze, that the water hyacinth be 

comes an evil. In Florida and Louisiana 
untrammeled growth would be granting 
a complete Impenetrable 

nasses of heavy, green growth would 

monopoly 

render the passage of small craft impos- 
ible, and even the progress of strong and 

well equipped vessels over deep waters 

would be impeded 

Neither in Florida nor Louisiana are 
these conditions allowed to prevail. (Over 

ten years ago the wild growth of the plant 
was condemned. Active measures were 
adopted for its extermination. Harvey's 

Canal and Bayou Saint John, in New 

Orleans, and the Saint John’s River, in 
Florida, are prominent examples of its 
obstruction to navigation and the manner 

n which it crippled fisheries. 

\ll ordinary remedial agents failed; 

the plant continued a crying evil. The 
(sovernment gave efficient aid. Liberal re- 
ward was offered for the discovery of 

some destructive agent. Nothing did more 

than temporarily check growth. The many 
chemicals, mechanical devices and modes 
proposed for the purpose would fill a book 
if enumerated. Some were applied to the 
water and some directly to the top growth 
and crown of the roots. Entomologists 

sought for insect foes, poisonous to plants. 

Destructive bacteria did, for a time, ma- 
terially lessen the growth; it inspired more 
reasonable hope than any other agent. 

Not long ago, Bayou Barataria and 

Bayou des Allemands, in Louisiana, were 
so densely overgrown that important lum- 

ber manufacturing plants had to suspend 
operations until a clearance could be made 
in order to get the log tows through. The 

(jovernment has supplemented private 
business interests quite recently by two 
vessels specially fitted and equipped for 
clearing these bayous of the plants. They 
use a combination of chemicals, which ap- 
pears to be only of temporary benefit. 
The two vessels endeavor to cover the 
entire surface of the bayous with suffi- 
cient regularity to keep pace with the 
rapid growth, so that traffic can proceed; 
the engineers say there is but little hope 
of extermination. There is an expressed 
determination to increase the hyacinth 
fleet for more extensive operations upon 
infected waters. One simple method of 
uprooting and destroying the hyacinth is 
employed in Bayou St. Johns, which is a 
very important body of water connecting 
New Orleans and Lake Ponchartrain. It 
consists of small boats with long-handled 
rakes, operated by boatmen, who tear up 

roots and top growth constantly at all sea- 
sons as fast as growth advances. From 
margin to center these boats push their 
way through the overgrown waters. Back 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & Garpen. 

800 best Dahlias 
All the finest varieties to date 

in decorative, fancy, cactus, show, 
peony-flowered, col- 
larette,Century and 
pompon dahlias are 
described and illus- 
trated in 

actus Dahlia 

Contains full directions on growing— 
any amateur can raise these fine flowers. 

Includes also the finest 
Cannas, Gladioli, Lilium 
and other summer-flower- 
ing bulbs. Send today for 

10 Pe your copy—it is FREE 

Any one of these FDAVID HERBERT & SON 
collections, our selec- 
tion of varieties, de- § Box 471 Atco, a, ae 
livered postpaid for 

$! Dahlia Offers 

10 cactus, named; 

10 decorative, 

'\\" HERBERT’S “1915 Catalog 

in the world. 

$1. All 3 collections #100 acres devoted to daklia 
33. sae ee culture—the largest plant 

WHAT WE GROW { Seng, plane ing is fully 
scribed in our 
latest Fruit Book 
and Planters’ 
Guide. Copy free 
upon request. Or- 
ders for fruit and 
ornamental trees, 

small fruits, shrub- 
bery, Roses, Vines, 

and Bulbs, given 
personal attention and successful transplanting 
assured. Stock reserved for those desiring late 
shipment. Hundreds of acres of growing stock. 

WILLIAM STREET NURSERIES : Geneva, N. Y. 

IRISES 
EXCLUSIVELY 

, en There is no flow- 
er as stately and 

artistic as this most 
popular of hardy gar- 
den flowers. 

We are the only Iris 
Specialists in America, 

\| Ny growing, and offering Irises 
. exclusively. 

Beautiful Catalog on request. 

ERITH N. SHOU P 

The Gerdens DAYTON, OHIO 

Beautify Your Summer Home 
by placing on your grounds a port- 

able Rustic Summer 
House or Rose Arbor. 

A Canopy Top Seat, Settees, 

M Chairs, Bridges, Fence 
Work, Plant Vases, every- 
thing in rustic for lawn, 
porch or garden. Our es- 
timates furnished on con- 
struction work and con- 
tracts taken. No job too 
large. 30 years’ experience. 

Vrite C. C. SEVERANCE, Middlebury, Vermont 
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I ATTRACTIVE FENCES and GATES 
| For Country and Suburban Houses 

WELL built fence adds to the appearance of any 
i A country place, protects your lawns and gardens 

from romping, heedless children and keeps out the 
neighbor’s dog. ‘To be a permanent source of satisfac- 

tion and not a source of trouble and expense it must be 
properly made. 

have back of them a record of over twenty years of satis- 
factory service The Anchor Post construction insures 
permanently correct alignment. Its stability is unaffected 
by frost and thaw and it remains erect and true year after 
year All parts are heavily galvanized to prevent rust 

Our catalogue shows a wide variety of fences and 
gates and we will gladly mail you a copy. 

Builders of Wrought Iron Entrance Gates and 
Railings, Wire Fences of all types, Tennis Court, ; 
Kennel Yard and_Poultry Tun Enclosures. 

11 Cortlandt Street (11th Floor) New York 

4 
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DANERSK PEASANT FURNITURE. 

in the gay Peasant Colors. We also paint and decorate this 

> 

—a 

Made of native white walnut, painted, polished and decorated 
— 

furniture to harmonize with any given color scheme. = 

INN 
Bench $18.00 Cupboard $34.09 == 
Table (seat six) >. 19.25 Chest (large) 16.09 == 
Chest (small)... . 14.00 Chairsiickory and dak(Rush’ 'Seat)6.59 = 

it 3 = 
DECORATIVE FURNITURE 

for the informal room, ) rr cottage or country house. Madetin our 
shops at Tryon, N. C., and Stamford, Conn. Illustrated literature’sent on 

request Write us to help solve your furnishing problems. 

ill} 

TTT HH } 
THT 

Erskine =- Danforth Corporation 
2 West Forty-seventh Street : New York 

STITT TT TPMT TTT 
Sa et TLL EREEEEUEOLELTTESLEELIONEELEEETELITENTESTTATTERL TTT 

In writing to edvertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

$150,000 FIRE AT 
CEDAR ACRES 

11 Years at Cedar Acres 

GLADIOLI EXCLUSIVELY 
1639 varieties under cultivation las 

and our catalogue lists 

best of these—giving 

our experience. 

a 

Ve su 

selex tion 

the be 

t year, 

of the 

nent 

A Letter from Mr. Tracy to the Readers 
of House & Garden: 

My Friend 

Before the smoke had | 

ning of 

\GedarAcres 
CIE 

destruction f all mailing place 
through the summer, and, in fact, all off record 

if y 1 or your friends are interested in Gladiolus 
we would be very glad to receive names and ad 

dresses, if only on a postal card, so that we may 
send our new catalogue 

With thanks to you for all your past court 
both to Mrs. Tracy and t 

S 

Signed 

" 
ur lo 

list rders 

myself, | am, 

cerely urs, 

Zee 
5 

For years I have devoted all my time and thoughtto 
improving the Gladiolus and raising better bulbs. It 
is both my business and my pleasure 

answer any questions in regard to the “ 
the Garden,’ its culture, 
here will be no charge 

the best varieties, etc’ 

B. Hammond Tracy, ©eds" Acres. Wenham, Mass, 

I will gladly 
Orchid of 

Brick and Cement Coating 
gives a uniform color—no blotched appear- 
ance. For interior decoration it is unequaled, 
being light-reflecting, damp-proof, fire- 

retarding and easily cleaned. 

As Wateproal asa Duck’s Back 
That’s the way Bay State Brick and Cement 
Coating keeps exterior walls of concrete or 
stucco. One coat absolutely overcomes the 
tendency of cement to absorb water— it 

prevents disintegration. 

Bay State 

Our free Booklet 2 contains some ideas that will be 
of immense help to the man who’s planning to build 
of concrete, stucco or brick. Send for it—it’s free. 

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Paint and Varnish Makers 
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We are the lara 

Plant in thi 

t growers of 

country We 

species and varieties Also 

together with list ol suitable | 

shade ; 
future care. We will be glad to 

Iree on request. 

HENRY A. DREER 2 

Old-Fashioned 
Hardy Plants 

special catalogue of these, giving name, color, 
height and time of flowering of nearly a thousand 

a number of 

PLANS OF HARDY BORDERS 

und full instructions for planting and 

Hardy Plant 

Hardy Perennial 

have issued a 

ylants for sun or 

send you a copy 

Specialists @ Philadelphia, Pa. ] 

Joyous Easterbells 

nad will ec a 

I ips can be planted 

gift 

tal ur 

PREPARED MOSSFIBER 

l 20 

\ : ! 

‘ tis ’ 

! vl “ 

furn POSTPAID Hi » succeed 
f mui M t lan 20.40 

1 O85 

nn) 100 
4) 2 4,3 

KARL D> anc nh exceed upply 

th T - . 1401 pring GARDEN 

iw ob i fo ! will i] TERI rT you 

H. 8. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., NEW YORK 

Building? 
Get This Free Book 

It tells all about the proper method 
of finishing floors and interior wood- 
work, and improving furniture A big 

hg in beautifying the home—new or 
on 

Johnson’s Wood Dye 
Comes in 17 harmonious and natural shades. Makes 

cheap, soft woods as artistic as hard woods 
If you are interested in bullding we will mail you free 

a Dollar Portfolio of Wood Pahels, showing all popular 
woods finished with Johnson's Wood Finishes. Remember 
-—the Panels and the 25c book Edition HG3, are Free 
and Postpatd 

Take this ad to your dealer—or write. 

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. 
** The Wood Finishing Authorities”’ 

Bird Houses-Large & Small 
i _ « 

W 

THE MATHEWS MPO CO, 

O41 Williamson Bidg 

CLEVELAND, O 

Smoky [> =a 
Fireplaces 
Made to 
Draw 

Also expert services on 
general chimney work. 

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY 
Engineer and Contractor 

219 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Tasteful Mural Effects 

Add beauty, charm and distinctiveness 

to your home. Give to it an air of 

cultured refinement by having your 

walls finished in the latest offerings of 

Fab-Rik-O-Na 
Woven Wall Coverings 
An almost unlimited variety of beautiful 

tones, shades and designs afford unique color 

scheme. Unequalled in rich simplicity and 

durability. When in New York, visit our 

exhibit at the Craftsman Home Builders 

Permanent Exposition, 6 East 39th Street. 

H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS CO. 
218 Arch Street Bloomfield, N. J 

Send tor Booklet 

and Utility in Decoration” 
And Sample 

a a | 

Horstord’s 1 oo s- 
and lilies must be per 

Cold Weather ("oe planted 
baceous plants in fresh 

an «, moss Customers say 

And Flower Seeds they arrive fresh All 
roots of shrubs and 

That Grow trees are dipped in a 
preparation ol wet 

clay, which excludes the air and prevents drying out 

We offer a long list of the hardier shrubs, trees, plants 
vines, wild flowers, hardy ferns, bulbs, et« See our 
ew catalog before placing spring orders. Prices 

very low, considering quality of stock 

F. H. HORSFORD, § Charlotte, Vermont 

Orchids 
OU can successfully grow 
Orchids. We are special 

ists in Orchids: collecting, 
importing, exporting, grow 
ing and selling them exclu 
sively, both plants and cut 
flowers. Write for further 
information to 

LAGER & HURRELL 
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

writing ¢t leertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

and forth in this wise, tons and tons of 

the thickest masses of growth are cleared 
out and thrown upon the land, where they 
die as soon as exposed to the sun. 

The water hyacinth is strictly confined 

to fresh water. The opinion prevailed to 
ome extent vears ago that it had been 

driven in by storms across the Gulf of 
\lexico to the waters of 

| ouisiana. 

lorida and 

his opin m arose from the 

surprise excited when all at once its stu 

pendous growti) was realized. The grad- 

ual increase had not caused apprehension. 
In fact, spreading over stagnant waters in 
malarial districts, and large 

1 pure 

even over 

water, the rank, green 

growth was thought to be beneficial, from 

the fact that the leaves of plants absorb 

1 1° 
podies ot 

carbonic acid gas and emit oxygen. 

That this beautiful adversary of the 
waterways of Florida and Louisiana ever 
crossed salt water, except in a plant col- 
lection on shipboard, is not more prob- 
able than that the English sparrow first 
winged its own way to our shores across 
the Atlantic Ocean.—G. F. D. 

Some of you may know the poem that 
tells of 

the land that we cannot go back to see, 
Where the children played that we used 

to be—” 

Some of us are fortunate enough to go 

back to it. All of you will go back if you 
read Fanny Sage Stone's story, “In Grand- 
mother’s Garden,” in the Spring Planting 
Number of House anp GARDEN. 

Stripping Old Wall Paper 
HE presence of old paper and paste 

behind the new paper is a menace 
to health. Not only does the paste of old 

papering often decompose and become in 
itself injurious to health, but each cover 
ing of old paper adds to the absorbent 
nature of the walls, and so helps to in- 
crease the unhealthfulness and _ stuffiness 
of the room. Before any new papering is 
put on, the walls should be thoroughly 
scraped and washed down and then coated 
with size. There are various kinds of 
paper now .nanufactured which are said 

to be easily washable and to be non-ab- 
sorbent, and thus to resist the contagion 

of infectious disorders, but it would 
scarcely be safe to trust to the non-ab- 
sorbent qualities of any paperhanging. 
\fter a case of infectious disease. the 

walls, ceilings and paint should be thor- 
oughly cleaned and renewed. Sometimes 
as many as four or five layers of paper 
may be found to have accumulated 
Stripping is not always neglected simply 
to save labor, but often because the plas- 
tered surface has become so defective that 

to strip the paper would involve pulling 
away large patches of the plastering with 

it. If, after consideration, it is decided to 
leave the old paper on, rub down the joints 
of overlapping blocks, if any exist, with 
glasspaper; do any necessary stopping; 
then give the walls a coat of strong size. 

Se 
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SES 
O many of our subscribers 

written to us for advice about 
the planting and care of Roses 

that we have reprinted in a sixteen page 
pamphlet the best and most compre- 
hensive article on Roses that we have 
ever published. 

have 

A Fence of Character 
N ideal fence for suburban homes. All 

Y»’ Eon PveerpnpOrpORRY pr pen ErpETPPNe! v¥NT PREY PPPrODDTTODOTIPPELPDP THT ANTtItstt 

we } Will } arts, including posts and top rail, are . : u 
imivu °° = © This was written by Grace Tabor and 

The posts are set in concrete and cannot fm | = published two years ago in the June 
get out of line “ = ee 

Y = Issue. 
Best of all, the cost is moderate. ss : wails, . : 

Tell us your fence needs, and we will e: q his pamphlet, well illust rated, gives 

gladly send you suggestions with estimated complete data on the planting and care. 
costs, in connection with our latest catalog. e, ° . 

< 3 of roses and a list of the various vari- 
American Fence | eties. In connection with this pam- 
Construction Co | phlet we will have sent to you the 

7 Rose catalogs 
of a few of 
the most rep- 
utable grow- 
ers which will 
supplement our article with practical 

Deets 100 Church Street, New York City 
4 
wteee -- er 

mY *s5e *8ee seat seesess as wee tee' eyes oe * atte att 4 

REES and SHRUB 
PORTER’S HIGH QUALITY STOCK 

pene pre PRD E CP 

yep pnpe 

Illustrated Price List free. Write for copy today 

PORTER’S NURSERIES 

Evanston, III. 

NOTE—Big Stock of Large Specimen Norway Maples at Low Prices 

SETTEES BIRD BATHS 

Box 260 

information as to where the Roses may 
be bought and their prices. 

©This pamphlet and service we offer 
at cost to our subseribers. Fill) n and 

= cut out the attached coupon and return \/ 
ian acco ee ae = to us with 10c. either coin or in 4 = 0 S 

GARDEN FURNITURE = stamps, and we will send you the rd 

SUN DIALS VASES | “se shiet and catalog at once / Send for Catalogue H = pamp l ( ane ( a al = « . of He ” 

J. C. KRAUS CAST STONE WORKS, Inc. | — , =" 
157 WEST 32d STREET NEW YORK = 4 x 

McBRIDE, / GARDEN 

OSES 2% NEW CASTLE T Mca cc. NAST G {ff Now York City ma De . st reliab ae ond be: ey pel heat to roses ev¢ ° 
rublishe Superbly printed in natural colors. 
Seas ex rt advice to home yjlanters on how Tapp osen f Ge eme 

ay — poke plants.” It's the boiled P wn facts of CO MPAN . x ntlem . 

our long experience sa ibout our famous stock 

Send for it today—a postal will do 
HELLER BROS. CO., Box 152, New Castle, Ind. 

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY 

under soil and climate advantages, 

Beautiful Illustrated Descriptive Cat 
alogue— it’s free! 

T. E. STEELE, Pomona Nurseries, Palmyra, N. J. 

| enclose 10ec. 

Ya pamphlet on 

Miss Grace Tabor. 

31 East 17th Street 

NEW YORK CITY P 

Steele's Sturdy Stock is the satisfac 4 NAME 
tory kind. Great assortment of Fruit, 

Nut, Shade and Evergreen’ Trees, ¢ — 
Small-fruit Plants, Hardy Shrubs, 4 ADDRESS 
Roses, etc Fully Described in my 

for 

Roses by 

Hartmann-Sanders 

Company _ ,,"",, 
Koll’s Patent Lock Joint Stave Column 

Suitable for Pergolas, Porches or Interior Use 

Pergola Album—*‘P28''—illus- 
trates Pergolas, Garages, Lattice 

9g Fences, Veranda Treatments and 
Garden Accessories, will be sent 
for 10 cents in stamps. 

Catalog ‘‘P40’’—containing very 
useful information about Exterior 
and Interior Columns, will be sent 
to those who want it for 10 cents 

is Main Office and Factory 
Elston and Webster Aves. CHICAGO, ILL. 

Eastern Office: 6 East 39th Street, New York, N. Y. 

in stamps. 

Thirty Years in the Manchu Capital 
In and Around Moukden in Peace and War 

By DR. DOUGALD CHRISTIE 

Dr. Christie, who is one of the quiet heroes of peace, went to Moukden 

in 1882 as a medical missionary. His intimate knowledge of Manchus of 

the capital and province gives authority to his vivid pictures of the Chino- 

Japanese War, the Russo-Japanese War and the Boxer Rebellion. 

McBRIDE, 

Svo. Illustrated. $2.75 net. Postage 20 cents. 

Sa ee ee 

NAST & CAX, UNION SQUARE, NEW 

x'\« 

YORK 

In writing to advertisers plea se mention Houst & GARDEN. 
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When dry, paper in the usual manner. 
Paper is stripped off by damping it with 
water until the paper will come off with- 

“THE ISLES THAT WINTER FORGOT” out difficulty. Give the walls a thorough 
- —— rinsing down with clean water, so as to 

get rid of all old paste and size. It is 
desirable to wash the walls with an anti- 

Whe re Skies are Fair, ‘Tem perature septic, such as carbolic acid. It may be 
difficult to remove varnished paper from 

Teen . - v6 ei plastered walls, especially if the paper is a 
sven, ( Jutdoor Sports Enjoy able ° good one and has received several coats of 

good varnish and is thoroughly hard. Hot 
lime and soda or potash will remove a re- eal 

cently varnished paper without much 
trouble, and the soda, if properly washed 
off the walls before repapering, cannot 
show through the new paper. To remove 
old varnished paper from walls, a solu- 
tion of 2 ozs. borax to 1 pint of water, ap- 
plied hot, is generally recommended. 
There are certain ready-prepared solu- 
tions which will be of invaluable aid to the 
paper-hanger when he is engaged in strip- 
ping old paper, but there are also certain 
other preparations which are not only 
useless, but actually harmful. 

It is never a good plan, not even in so 
simple an operation as stripping old wall 
paper, to use cheap solvents.—Practical 
Decorator. 

Suttertly Weed in the Home 

ah 7. . © garden should lack the butterfly » Stay . arge ‘ . ‘ _ . . 5 ‘ : 

sas ; teadi re Large st and Most Magnificent Steam N weed, the most gorgeous of all 
ship in this Service is the American Twin-Screw our yellow wild flowers. Old plants can 

be divided and will grow if a portion of 
‘ “66 9 the root be taken up with each piece, or 

S o OCE, LNA plants can be raised from seed. The 
« 2 P °a4° 

pronged sprays of brilliant orange-colored 
: “1: Ts y _ @o nr ¢ ae 1S<z <”’ “Under the American Flag’’ Sailing Every 10 days flowers make goldenrod and Susan 

look cheap. All the nature books in our 
collection unite in_ the praise of their 

beauty. One says: “Of this family, no 
hook on Bermuda member is more satisfying to the color- 

craving eye than the butterfly weed, whose 
vivid flower-clusters flame from the dry, 
sandy meadows with such luxuriance of 

> 3 growth as to seem < st tropical. Even RR. M.MUC H, General Passenger Agent growth as to seem almost tropica ve 
in the tropics one hardly sees anything 
more brilliant than the great masses of 

1460 Broadway (at 42nd Street) NEW YORK color made by_these flowers along some 

of our New England railways 1n July. 
Another: “Bright, orange-colored flowers 
which are exceedingly showy and allow 
the plant to be distinguished at a great 
distance. In this country it is seldom 

[)eKalb seen in gardens, but there is no flower of 
its color capable of producing a more 

Nurseries brilliant effect.” A third: “Intensely 
brilliant clusters of this most ornamental 

of all native milkweeds set dry fields 
ablaze with color. Above them butter- 

We shall be glad to send a beautifully illustrated 

Let Us Landscape and Beautify Your Grounds 

Make your home grounds more beautiful 
and plant some of ir wonderful varieties 2 . . 

Groun can with | f Hardy Phlox they are the very best. flies hover. . . . Surely here is a 
“= o t tree plane by mat Our assortment of Evergreens Shrubberv or T at . _ —_ 1S O . GALLOWAY BROS. & CO, ta Paoneeay J Ree wrod. butterfly flower, if ever there was one, 

2091 Galloway Station d trees 1s extensive and you should have 
“ and such are rare.” Not one of these de- 

atertoe. towe. f please ask for it Cate . 

andl scriptions oversteps the facts, and the 
ee 

ADOLF MULLER wonder of wonders is that this plant is so 
little regarded in this country, when it 
would be such an addition to any home 
garden, small or large. Its ornamental 

Norristown, Pa. 

rifting ¢ ivertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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Fairfax 
Roses 
Bloom 

“Quickly 
There are few greater 
delights than a flour- 
ishing rose garden, 
bright and fragrant 
with many blooms. 

can have just such a garden 
THIS year if you plant Fairfax 
Roses. They are hardy plants 
that have been propagated under 
natural conditions and wintered 
out of doors. They will bloom 

freely THIS summer in any climate— 
big, glorious blooms of unrivaled beauty 
and perfume. 

Send for my 1915 Rose Book 
It is free and tells you how to grow roses 
successfully as well as describing and illus- 
trating the many different kinds of the famous ° 
Fairfax hardy Roses and other outdoor plants Just to Make You Acquainted 
with which you can make your garden bright 

this summer 

You 

With our beautiful magazine TRAVEL—to place you on speaking terms with all the 

W R GRAY Box 26, OAKTON strange peoples of the earth—we will be glad to make you a special offer. It will take 
e e Fairfax Co. Va. , you on a pictorial tour around the world, and issue to you a passport good in every coun- 

‘ try. There is only one safe way to travel this year, and that is through the broad pages of 

The Takes 

Plant Walsh’s Magazine fave you that there 

d (j Dormant Fiel - rown Each month this beautiful periodical will come to your home filled with glowing pictures 
and vivid stories. It will take you over the battle-felds of Europe, show you the 

Pp QO S } ruined cathedrals and beleaguered cities, and by swift transition point out to you the 
scenic beauties of some savage land, or reveal the many interesting scenes of our own 

TWO YEARS OLD! country. TRAVEL is at once a delight and a liberal education. 
Send for illustrated catalogue, which describes all . . : 4 the leading varieties for the garden, and which gives Will You Join Our Spring Tour? 

rections for preparing the bed, when to plant, how The coming months promise some unusually interesting trips. There will be timely 
to plant, and how to succeed in growing them. : 

visits to European cities, and equally timely jaunts to the Pacific coast where two 

M.H.WALSH, Rose Specialist, - Lgg great expositions beckon. his year PRAVEL is all the more a necessity, now that so 
many lanes of foreign communication are closed. With this sparkling magazine on your 

table you are still a citizen of the world. 

WIA 4 New Gladioli 10c. Pin a Dollar Bill to This 

Z America, The big lavender pink, Finest BOOK OF WAR FACTS FREE SPECIAL TRIP TICKET 
sladioli gro 

TAN Attraction. Soft rosy scarlet, large white P ‘ ‘ ’ Return tl ticket tot pu ret th $1 and i will get 

be D> | center. Extra fine We have recently issued a timely little GW hee al PRUE Lecteine wick she Roaiitel Wace 
Ly Nae Klondyke. Lemon yellow with vivid crimson : : eesti wr iti ag War 

maroon center % . 1 “TL. Ce : , numer, id 

‘ Sue tees Win, tena tan book entitled “The German War Ma Machin 
These are among the very finest new Sorts . ” ° ° , ~ . . 

Every one is a real gem, ready to bloom. We chine”—written by a famous former McBRIDE, NAST & CO., 31 East 17th St., New York City 
mail the 4 for 10c. = me 

12 fine Mixed Gladioli all sorts 20cts. . , > a1¢ce O 3 who take . 

Big Catalog of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, Spy of the Kaise r. I ill ik NAMI 

Bulbs, Plants and rare new Fruits free to all . a . " a a . ° . ? 
who apply. We are the largest growers in the advantage of this offer we will be glad ~ cal 
world of Gladiolus, Cannas, Dahlias, Lilies, r ‘ i" PS ¢2 smith en dtwwsddedpewnt » aeavenes (L.M.) 

etc., and our stocks are best and cheapest to send a copy of this book free. (Good only for 1 bscriptions) 
John Lewis Childs, Floral Park, N. Y. 

Ghe NATIVE ALEXANDER'S QUALITY DAHLIAS 

Rhododendron Catawbiense THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FLOWER 
The Dahlia of to-day is of 

. » amanion ta Town i m surpassing beauty as a single 
There will NEVER. be enough num- The true species is the hardiest Rhododen flower, ennaisite for polvate 

ber one apples—ALWAYS too many dron known in America. goereee. caanmene in masses 
cid ypl Jon" i . ° cage and ideal for planting against 
and your Rh A Several thousand of this brilliantly colored shrubbery. 
Use “Scalecide” the one sure spray for Rhododendron are offered in car lots at a Alexander's Up-to-date San Jose scale, and produce number Pe 43 ah Dahlias lead the World; be- one fruit. ““Scalecide” is 1008 efficient great reduction to clear land. They are cause they are perfect in type 

Fs phe tg RM ho ig heavy nursery-grown clumps, well-budded ind shape, beautiful in color 
ists the world over, Endorsed by Ex. from 1 to 5 feet in height. Also R. MAXI- Sine ee 

t Statio SERVICE T 4 “Tr 
DEPARTMENT furnisheseverything Mt M and KALMIA LAT IFOLIA the Our many customers are 

for the orchard. Write today to Dept. ~osstt nt ? ‘ 7 ; satisfied; they receive good 
**2” for new booklet “Pratt's ‘Vande beautiful Mountain Laurel grown in the stock; true to name, and best of all—-Guaranteed to Grow 
book for Fruit Growers” and “Scale. | Carolina Mountains. All Flower Lovers are invited to send to the Dahlia King 
cide the Tree Saver." Roth free. —S: : : “ for his Free Illustrated Catalogue, which contains helpful 

G PRATT COMPANY Send for Special List and Prices. descriptions and valuable cultural hints on Dahlias, Gladi- B 
50 Church Street New York City HARLAN P. KELSEY, Salem, Massachusetts olus, Roses, Cannas, Peonies and Iris. 

Owner—BOXFORD NURSERY, Boxford, Massachusetts J. KH. ALEXANDER, “The Dahlia King,” 
HIGHLANDS NURSERY, Pineola, N. C. 8-12 Central Street, EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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3 Men Out of 4 Over 35 Have 
_Chosen the Wrong Vocation 

weary 

VTi 

throu 

of the 

dement. 

mani. 

talents that are in you. 

endurance of hated labor. How is a man 

timism or pessimism colors his judgment. 
gh business success when you ought to be 

a de k when you ought to be out of doors 

of other men. Perhaps you are teaching 

Stop wasting time going in the wrong 

Learn to make an un- 

Science of Character Analysis 
21 Practical Lessons by Mail. Illustrated 

The information in these lessons has never been published before in any form Here y 

Dr. Katherine 

M. H. Blackford 

~ wilede 

This Seuss ‘Will Teach Yea 
ste and teact How to judge all people trom their outward appearance. 

‘ Hew te understand yourself, and whet you ere best fitted to do 
How to sell goods by understanding your eustomer. 4 

How to judge the aptitudes of your children. 
How to develop social ease. 

How to reed the secrets that men reveal in eyes and tace and hands / 30 Irving Place, M. ¥. 

mer with a joke, a fact 

1] nderiying 

you can be ce. 7 
fu & a 

/ 
PA KATHERINE M. 

H. BLACKFORD 
Review of Reviews 

Without blig 
my part, please send w 

. informat re garding Seience 
you will kr >A of Charec er Analysis. The 

ar s lawyer i i wv specific use for wh i ish it be 

fyou ar doct ne f s (Putan x arainst 
eof greatest interest to yuu ) 

you \% know whether to anproach 

ST tnis knowledse—fory’ Rai —_———_— 
ir Ww your business le he! ; tet employ help _ 

/ Te me soct 
Send this coupon at once for full infor- ¢ — helene sera select ay Own ecsten 

mation—and a fascinating article-show- ¢ —— 
ing the mental and physical character. (¢ 
istios of Blonds and Brunettes. Free , 

Te decide my children's tutyre 
“Fise FREE “Difference Between Blonds and 

rosettes” 

teachin ngs , ' KATHERINE M. H. BLACKFORD, M O. 
, ' ( Review of Reviews 

_30 Irving Place, New York z 

VICK’S —, GUIDE 
Ready 1915 

JAMES VICK’'S SONS Rochester, N. Y 
1&8 Stone Street The Plower City 

"FLOOR VARNISH 
“Fi PRATT. & LAMBERT PRATT. & LAMBERT VARNISHES 

EstasuisHeo 65 Years 

A house built throughout of 

- HOLLOW TILE 
NATCO Stiibine srocks 

le thoroughly fireproof, and te cooler in Summer and warmer to 

Winter than one of any other construction. It le cheaper than brick, 

stone or cement Send for beveture. 
NATIONAL FIRE PROOPING COMPANY 

Department Y Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

POSTER bon - “ s — - , “4 : i : parry 

SERPS ir mses coeclneen ie postal 
Standard Publicity Service 
706 Perry Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, PA. Poster sin 

FINEST GLA DIOLI 
America, Mrs. King, Faust, Baron Hulot, Halle only .$6 doz 

post paid Niagara, Panama — ily Lehmans Pri eps, Glory 

only .7§ doz. posts legant Send fe w catalogue aid Ab ‘ 

mM. S$. PERKINS. Danvers, Massachusetts. f all varieties 

. . Then write for our interest- 
fioin to Build? ing book written just for 

prospective builders 

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO. 
Makers of Yale Products. 9 E. 40th St., New York 

& GARDEN. 

qualities are more appreciated in Europe, 
where growers always keep the roots in 

stock. 

We have several blooming plants of 
butterfly weed in our own garden, one 

that came up of its own accord, and others 

that have been transplanted from the 
fields. One is a thick bush measuring a 
vard across and about two feet high. The 

past season it bore eighteen flower heads, 
six to eight inches across. These began to 
bloom the second week in July and con- 
tinued in flower for almost two months. 

The young shoots must be carefully 
watched for in the spring, as they are 
very late to appear above ground, coming 

long after many plants are up and growing. 

Last summer we undertook to remove the 
entire root of a young butterfly weed 
growing on a nearby hillside. When the 

plant was finally taken up it measured 
thirty-seven inches from the tip of the 
root to its lowest leaves. At the same 

rate, what would be the size of an old, 
well-established root? More than one of 

the plants that we have moved have been 
firmly anchored to a rock. This fact 
gives us a hint to set them out where the 
roots can lay hold of 
rocks. 

We have picked from our plants several 
brown, velvet pods, each containing many 

dozen of the silk-winged seeds. Some of 
these were planted in the fall, others are 
to be saved for spring planting, and next 
season we intend to do our part to make 
this beautiful plant more common. It is 
more generally seen in the South, but here 
in the Northern States it is almost a rarity. 

The name 

some crevice in the 

is supposed to have come 

from one of two characteristics of the 
plant, either the attraction it has for but- 
terflies or the fact that the sh: ipe of the 

spray somewhat resembles a butterfly with 
spread wings. We have observed several 
butterflies hovering over the flowers at a 

time. One lazy fellow we caught with a 
camera. He was so intent on his business 
with the flowers that he did not notice 

when we shoved him into a better position 

to have his picture taken. Butterfly weed 
known by other names, one of which 

is pleurisy root, the root being used in 
medicine. It is called, also, orange root 

and orange milkweed. The relationship 
to the milkweed family is shown in the 
shape of the individual flower, the seed 
pod, and in other ways, but it lacks the 
milky juice so noticeable in some of its 
relatives. So ornamental a plant could be 
excused from contributing to the necessi- 

ties of life, but, beside its medicinal use, 
the butterfly weed, both flower and pod, 

was used in foods by the Indians. 

One of the show pieces at a recent ex- 
position was a bed of these brilliant 

flowers which had been imported from 

Europe. Surely it is time that we em- 
phasize the fact that our own gardens can 
supply this flower in sufficient numbers so 
that it will not be necessary bring it 

across the ocean.—I. M. A. 
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Let Nature Shitt | | | ; 
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Tne Gazing Globe affords a life-like panoramic re OW, more than ever, Mark Twain proves a 
picture of all the varied tints of earth and tree and ey blessing to you. Banish all depression and let 
sky~—a weirdly beautiful ornament, interesting 4y . ’ ‘ . 
and effective in garden plot or sweep or sward. ey in the sunshine of Mark Twain's radiant humor! 

4% Revel in the hearty and robust fun of the great 

Hy 2s story-teller. Next to sunshine and fresh air, Mark 

| a Twain has done more for the welfare of mankind | ; 
ny than any other agency. His is the antidote par 

ae excellence for the blues, all species of grouc h, mel 
s- ‘ 

4y ancholy, and general debility of the intellect. You 
ot want Mark Twain's Collected Writings now more 

LY than ever, and here is your opportunity. You 
“*% . 

‘ may still obtain the Author's National Edition of 
a 

9 
rie: 
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Garden Gazing Globe ‘| aie wis ala 
e 7 r PR 

is acrystal ball mounted—within easy reach of £0 369 4 OAD 
vision—on a terra-cotta pedestal of Pompeian “Ns : ° “e but 
design. It adds a touch of classic grandeur and 2038 
medieval mystery to the simplest scheme of | 2s “ ”» 
lecoration. Your family and friends are sure of \h 2 Tomorrow may be too late! Y 
ever-ready entertainment; they will never tire | 4% > 
of the fascinating views in the Gazing Globe. | 20,9 y 

Diameter of Globe, 15 inches. Height of Pedestal, 36 inches || 6 Ye . 
Writ t with story of the Crystal Ball, prices, ete | LP 

6 As ‘* 

Stewart-Carey Glass Company Indianapolis | iy z 
(| — — ANC ay 
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oie WITHIN A SHORT TIME THIS EDITION WILL BE WITHDRAWN ag 
2959 from the market, for arrangements are now under way for a more expensive set. 
AN The set is in twenty-five volumes, each measuring 5x71! inches. They are 

Grow your own pied carefully printed on excellent paper and bound in a handsome red crepe cloth, have 4 
ee. titles in gold, decorative design on shelf-back, a medallion of the great author on 5 

Ve etables ON the cover, head-bands and title-pages in two colors. ER 

re ‘*Harper’s Magazine” or ‘* The North American Review" is included at this oe 
Cut down your living expenses. You'll be aston- 92 special price. ° 
ished how easy it is to save time, labor and money, BS THERE’S A COUPON BELOW awaiting your signature to bring the books ¢ 
and get bigger and better crops when you use re Now, we are making it possible for any one to be bright and cheery. SEND NO 

G d yp MONEY. You have a year within which to pay for the twenty-five volume 
arden 45 Sign the coupon below for ** Your Mark Twain.” ‘‘ Tomorrow” may be too late ! 

MS) ¥ 
A Ne 4 ER: sais oaths we Wises bv sade dawn SURES ama aeed ae ae Tools >: eee i a ea le sca edcacs 

This No. 11 Planet Jr is a single and double wheel-hoe in oe HARPER @ BROTHERS, Franklin Square, New York City. H. G. 3. fe 
one. Ihe plows open furrows and cover them. oid Please send mein THE HARPER WAY, charges prepaid, a set of NY 
rhe cultivator teeth work deep or shallow, % ‘ 
The hoes are wonderful weed-killers Be MARK TWAIN Ss WORKS ‘ 

Phe aes do fine cultivation Un- : twenty-five volumes, cloth binding, and enter my name as a subscriber for one year to HAKPERK’ 

breakable steel frame. The great- oie MAGAZINE, under theterms of youroffer. It is understood I may retain the set for five day 1 4 
est hand-« ultivating tool in the ae the expiration of that time if I do not care for the books I will return them at your expense and y ‘ 
world. Can be used by man, NZS will cancel the subscription to the MaGazine. If I keep the books I will remit $2.00 a month the Bz 

woman or boy. Fully “Bis full price of the books and the MAGAZINE, $25.00, has been paid, or within thirty days w ; 
guaranteed Fe $23.75 as payment in full. oid 

New 72- ANG MF 
pageCata- Z| - R log (168 il- pie PEGs 0 csssridcns N? 

lustrations) 
free: de- NS Send books to AY a Bo ae end books to.... onaas : ee me 

50 different 298 “The North American Review ” may be substituted for * Iarper’s Maga ‘ ; 
hand and ae 
horse tools 5 94 5 ‘ Wrtte postal fort. S.L.ALLEN & CO.., Box {ti0K Phila., Pa. 2 ee Res Ses Shs Sans gees seks Bers oo NU SOs Sates ane mone Soe SOEs Rade Rae rors sae 

THE LURE OF 
THE LAND 

By DR. HARVEY W, WILEY 

For « city man who wants to try farming 
and tor most farmers 

Sane, practical, constructive, helpful discus- 
sion of the facts 

, 
figures and problems which 

enter into the daily life of every country resident 
and his family. 

Price $1.40 net; postage 10 cents 

TAHECENTURY CO., Publishers 

A Portfolio describing our Standard Sets will be sent upon request. 

2M FrancesDuncan’sGardencraftforChildren 

Hi Azaleas! 

Not the photograph of a Country Place, but of FRANCES = 
DUNCAN'S Miniature Collapsible Country House 2 

with the Plant-as- Y ou-Please-Garden 

A Most Joyous and Fascinating Pastime for Children 
An ideal Easter gift for any one who loves a garden. Of practical 
value to the grown-up gardener Endorsed by Montessori. In use 

by Margaret Leland, Louise Klein Miller, and other garden-loving 
tolk of high intelligence Send 25c for chicken yard with portable 
coop and pedigree fowls or 2-cent stamp for catalog of Gardencraft Sets. 

THE GARDENCRAFT TOY COMPANY, Werkshop, | Milligan Place 
(6th Avenue, between 10th and 11th Streets), New York City il 

Shrubs and Perennials for 
Price lists on application 

your 

ROSEBAY NURSERY :: 
HNUAIAAUSAAAAAATAAAAAD TALULA 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

spring 

FINE STOCK IN ALL SIZES. 

We also specialize on American Holly, Lencothe, 
Boxwood and the Evergreen Ground-cover plants 
Galax, Arbutus, Ferns, Hepaticas, Vincas, etc 
be glad to quote prices on Carolina Hemlocks, Ar 
borvitaias, Red Cedars and other conifers 
send you estimates on choice hardy Flowering Trees, 

{HNVMUULLNNNNOMe 

Will 

Let us 

planting 
Sample box of 12 mailing 

size plants in any of above sorts for $1.00 

Garden City, N.C. — 
iN LULA 

_ Broad-Leafed Evergreens, — 

Rosebays, Kalmias, 

ill 
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pf Spring Modes % Rs J . Ap 

t mod ndicate some very decided 

i you should see them before buying 

i il t your opring clothes yo j 

f \ Tv Via cn Baz ! has : a delightful profusion 
{ if the latest eft Paquin, Cheruit, Worth, F 

] (‘allot Premme leanne Hallee, Lady Duff 

L (,ordor teboux, Camille Roger, Maria Guy r 

o° Ramee G4 
i Il hese authoritative offerings of the Paris houses \ 

j the ming fashion Consult Harper's  \ 
T Bazar immediately, and you will insure the correct- . 

7 ness of your seaso purchases, whether gown, boot, 

T hat or accessory 

ha 

i 

i Harper’s Bazar is in direct touch 

y with the sources of fashion 

. and will continue , the fashion center of the world. Paris Is 

by the sam token, H irper will continue to be 

‘The 

Bazar with its superior facilities for gathering style news 

; Bazar 

the ultumate fashion authority for women of taste 

T has ke pt all its avenues of information open 

" 
. ; Just this information will enable you, on the first ' j 
‘ budding days of Spring, to wear your ¢cAre costumes / 

\ with the full assurance that they are fashion’s / 

\ latest decree Do not hesitate! \cc ept our } 

\ rere ial introdu tory otter mail the coupon / 

7 now, and we wl Start vourl subscription with / | 
ee ‘ j 

\ the splendid Spring and Summer Fashion / 
eh 
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FOR THE BEGINNING HOUSEKEEPER AND THE BACHELOR GIRL 

The Small Family Cook Book 
By MARY D. PRETLOW 

book for the he Lhis new cookery ind for everyone who has to cater to 

way to the kitchen reference shelf of every small family 

iverage cook book of reduc ing the quantities prescribed, 

ssential piquancy of the recipe 

ind menus for afternoon teas, informal breakfasts, 

of bachelor girls in which the author reveals many delight- 

own and of the private recipe books of Southeastern Virginia 

it ; K ( ind { hy s Gu hard 12mo > cents ne Postage 

ginning housekeeper 

two or three per will quickly find it 
It solves the difficulti 

to the limits ree | 

This book is fasci 

luncheon 

ful ubtletn ind inventions of he 

imposed by th 

ind at the ime time retaining the « 

sting im it iywestions 

Laine ‘ 

ind con tial foregathert 

McBRIDE, NAST @ CO., Publishers, 31 Union Square North, New York 

ln writing to advertisers please mention Houses & GaRDEN, 

House Centipede Useful, but 
Disagreeable 

HE house centipede, although dis- 

agreeable in appearance, feeds on 
small cockroaches, the typhoid fly and 

other still more disagreeable insects, and, 

therefore, would not seem altogether an 
undesirable visitor in one’s house. How- 
ever, as one of the Department of Agri- 
culture’s entomologists says in a recent 
Farmers’ Bulletin dealing with this insect: 

“Its uncanny appearance is hardly calcu- 
lated to inspire confidence, and it will un- 

questionably bite in self-defense, although 
very few cases of its having bitten any 
human being are on record.” It does not 

feed on household goods and woolens, al- 
though many housewives hold this belief. 

The house centipede is a Southern spe- 
cies, its natural home being in the latitude 
of Texas, but it has slowly spread north- 
ward, and, having reached New York and 

Massachusetts about thirty years ago, it 
is now very common in these States and 
extends westward well beyond the Missis- 
sippi. It is a very delicate creature and 
almost impossible to catch, having a worm- 
like body about an inch long of a grayish- 
yellow color. The name “centipede” is 
misleading, as it does not possess a hun- 
dred legs, but no more than thirty, al- 

though the speed at which it travels 
across the floor does not give the ordinary 

observer sufficient time to count them. Its 
head is armed with a pair of very long, 
slender “feelers.” The bulletin advises 
the housekeeper who feels that the centi- 
pede has become a pest in her house to use 
tresh pyrethrum powder near bathrooms, 
closets, cellars, conservatories and store- 
rooms where it may hide itself. The sug- 
gestion is also given that all moist places 
should be kept free from any objects, such 
as flower pots, mops, or dirty rags behind 
which the insect may conceal itself. 

It is very questionable whether the cen- 
tipede would ever, unprovoked, attack any 
human being or other large animal, still 
if it is pressed with the bare hand or foot, 
or is caught between sheets in beds it will 
probably bite, and a few cases on record 
show that severe swelling and pain may 
result, for the insect belongs to a poison- 
ous group of centipedes. The wound can 
hardly be called dangerous, however, and 
prompt dressing with ammonia is recom- 
mended to alleviate the disagreeable 
symptoms. The centipede is in one re- 

spect like a spider, in that it springs after 
its prey and is very rapacious. Trained 

observers have noticed that in capturing 

such a pest as a cockroach, the centipede 
springs over its prey, inclosing and caging 

it with its many legs, after which it de- 
vours its victim. In the act of devouring 

a moth it has been observed to keep its 
numerous long legs vibrating with incred- 

ible swiftness, giving the appearance of a 
hazy spot surrounding the fluttering moth. 
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Economy in Garden Space 

\ HETHER we are hobbyists or 

’ serious, matter-of-fact gardeners, 
we have learned that, if we are to get 
more than cost out of our gardens, it is 

unwise to grow any vegetable really un- 
suited to the location. 

While we may succeed with the stand- 
ard varieties, some of us have to leave 
out more exacting sorts because the gar- 

den soil is too dry or too wet or too light. 

The fact is, that, in some instances, a kind 
of garden annex in another place where a 
few rows of vegetables, unfavored in the 
main garden, may be grown is a necessity. 

Still, one can greatly improve unfavor 
able soil conditions by using plenty of 
humus in the form of compost or of cover 
crops upon light, poor soil by occasionally 
giving a coat of lime to heavy, sour soil 

; or by spreading sand upon a clayey gar- 
/ den spot and working it through with the 

plow. 

An economical garden scheme for a 

tract having definite portions of light and 
heavy soil, as well as moist spots, calls 
for a classification of vegetables according 

to their requirements. 

The soil should be as fertile as good 

manuring can make it. The distinctions 

in soil as made in this classification relate 
to its natural composition as to the pre- 
dominance of sand or clay and its moist- 
ure capacity, sandy soil being light and 
clayey soil heavy. 
Class A—Light, rich soil (sandy) : 

Okra. 

\sparagus. 

Karly varieties of sweet corn. 

Sweet potatoes. 

endive or chicory. 

Turnips. 
Squash. 

Beans—bush. 

Muskmelon. 

Watermelons. 

‘Tomatoes. 

Pole beans. 
Celery. 

Spinach. 
Radish. 

i i ggplant. 
3 Beets. 

Peas. 

Carrots. 

Class B—Heavier soil (well-drained) : 

Irish potatoes. 
Cabbage, brussels sprouts. 

Kohl rabi 

Rhubarb. 

Bush beans. 

Later plantings of peas. 
Lettuce (cutter of). 

Qmnions and leeks. 

Class C—Moist soil (not wet nor clayey) : 
Cauliflower (cool, moist location). 

Cucumber (warm, moist location). 

Parsnip. 
Pepper (warm, moist). 
Cresses (cool, moist location). 

Head lettuce (cool). 

As Gossipy 
Locker Room 

As Keen asa Sand 

Green 

As Human 

Caddie 

a 

a 

eS fore I! 

Courtesy Harper & Bros. 

Golf Illustrated is golf—golf—-golf—from cover to cover. 

It’s written and published by men who know the thrill of getting 

off a long, clean shot and the gloom of topping into a hazard. 

There’s balance in its editorial judgment and wrist-snap in 

the writing, and every good golf idea is carried through in 

proper form. 

Golf Illustrated 
the one-plus magazine of golf 

is not for the golfer who quits at the fourteenth because he’s hungry. 

You can obtain the next twelve issues of this richly illustrated, 

sumptuously printed magazine, for four dollars, sending your check to 

The Stuyvesant Company 
389 Fifth Avenue, New York 

In writing to advertisers, 

A “‘ Twilight Sleep Baby” 

MOTHERHOOD WITHOUT SUFFERING 

The Truth About Twilight Sleep 
By HANNA RION (Mrs. Ver Beck) 

In this message to mothers by an American mother, Mrs. Ver 
Beck presents with authority and deep human interest and con 
clusive evidence of a personal investigation of the Freiburg method 
of painless childbirth. 

While the book is written with simplicity and directness for 
the great mother-public, its authoritative scientific foundation and 
the careful evidence of the medical and clinical reports 
will make it of great interest to the general practitioner. 

12mo. Illustrated. $1.50 net. Postage 10 cents. 

McBRIDE, NAST & CO., Publishers, 31 Union Square North, New York 

please mention House & GARDEN. 
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The Lure of the Pacific 
t tw reat exposition eckon ind on the way 

thither the widest el ( ene! ind ontinent full of varied charm await 

f } hey ft \merica n Read about it in current issues ol 

The > Takes 
Magazine {a eC You 
That There 

rs e page and wondertu! illustrations 

take ou on mal in interesting jaunt both in this country and abroad 

It the one le passport to every foreign shore Through TRAVEL vou are 

till | en | rie ! 

A “Getting Acquainted” offer 
lust to make you acquainted with this unique periodical we will send it to 

ou six months for S] rRAVIL 1s regularly $3 a vear lor less than the 

cost of a cab or a single seat at the theatre, you have a varied itinerarv over the 

whole vorld torhall eul 

Pin a Dollar Bill to This 

Book of War Facts Free 
SPECIAL TRIP TICKET 

Return tt ket x Ab her Ay th § aa 3 , We have recently issued a timely 
hoe ine. ‘quad s con Phe Germat | little book entitled ‘‘ The German 
War Machi . ’” ° McBRIDE, NAST & CO., 31 East 17th St., New York City | War Machine w ritten by a fa 

mous tormer spy of the Kaiser. To 

we will be glad to send a copy 

this book free. 

all who take advantage of this offer 

of 

For the Beginning Housekeeper and the Bachelor Girl 

The Small Family Cook Book 
By MARY D. PRETLOW 

everyone who has to cater to two or three persons. It solv 
the ditt ulties Im pose d by the average cook book of reducitr 

sme time retaining the essential piquancy of the recipe 

ifternoon teas, informal brea' fasts, luncheons and congeni 
loregatherings of bachelor girls 

W&A decorations by Rhoda Chase and Charles Guischard. 12mo. 75c. net. Postage 

A new cookery book for the beginning housekeeper and for 
es 

1g 
the quantities prescribed, to the limits required and at the 

his book is fascinating in its suggestions and menus for 

al 

&e. 

rtisers, please mention House & GarDEN 

\ satisfactory rotation may yet be 

effected while keeping these vegetables 

within proper bounds. In following the 

above classification these rotations will 
prove satisfactory : 

Lomatoes§ atter pole beans, turnips, 

beets, melons or squash. 

ggplant after muskmelon, squash ot 

Late squash inav be grown after early 

turnips the same season, and late cabbage 

after early beans 

Later varieties of squash may be 

planted between the rows of asparagus 

about June 25th. 

Late tomatoes and late peas and beans 
av also be planted between the aspara 

eus rows toward the end of the cutting 

season with decided advantage to the 

asparagus. 

otatoes may be grown where peas and 
beans grew, but cabbage should not be 

grown after any member of its family 11 

it can be avoided. 

Where it is convenient to give pole 
beans a permanent trellis of post and wire 
they may be successfully grown year after 

vear in the same spot. The posts are set 

six or eight feet apart in rows four feet 
apart, two wires being run from post to 

post near the top and bottom. Light 
twine looped from one wire to the other 

holds the running vines and is easily cut 
down at the end of each season. Early 

radishes, spinach, peas, lettuce, beets, etc., 

may be grown betwen the rows until the 

beans have climbed. 

April Poultry Work 

HAT most disturbs the poultry 
W keeper's peace of mind at this 
time of vear is the broody hen. Even 

among the Leghorns, Anconas and other 

supposedly non-sitting breeds, broody in- 
dividuals are often to be*found, and some- 

times they are aggravatingly persistent. 
In former days it was considered the 
proper thing to duck the broody hen in a 
pail of cold water or to starve her or to 
treat her in some equally imbhuman 
fashion, as though she were a criminal in 

feathers. We have learned better now. 

The poultryman’s object is to get the hen 
into laying trim again as soon as possible, 
and therefore she should have extra good 
care She should be given a crumbly 

mash every day, with the addition of a 

few table scraps, if any are available, to 
gether with cracked corn and plenty of 

water. She must be removed from the 
nest, however, and put where she cannot 
sit comfortably. A small pen or coop 
without nests and with no litter on the 
floor is a good place for the broody hens, 

and if an active cockerel can be put with 
them, they will soon be broken up. Many 
poultry houses are equipped with a coop 
having slatted sides and bottom and which 

' 

—- 
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is fastened to the wall well above the floor, 

where the broody hens are imprisoned. 
Properly handled, these hens ought to be 
laying again in from ten to fifteen days. 

It is important, though, to take them fro 

the nests found to be as soon as they are 

setting. The longer they set, the more 

stubborn they become. 

It is a good thing to get the newly 

hatched chickens out on the ground as 

possible. There is something 
about contact with Mother Earth which 

seems to be of the greatest benefit to all 

poultrykind. 

When the chicks first 
brooders to view the 

Soon as 

from the 
world they are pretty 

likely to get lost, and if they remain away 
from the heat they chilled, after 
which they take sudden leave of the world 

of which they have just caught a glimpse. 
There is no better plan than to make a 
little vard in the form of a half circle, 
using inch-mesh poultry netting. There 
are no corners in such a yard, of course, 
and the chicken that forgets the way back 

to the heat will simply follow along the 
wire until it presently finds itself under 
the hover again. 

come 

bec ne 

When the modern portable hovers are 

used it is rather desirable to make a little 

fence of boards or of canvas to break the 

draughts for the first week or two, as well 

as to confine the chickens. Special wire 
cages are made to fit over the hovers, and 

while they protect the 

which do not even wait 
have reached the squab 

ot development before they 

every vear thousands of 

carried away by rats, and 
when a new Mec ler house is built it pays 

to spend a little 
rat proot by 

are not expensive, 

chicks from rats, 

until the birds 
broiler 

dine on them 

Stage 

chickens are 

extra money to make 

putting in concrete “santa 
tion walls which go two feet below the 
surface. When the animals are already 

on hand, the only satisfactory way to get 
rid of them seems to be by the use of one 

the poisons sold for the purpose, and 
which can be given in a box with a small 

opening sO placed that the fowls 

each the poisoned bait. 

cannot 

When poultry keeping is to be entered 

upon by the simple buying a 

few dozen day-old chicks, this is a good 
month to begin. Day-old chicks may be 

sent safely by express many hundred miles 
if properly ventilated boxes are used. It 

is well, however, to have the journey as 
short as possible and very important to 

pre cess of 

Poult ry ita 

Hodgson 
Portable 
Houses 

purposes. 

Club House 

Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and 
practical at any time of the year in any climate. 

Erection of buildings extremely simple, 
unskilled labor in a few hours’ time. 

0 . 
E. F. HODGSON CO. {Sextrswan BibG., 6 EAST 201i ST.. NEW YORK) spondence to Boston 

Garden House 

Made for innumerable 
and cen be done by 

Send for illustrated catalogue. 

G. D. TILLEY 
Naturalist 

‘Everything in the Bird Line 

fromaCanarytoan Ostrich’’ 

Birds for the House and Porch 
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

1 am the oldest established and largest exclusive 
dealer in land and water birds in America and have 
on hand the most extensive stock in the United States 

G. D. TILLEY, Box H, Darien, Connecticut 

PHOENIX FOWL 
Pheas: ke eauty, gentle, at 

‘Stock and Eges 

Dr.C.A.Shore, Raleigh, N.C. 

Barred Plymouth Rocks 
Beauty and Utility Strain 

Are beautiful birds. lay lots of 
eggs, make the very best of table 
poultry. Choice breeding stock 
for sale. (I do not sell eggs for 
hatching or baby chicks). 

C. H. Latham. _— 

and calendar of pure bred poultry; 70 
varieties illustrated and described, many 
shown in natural colors. Perfect guide to 
poultry raisers—full of facts. Low prices 
on stock and eggs for hatching. Incubators 
and brooders. 22 years in business. You 

need this noted book. Send 10c for it-today. 

B. H. GREIDER, Box 26, Rheems, Pa. 

GREIDER’'S FINE CATALOGUE 
1915 

I SELL PEAFOWLS 
\LSO PHEASANT EGGS FOR HATCHING 

I HANDLE NOTHING BUT 
PURE, NON-RELATED STOCK 

JOHN W. TALBOT, Soutu Benp, Inp. 

No. 5, style ‘ 

A $36.00 HOUSE 

ID Sx 10 ft Potter portable open front 

fresh air, scratch shed house, equipped with No. 17, styl 
5 ft. 3-perch complete hennery outfit for 

Price of comple 

Potter Portable 
and hennery outfits and supplies give 
sands who have bought them in the last 12 year 
Build or Buy until y ‘u get our 100-page catalog 
for 4c to pay postage 

1) hen 
te house, $36 Painted two coat 

**Readybuilt’’ Poultry Houses 
atisfaction to thou 

Don't 
mated 

Start right. Save money and get the 

world's best, high-grade, time tried poultry equipment 
POTTER & CO., 37 Forest Ave., Downers Grove, Ill. 

A 

a= BF THE EXPRESSMAN = 

BA py 

++ BETTER 
tetenro" CHICKS 
ii Pure Bred Varieties 

Safe Delivery Guaranteed 

Incuhator Capactty, 100,000 
Xogs. Chick Book and 

, Prices FREE. 

HICKs THE CO-OPERATIVE 

DrorPEeO BREEDING AND HATCHING CO. 
AT YOUR DOOR 

Box H, Tiro, Ohio 

THE MODERN ARMY IN ACTION 
By majer-Coverel John P. O’Ryen 

Commanding the Nation 
Neu York 

il Guard of the Slate 
Graduate of the LU’. S. War Col 

Cant. W. D. A. Anderson, U.S. A. 
l Ss 

Instrum 

Cor of FEingineer form 

lor of Militar tri at Ws Po in 

Thi book ena vit th 

layman to easily follow 

the movements of the Army great armies, tells how 

the soldier ire molhil 

ized, how they are d 

ind how they are 

transported to the 

cene of conflict It 

will also be of interest 

to the officers and men 

of the Nationai Guard 

who have no leisure to 

study or digest an ad 

vanced technical study 

of strategy 

Postage i4 cent 

McBRIDE, NAST & CO., Publishers 
31 Union Square North ew York 

——— eee =. 
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| $2’ Invested in Vogue 
‘a tiny fraction of your loss on one ill-chosen gown. 

; > ° 

- wil Save you $200 
« , . 

4 a 4 I wn you buy and never wear is the really 

< % _ e1 gow! Hats, uits, mnegligees, that 

a , be tn bei exactly what you want are the 
hud i? that cost more than you can afford ‘ 

j Why take chance igain tl eason of confu | . » ar ; iti i 1 Tl ri | Bit 

ft eae n wi n simply by ending in the coupon below 
' De il igmificant portion of your 

1 a single ill-chosen hat or gown—vyou can 

insure the correctns of your whole Spring and 
Z \ timmy vara rT 

1 
Be i single penny on clothes, be 

| re « | planning your Spring wardrobe, consult 

ng fashion number Beginning ’ ’ : > ! 

j with the Spring Fashion's Number 
. > 

You will receive 
/ \ these 12 numbers of Vogue 

4 \ Smart Fashions April 1 

¥ Smart Fashions for Limited Incomes April 15 

1 

15 

xor8\ 4 ) i: Brides and Summer Homes May 
y ste wy ; ao \ American Travel May 

~ S ' Summer Fashions June 1 

~ % : In the Country June 15 

i - Hot Weather Fashions July 1 

oS F " Hostesses July 15 os ~ uly 5 

London and Paris Seasons Aug. 1 

hy Children's Fashions Aug. 15 

Y Autumn Millinery Sept. 1 

Autumn Forecast Sept. 15 
A 

| ‘ ¢ By ‘ itur nt naiu ‘ ( ir that rock the wi rid il yund them, 

’ their regular ring opening Il thr ugh the season Vogue plendid 

Peat correspondent ul ther for your benefit everything authoritative ¢ 

A 
Virh th | rnals cut off, with all ordinary source 4 

news interrupted, \ has become more clearly thanever before, the ab < 
lute authority on what is to worn by the well-dressed American woman 4 a 
And remet rt 4 comes not once a month, like the ordinary maga 4 a) 

t twice each month th y not ily the very latest 

hion 1 “ ’ Sha i 1 a of . “ane aaa: . 4 oe 

. er has \ uni e beet » universally recognized a t. nf 

the past x 7 t} of rt t And thi value reaches it 

highest point in these few weet when everyone ij isking 

buy from a man who has the reputation 
keeping high-class stock. It is an un 

fortunate fact that many day-old chicks 
have very brief careers. 

\nother way to begin this month is to 
buy a hen with a brood of chickens. The 25 
plan al advertising hens with chicks has ; 

By GASTON LEROUX 

luthor of ‘‘ The Mystery of the Yellow Room.” 

he action of Gaston Leroux’s latest story takes place in the 
untain fastnesses of modern Peru where the hill tribes are 

d to continue mysterious religious rites of their ancient an 

estors, the Incas. They worship the sun and offer up a human 
crifice every ten years, with awe-inspiring ceremonies. Their 

choice for a sacrifice is the most beautiful girl of the surrounding 
country, who is rescued from a living death by an old family 

| S/ nel Postage 10 cent 

os a 
’ ten HN rum 

McBRIDE, NAST a CO., Publishers, 31 ‘Union Square N. New York City 

been tried for the past year or two in some 
sections and has met with a ready re 
sponse. The hen will take care of the 

chickens until they are large enough to -~ 

look out for themselves. Then she can 

be made the principal item in the composi 
tion of a palatable chicken pie 

It is 1 nportant to keep the brood co ps 

dry, which is sometimes a little difficul 
when April showers come in quick succes 
sion. Some of the commercial litters made 
of peat are exceedingly satisfactory in 
brooders of all kinds and serve equally 
well in brood coops, which they help to 

keep in a sanitary condition, even in damp 
eather. 

leanliness must extend to the yards. 
lf an attempt be made to bring up chick- 

ens on tainted ground the result is almost 

certain to be failure. In fact, that is the 
rock on which many poultry enterprise 
proudly launched and successfully navi- 
gated for a time has eventually split. 
Where only a few chickens are being 
reared it is not a difficult matter » keep 

them in roomy but portable y nec pier to 
move the chickens daily. Even when only + 

a limited grass plot is available, it 1s pos 
sible to keep the grass from being killed 
out when it has a week or ten days in 
which to recuperate. This is really not 
the best plan, though, for growing chick- 

ens need fresh earth as well as grass. They 
need the earth to dig and dust in, but it 

should be where at least one crop has been 
grown since chickens were allowed on it 

before. 

Chickens running with a hen are almost 

There are several kinds 
of lice which play a part in making all 
poultry miserable, but the most disastrous 
to chickens is the big-head louse, which 1s 

best gotten rid of by means of a very little 
lard rubbed on the head. This, of course. 
is in addition to regular weekly applica- 
tions of insect powder. And perhaps it 

should be said that the Persian insect 

powder commonly used should always be 
fresh. It may be purchased at any drug 
store and costs but little. Probably most 

of the prepared insect powders are just as 

good, but they are not always available. 

Fireless brooders may be used satis- 

sure to have lice. 

factorily at this season, as there is less 

danger now of the chicks becoming chilled. 

()f course, they require much less atten- 
tion than heated brooders. The one point 
to remember is that the chickens provide 
their own heat and that there is no warmth 

in the brooder unless they are in it. For 

the first dav or two the fireless brooder 

needs close watching, the chicks being re- 
peatedly coaxed or driven to its shelter. 

So soon as the voungsters have learned 

their lesson, however, very little attention 

is required 
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First Aid for the Poisoned Dog 

UST about every once in so often, in 

J the average suburban community, the 
dog poisoner wakes up some night, dons 

his clothes and his most deceptive ex- 
pression and surreptitiously scatters bits 
of “loaded” meat and suffering in accord 
ance with his despicable character. No 
dog is safe from him. Mongrel and blue 

winner may find pieces of the 
deadly stuff, bolt them and die in agony 

before the vet. can be called in. 

It is with first-aid remedies, designed to 

save the victim’s life by tiding him over 
that critical period from the time he 

crawls, whimpering, into the house until 
professional services can be obtained, that 
the following paragraphs have to deal. 

\rsenic and 

ribb nN 

strychnine are the poisons 
most commonly used by the dog-hater. 

Phosphorus is also to be considered, for 

it is the chief deadly ingredient in many 
rat poisons, and so can be 
even by people of no standing in the com- 
munity. Even when intended for ° its 
legitimate purpose—vermin destruction 
it sometimes happens that a dog will get 
hold of it and suffer accordingly. 

Considering arsenic poisoning first, the 
symptoms to be expected are heat and 
tenderness of the abdomen, quickly fol 
lowed by frothy vomiting and thirst. The 
dog’s breathing heavy and labored, and 

in a little while he will have convulsions. 
The thing to do, as in all poison cases, is 
to get the stuff out of his stomach as soon 

as possible. l‘or this, the best temporary 

remedy is an emetic of milk, magnesia and 
oil, or flour and water. It should be 
given in good quantity as soon as possible 
after the « 

easily obtained 

‘ause of the trouble is suspected. 
If the first dose does not have immediate 
effect, give another, for time is precious. 

Strychnine symptoms are quite different 
from those of arsenic. The dog yelps and 
whines with pain, jerks his head, froths 
at the mouth, and, as the poison takes 
greater effect, his legs twitch curiously. 
These tmdications will be followed by 

arching of the back and occasional convul- 

sions. Give him a powerful emetic and 
hope for the best until the doctor comes. 

Phosphorus causes frequent vomiting 
and purging, heat and tenderness of the 
throat and stomach, and convulsions. Give 
an emetic and follow it with frequent 
doses of magnesia or chalk 

water. 

dissolved in 

It must not be supposed that every case 
of poisoning can be treated successfully 
by the above methods. The remedies are 
efficacious as far as they go, and in the 
majority of cases they serve their pur- 
pose; but when the poison has had time 
thoroughly to work into the dog’s system, 

it is a toss-up whether or not he can be 
saved. The veterinary, or, lacking one 
near by, a druggist , should be reached with 

21] — le speed, for a few minutes’ delay 

often means the difference between a live 

dog or a dead one R. S. Lemmon. 

ENNEL DEPARTMENT 
» purpose of this departme nt 1s to giwe advice to se interest 

The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions 
Kennel Department” and enclose a self-addressed envelot: 

Midkiff Kennels 
W. T. PAYNE, Owner 

For the past twenty-eight years we have been the 
largest breeder and exhibitor of Cocker Spaniels 

During that time we have won more prizes than 
any other exhibitor in the United States or Canada 

Our entire breeding stock including both stud dogs 
and matrons are the very best obtainable 

Our dogs are all farm raised insuring strong con- 
stitutions and rugged health, and the development 
of their intelligence and house manners receives the 
same careful attention as the maintenance of their 

health 

We always have a large number on hand, both 
sexes, all ages and in all the various standard colors 

for sale 
Also several broken and unbroken 

Se = and Irish Water Spaniels. 

ow full particulars, description and prices, addre 

THE MIDKIFF KENNELS, Dallas, Penna. 

Pointers 

EQUAL PARTNERS 
is the relationship existing between the 
child and his pet. They share each 
day's joys and sorrows on an equal basis, 
and the welfare of one ts the welfare of 
the other. Put your child in partnership 
with the ideal pet—one of our Persian 
Kittens. 

BLACK SHORT HAIRED CATTERY 
Kennels: Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 

Address all communications to 
N. Y. Office: 112 O Carnegie Hall 

Telephone 3691 Columbus 

AIREDALE TERRIERS 
If you want a real pal, guard, or 
companion for your children get an 
Airedale. I usually have husky, 
country raised puppies and grown 
terriers for sale at $20.00 and up- 
wards. 

Neshonshon Farm Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., R F.D. 52 

SAFETY FIRST 
~y 4A Police Dog insures your children’s 

safety, your house and property, and 
reduces the high cost of insuring your 
property from burglars, tr mp $s, etc. 

‘German Shepher d Dog is your 
eet friend and companion. He does 
anything that any other dog can do, 
and then beats theotherdog. His in 
telligence is of the highest order, 
therefore, he will learn readily and obey 
implicitly his master’s slightest order. 
4 A Police Dog is not a big brute; his 

wolfish looks do not prevent him from 
being the most gentle and affectionate 
protector. 
§ We specialize in breeding and training 
strains of the “German Shepherd,’’ who 
are known to be perfect in character. 
4 Ask us about him. 

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR POLICE DOGS 
hone 

East Killingly, near Danielson, Conn. 
The first and only organization of its kind 

in America 

Airedale Terriers 
From the greatest living sires 

Ch. Soudan Swiveller, Ch. King Oorang and Gold 
Heels. Farm-raised, very keen, alert and full of 
vigor, with true terrier characteristics. Prices reason 
able. Shipped on approval to responsible parties. 

THOMAS K. BRAY. 242 Clark Street, Westfield, New Jersey 
Phone 424 M Westfield 

American Kennels 
Most up-to-date, largest establishment of its 
kind. St. Bernards, Great Danes, Jumbo 
Black Newfoundlands, $15 up; English Bulls, 
ee and puppies, also Bitches in whelp, 
oston Terriers, French Bulls, $15 up; Scotch 

Collies all ages, $7450 up; Irish Terriers, 
Airedales, $15 up; white Esquimouxs, $15 
up; Toy Fox Terriers, $5 up; Bull Terriers, $10 
up Toy white silk Poodles, the real small 
kind, from 3-pound parents, smallest ob- 
tainable, $:5, all pedigreed stock; Toy Pom- 
eranians and Pekingese Spaniels, grown and 
puppies, $20 up. Everything for the dog 

State wants. Weship anywhere. 233 Third Ave. New York City, 
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If You Expect to Build 
Don’t Miss this Offer 

— 

1 Building The information contained i 

value, without material additional cost. Building 
save you many dollars. 

This $1.00 Should Save You Hundreds 

offer in HOUSE AND GARDEN. 

NAME 

ADDRESS CAKRRSLAARKR ASK HRA KRS SAH E Ee 
a CRRA KKATAKAHKSSA PSS SH ee see 

T the time you are planning that new home and naturally desire to 

: Study the ideas of several leading architects who specialize on resi- 
dences of the modern-cost- -type, you can get valuable suggestions 

from the beautiful designs, plans and details shown 

BUILDING AGE 
The National Building Publication with a Mcnthly 

Circulation of 25,000 among Builders, Architects ar.d Owners 

Age, both in the editorial and riy 
advertising pages, is of the keenest interest to home buile Jers, and will enable you to in- r 

troduce numerous features in your new home, that add to the convenience, comfort and 
Age also contains data that should 

OUR SPECIAL OFFER—The price of these eight numbers is $1.60. We will mail a 

BUILDING AGE, 151 39th St. Bldg, New York order at once and 

For enclosed $1.00 send eight numbers, according to special 

7 P=. cReEe® 

pay 

in eight issues of 

ee ss ee tk ee EE © 8 Behe hed heieeies 
set to you for special 
price of $1.00 if you 

xR REM EAE REE SESE RARE RRR ER POSES 

as the supply is very 

limited. 

mention House and rt = | 
Garden, Don't delay . —d | OF 

n writing to advertisers, please mention House & Gart 
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LINGARD Pprrrea. 

The Best Phloxes 
In several hundred Phloxes tested in our trial grounds we have found the 

ving Varieties are among the very best. Except where noted we can 
furnish good trong plant at 15 cents each, $1.50 per dozen, $10.00 per 100, 

When selection of varieties is left entirely to us we will supply good plants, 
n a good assortment at $1.00 per dozen, $7.00 per 100. 

Elizabeth Campbell. Thi the best Phlox i: Le Soleil. Lovely soft rose-pink, with whit« 
troduced in recent year ind is destined to be center; a charming color; extra fine; 2 feet high 

opular y br Imon-p ; theo! Mae Ver . ht ~ygperceal. ast Mrs. Jenkins. White, immense panicles 
iter hading ind dark red eye very " o ome 

ain anes G9 EO mer dase Miss Lingard. The best Phlox in cultivation 
. It produces immense heads of beautiful white 

Rynstrom \ splendid improvement on Pan flowers in June and blooms again in September 
theor lor not unlike that of Paul Neyron rose and October Splendid foliage and habit and 

\ magnificent iriety and one free from attacks of red spider 
t ‘ *hloxe cen eact . . 

w Phi < nt ce Obergartner Wittig. Light rose, center lighter “+ ‘ 
red eye 

Athis la est salmor Pearl. Pure white; very late 

B ‘ Paniculata. Rosy purple; fine for nasturalizing 
26 white ‘t ‘ poranger. J i iffu 1 gray very ‘nm meadows 

‘ te rads 
Peach Blossom. Delicate pink, with whit 

Champs Elysees. Fine, rich purplish crimson markings; lovely 
Ex« laireur. Bright purplish r ight center Rosenberg. Bright reddish violet, with blood-red 

Or OU owes eye; individual flowers as large as a silver dollar 

Frau Antoine Buchner. he finest white yet Siebold. Orange-scarlet; very brilliant; good 
introduced; largest tru ind individual flower habit; a great improvement on “‘Coquelicot”’ in 

4 t I every way 

\ t t t t mprehensive stock of Hardy Plants in Ameri 
t ndrea riet f the choicest Peonies, and also the largest collection of 

| nt world, and an unsurpassed collection of named Phloxes. Our illus 

ying 1 hundreds of other Hardy Plants, Trees, Rhododen- 
\ an : at om recuest 

A PLEA FOR HARDY PLANTS,” by J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains much information about Hardy Gardens, with plans for their arrange- 
ment We have mad arrangements with the publishers of this book to furnish it to customers at a very low price. Particulars on request. 

ELLIOTT NURSERY, 339 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

i. 

About 
Actual Size 

uniform w 

slates n 

boo sticks 

| NOTE: Heavy 

double warps 

at both edges 

Vudor Reen 

flimsy bam 

On a porch protected by Vudor 

Reenforced Porch Shades you can 

TAAAMAA MAMMAL AAA HAT i {)AdUUUUAAAADOOALLAALLLLLL 

Make Your Porch the Coolest 

Room of Your House 

the sun and rain for many seasons. 

Every Vudor Shade has many 

eat, sleep and live in a health-giving double reenforcing warps woven 

breeze. Vudor Porch 

Shades supply years 

of real porch comfort. 

These slats are of 

light, strong, flexible 

: wood. They are held 

in place by heavy rot- 

twine, 

lock-stitched. 

Yu d OF, ow t 

PORCH SHADE } 

arenrs GRANTED AND PENONG? 

_ HUGH SHADE 
JAMES VALLE wis. 

This name-plate marka the cenuine 
orced Porch Shades 

proot 

in the body of the 

shade. Every Vudor 

UW OTF” Shade is equipped 
with a Vudor Safety 

Reenforced Wind Device that 

Porch Shades 
does not have to be 

hooked or unhooked 
LAST FOR YEARS 

each time you roll 
Over 600,000 Vudors in Daily Use 

Vudor Porch Shades are 

indelibly stained in soft, 

pleasing colors that will 

look fresh and new despite 

the shade. 

Send for Booklet 

telling about Vudor Porch Shades and Ham- 

mocks. We will give you the name of nearest 
Vudor dealer and send sample name-plate so 

you can identify Vudor Shades. 

HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION, 261 Mill Street, Janesville, Wis. 


